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SAMENVATTING G 

Hett proefschrift is een systematische en alomvattende studie van de korte verhalen van 
Luu Xun, op grond van zijn gebruik van modus, een der fundamentele dimensies van 
narratievee theorie. Lu Xun is de belangrijkste schrijver in de Chinese literatuur van de 
twintigstee eeuw, en zijn werk wordt al meer dan tachtig jaar bestudeerd. Maar dit soort van 
systematischee narratieve studies wordt in China zelden uitgevoerd. Als theoretische fundering 
wordtt in deze studie gebruik gemaakt van het onderscheid dat Gérard Genette maakt tussen 1) 
zeroo focalisatie (de traditionele "alwetende" verteller), 2) interne focalisatie (de verteller weet 
evenveell  als het personage) en 3) externe focalisatie (de verteller doet verslag over wat voor 
hett "publiek" toegankelijk is). Naast de studie van Genette worden ook die van Mieke Bal en 
Shlomithh Rimmon-Kennan gebruikt. 

Hoofdstukk I toont aan dat de overgang van verhalen met zero focalisatie naar verhalen 
mett interne en externe focalisatie een der belangrijkste gebeurtenissen is geweest in de 
ontwikkelingg van moderne Chinese fictie. Zero focalisatie was eeuwenlang de dominante 
moduss in Chinese fictie; andere narratieve modi werden slechts af en toe gebruikt. Het was 
pass in de late Qing dinastie (rond 1900) dat er, zowel door interne als door externe factoren, 
veranderingenn optraden. In die tijd weken vele schrijvers en critici bewust af van het 
traditionelee gebruik van zero focalisatie. Dit proces werd voltooid door de schrijvers van de 
meii  4 era, vooral door Lu Xun. Hij gebruikt zowel de traditionele vertelvorm met zero 
focalisatiee als ook externe en interne focalisatie. Hij begon in zijn vroege vertalingen met de 
traditionelee modus van zero-focalisatie. Hij begon in zijn vroege vertalingen met de 
traditionelee modus van zero-focalisatielnterne focalisatie in de eerste persoon gebruikte hij 
eerstt in zijn eerste verhaal, "Herinnering aan het verleden" (1911), dat nog in klassiek Chinees 
werdd geschreven, alsmede in zijn eerste korte verhaal in de landstaal, "Dagboek van een gek" 
(1918).. In zijn volgende korte verhalen maakte hij vakkundig gebruik van de verschillende 
narratievee modi. 

Dee volgende hoofdstukken analyseren dan Lu Xuns gebruik van de verschillende 
narratievee modi, en zij laten zien wat voor betekenis zij hadden voor de ontwikkeling van 
narratievee modi in Chinese fictie. Hoofdstuk II bestudeert verhalen met interne focalisatie; zij 
hebbenn meestal een interne verteller. Deze zijn: "Dagboek van een gek". "Kong Yiji" , "Een 
onbetekenendd voorval", "Een verhaal over haar", "Mij n geboortestreek", "Konijnen en katten", 
"Eendenkomedie""  en "Dorpsopera" uit de verzameling Te wapen! en "Hetnieuwjaarsoffer", 
"Inn het wijnhuis", "De eenzame", en "Wroeging" uit Zwerftocht. Er zijn in de traditionele 
Chinesee literatuur zeer weinig verhalen waar de interne verteller als personage ingrijpt in de 
handeling.. Lu Xun gebruikt deze focalisatie vaak: het verhaal wordt dan verteld door een 
verteller-agent,, die als personage optreedt en aan de gebeurtenissen actief of passief 
deelneemt.. Als personages communiceren deze vertellers ook met de andere personages. Lu 
Xunss belangrijkste bijdrage aan moderne Chinese fictie is zijn gebruik en perfectionering van 
dezee narratieve modus. In de verhalen "Een gelukkig gezin" en "De weledelgeleerde heer 
Gao""  wordt door een personage gefocaliseerd, niet door de verteller. In "Een gelukkig gezin" 
focaliseertt de protagonist die het verhaal wil opschrijven; in "De weledelgeleerde heer Gao" 
focaliseertt Gao, die niet de verteller is. Er zijn enkele verhalen, b.v. "De medicijn" en "De 
echtscheiding""  met variabele interne focalisatie: hier fungeren verschillende personages als 
personage-focalisatoren. . 

Inn hoofdstuk III worden derde-persoon verhalen met externe en zero focalisatie 
bestudeerd,, alsmede verschuivingen in focalisatie en narratieve inmengingen. Lu Xun schreef 
slechtss twee verhalen met externe focalisatie: "Tot lering en vermaak" en "De eeuwige lamp." 
Dezee uitstekende voorbeelden tonen een unieke artistieke stijl aan. Hier worden slechts scènes 



enn personages gepresenteerd, zonder verklaring of contextualisering. De rustige en objectieve 
afbeeldingenn intensiveren de sociale sfeer van de verhalen. Zij stellen de woorden van de 
personagess op de voorgrond; de verteller mag slechts zelden ingrijpen. 

Luu Xun heeft zeven verhalen met zero focalisatie geschreven: "De ware geschiedenis 
vann Ah Q", "Het witte licht", "Storm in een theekopje", "Morgen", "Zeep", "De vijfde van de 
vijfde",, en "De broers". Al deze verhalen worden verteld door een "alwetende" verteller. In dit 
hoofdstukk worden ook twee soorten van afwisseling besproken; in Lu Xun's verhalen zijn 
paralipsiss en paralepsis te vinden. Tenslotte behandelt dit hoofdstuk ook de inmengingen van 
dee verteller. Er zijn twee soorten te vinden bij Lu Xun: commentaar op het verhaal en 
commentaarr op het discours. 

Inn hoofdstuk IV worden vijf korte verhalen van Lu Xun geselecteerd als case studies 
overr verschillende vertellers en verschillende narratieve modi. In "Dagboek van een gek" 
tredenn twee vertellers op. Aan het begin van het verhaal is de verteller-agent ver van de lezer, 
aann het einde is hij juist dichtbij. Terwijl het verhaal zich afwikkelt slinkt de afstand tussen de 
normenn van de geïmpliceerde auteur en die van de lezer. Ook in het verhaal "In het wijnhuis" 
zijnn er twee vertellers: de primaire verteller "ik" en de secondaire verteller Lu Weiflx. Zij 
communicerenn met elkaar en door hun dialoog verschaffen zij de lezer ook informatie over 
zichzelf.. De beschrijvingen van de vertellers in "Dorpsopera" en "In het wijnhuis" zijn niet 
statischh maar dynamisch. Hun descripties gaan vaak op in de handeling. "Kong Yiji " wordt 
verteldd als een herinnering, maar de focalisatie schuift heen en weer tussen de volwassen en 
dede jonge versies van de ik. De volwassen ik verhaalt over de gebeurtenissen van toen, maar de 
reactiess op wat hij toen zag komen meestal van zijn vroegere ik, het jongetje aan de tapkast. 
Dee focalisatie is naïef, niet subtiel. De visies van de volwassene en de jonge man geven 
tezamenn een stereoscopisch beeld van de tragische geschiedenis van Kong Yiji . Het verhaal 
"Dee ware geschiedenis van Ah Q", een verhaal met zero focalisatie en met een alwetende 
verteller,, is onder alle verhalen van Lu Xun het meeste beïnvloed door traditionele Chinese 
vertelwijzen.. De verteller kruipt in de ziel van Ah Q en presenteert van binnen de 
merkwaardigee gedachten en het gedrag van zijn protagonist. 

Luu Xun was de eerste schrijver in de geschiedenis van de moderne Chinese fictie die 
allee vertelmodi met succes heeft gebruikt. Zijn nieuwe manier om de narratieve modi te 
gebruikenn was een creatieve onderneming die zowel van Chinese als van buitenlandse 
invloedenn heeft geprofiteerd: toen hij buitenlandse technieken adopteerde, vooral de nieuwe 
narratievee modi, heeft hij ook de inheemse traditie weten te bewaren. 
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Introduction n 

Scholarss in China normally consider the literature from 1917 to 1949 as "modern 
Chinesee literature," and the one from 1949 to present as "contemporary." Modern 
Chinesee literature, a vernacular literature with a predominantly realistic social content 
andd new forms and styles, was heralded by the publication in 1917 of Hu Shi's "A 
Modestt Proposal for Literary Reform" in New Youth. According to Liu Wu-chi, one 
mayy distinguish within the modern era an early phase (1917-37), when "writers 
experimentedd to create a new vernacular literature in opposition to traditional 
classicall  literature." Lu Xun was "the leading writer of the first period and, in fact, the 
greatestt name in twentieth century Chinese literature [...] whose short stories and 
essaysessays have exerted a tremendous influence on the younger generation" (224). As 
IreneIrene Eber writes: "That Lu Xun has achieved a worldwide reception as a writer is 
obvious.. His works have been translated into over fifty languages, including 
twenty-fivee European languages and twenty-one spoken by nationalities of the USSR. 
Asidee from the translations, scholars and critics have produced many books and 
articless about the man and his literary craft" (242). 

Researchh on Lu Xun's works has gone on for more than eighty years now in 
China.. In 1913, Yun Tieqiao, chief editor of The Short Story Magazine, made remarks 
onn Lu Xun's short story in classical Chinese, "Remembering Past Times." The first 
importantt research article on Lu Xun, "Cannibalism and Feudal Ethics," was 
publishedd by Wu Yu in New Youth, 1919. Since then, innumerable books and research 
paperss about Lu Xun's life and work have been published. According to the statistics 
off  Books and Articles on Oriental Subject Published in Japan, edited by the Oriental 
Associationn of Japan, over the past 60 years about 3,000 books and articles have been 
publishedd on Lu Xun in Japan alone. The first doctoral dissertation on Lu Xun in a 
Westernn language was written in 1937 by Wang Cheng-ju (Wang Zhengru) at the 
Universityy of Bonn, since then many others were completed. 

Luu Xun wrote mostly essays and translations, the number of his short stories is 
relativelyy small. He wrote thirty-four stories in total, including fourteen collected in 
CallCall to Armss, eleven collected in Wandering, eight as historical fiction collected in 
NewlyNewly Edited Old Stories. "Remembering Past Times" whis we have mentioned, is 
nott included in these collections. Though small in number, these stories have played a 
veryy important role in the history of modern Chinese fiction. By absorbing and 
introducingg the artistic methods of Western novelists, Lu Xun made comprehensive 
artisticc innovations in traditional Chinese fiction. 

Chinesee research on Lu Xun has been focused over the past decades on his life, 
hiss style of writing, and his portrayal of the realities of life. Scholars in China have 
studiedd him mainly from a socio-historical standpoint. A leading critic in China, Zhou 
Yang,, says that Lu Xun's short stories fully embody the tradition of the literary 
revolutionn in the May Fourth Movement. His short stories represent the reality of the 
Chinesee democratic revolution, and they are greatly successful in reflecting the 
democraticc revolution's object, task and motive force (3). In 1954, another important 
critic,, Chen Yong, wrote in connection with the farmers and the intellectuals, two 
typess that frequently appear in Lu Xun's short stories: "Lu Xun's realism made it 
clearr that bourgeoisie is incapable of leading the Chinese revolution toward victory, 
andd that the farmers must take a revolutionary road because of their oppressed 
position,, but they have their own weakness. What about the intellectuals? Many of 
themm are intelligent, honest and they are usually the first people to awaken in every 
revolutionaryy period, but when they have no clear understanding of reality and are 
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themselvess isolated, they are weak and incompetent" (31; my translation. Hereafter 
unlesss indicated otherwise, all translations are mine). 

Byy the 1980s Chinese research on Lu Xun took a new direction. Lin Zhihao 
remarked:: "The research tradition that was started by Zhou Yang and fulfilled 
splendidlyy by Chen Yong has dominated the research on Lu Xun's short stories for 
thirtyy years. A different view on this research tradition emerged in 1985 when Wang 
Furen'ss 'On Call to Arms and Wandering* was published" (LuXun Study 2: 46). 

Wangg Furen's article was an extract of his 1984 dissertation A Mirror  of the 
Anti-feudalAnti-feudal Ideological Revolution in China: On "Call to Arms " and "Wandering" at 
Beijingg Normal University, the first doctoral dissertation on Lu Xun in China. Its 
basicc view is that Lu Xun's short stories are "the mirror of the anti-feudal ideological 
revolutionn in China." Wang Furen thinks that many commentaries on Lu Xun's short 
storiess were made in terms of the political revolution, and therefore are not exact: 
"Thee realities that Call to Arms and Wandering reflect and present are not from the 
anglee of the political revolution of Chinese society, but from the perspective of the 
anti-feudall  ideological revolution in China." Accordingly: "It is necessary to adjust 
ourr research perspective on Call to Arms and Wandering, and to create a perspective 
thatt wil l replace the existing one. This research perspective should not be based on 
MaoMao Zedong's theoretical conclusion about the specific law of the Chinese political 
revolution,, but based on what Lu Xun was actually seeking in his thought and for art" 
(Onn Call to Arms and Wandering, 1985.3: 5-6). Many people think that Wang Furen's 
studyy was a breakthrough; nevertheless, it also took a socio-historical point of view. 

Inn the middle of the 1980s, some Western literary theories were introduced to 
China.. The late Vice-President of the International Comparative Literature 
Associationn (ICLA), Professor Yang Zhouhang, urged Chinese scholars to use 
Westernn literary theories to analyze Chinese literature. He thought this should be an 
importantt aspect of comparative literature in China. Western narrative theory now 
receivedreceived some attention in China, and a small number of articles using narrative 
theoryy appeared also on Lu Xun's short stories. 

Myy following study of these short stories is a systematic and comprehensive 
examination,, based on the use of narrative mode, one of the key dimensions of 
narrativee theory. It is "a set of devices and verbal means which create an image of a 
story'ss mediator, the so-called narrator in the narrative" (Dolezelova, Chinese Novel 
57).. In Percy Lubbock's view, "the whole intricate question of method in the craft of 
fiction,""  is governed by "the relation in which the narrator stands to the story" (251). 
Iff  the same story were to be narrated by means of a different narrative mode, it could 
havee completely different effects, produce different aesthetic experiences, and the 
readerr would get entirely different information. 

Inn recent decades, studies on the narrator's position have achieved noticeable 
success,, in spite of the appearance of some problems relating to the use of divergent 
terminologies.. "Point of view" is most commonly used, and several typological 
descriptionss of narrative based on it have been proposed. For example, Brooks and 
Warrenn use the term "focus of narration," Grimes uses "viewpoint," Stanzel uses the 
"narrativee situation." "Narrative perspective," "narrative manner" and "narrative 
pointt of view" are also often used. Genette uses the slightly more abstract term 
**  localization" (Discourse 189) in order to distinguish between "who sees" and "who 
speaks,""  and to avoid the too specifically visual connotations of the terms "vision," 
"field,""  and "point of view." He distinguishes between 1) nonfocalized narrative, or 
narrativee with zero focalization; 2) narrative with internal focalization, which 
includess three kinds: fixed, variable and multiple; and 3) narrative with external 
focalization.. Genette's categories will be used as my starting point of my study, but I 
shalll  also take into account work of other scholars, especially that of Mieke Bal and 
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Shloraithh Rimmon-Kenan. 
Narrativee texts, even short stories, usually employ more than one narrative mode, 

butt they usually contain a dominant one. In different periods or movements of literary 
history,, different narrative modes have leading positions, and new narrative modes 
resultedd sometime from the stylistic experiments by writers. When examining the 
narrativee mode of an author, we must therefore look also at the historical changes, at 
thee culture of his age, and at the literary movements of that time. 

Inn the history of Chinese fiction, zero focalization was the dominant mode in 
traditionall  Chinese fiction for a long time, although other narrative modes, such as 
internall  focalization also appeared occasionally. It was only in the late Qing dynasty, 
whenn external and internal factors led to the introduction of changes, that Chinese 
novelistss and critics consciously departed from the tradition of the narrative with zero 
focalization.. This process, which was started in the late Qing dynasty, was completed 
byy the writers of the May Fourth Era, foremost among them Lu Xun. He was not only 
thee first Chinese writer to use all three narrative modes, he also used them in an 
exemplaryy way, opening new ways for the development of Chinese fiction. 

II  wil l study Lu Xun's use of the traditional narrative with zero focalization, as 
welll  as his use of narratives with internal focalization and narrative with external 
focalization.. He started with the traditional narrative mode in his translations of Jules 
Verne'ss A Journey to the Center of the Earth (1903) and A Journey to the Moon 
(1906).. He used internal focalization in the first person in his mentioned first short 
story,, "Remembering Past Times" (1911), and in his first short story in modern 
vernacular,, "A Madman's Diary" (1918). In his following short stories he skillfull y 
employedd different narrative modes, including internal focalization and external 
focalization.. I wil l analyze Lu Xun's use of all three narrative modes, and I will show 
theirr significance in the evolution of narrative modes in Chinese fiction. Finally, I 
selectt five short stories as case studies. 

Myy study examines thus the form of Lu Xun's fiction. This kind of systematic 
narrativee research is seldom practiced in China, because Chinese scholars usually 
studyy the content of literary works. The study of form has been neglected, and 
"formalism""  has been a derogatory term in literary criticism for a long time. Xu Jie's 
LecturesLectures on Lu Xun's Fiction (1951), was the first book that specifically studied Lu 
Xun'ss fiction. In "The Author's Preface," Xu Jie says that he would like to "take the 
formm [of fiction] as the point of departure to analyze and appreciate it, and come into 
contactt with its inside through the form." Using this method, Lectures on Lu Xun's 
FictionFiction made some important contributions to the study of Lu Xun's fiction. However, 
Xuu Jie's book was repeatedly criticized. Critics have declared almost unanimously 
thatt his book "lays undue stress on the technique of expression form" (Yuan Liangjun, 
ContemporaryContemporary Era 25-27). Yet, studying a writer, a literary work, or literature of a 
certainn period, it wil l be difficult to grasp their essence if we do not delve into 
technicall  matters. This is especially true for an author like Lu Xun, who lived through 
aa traumatic transitional period of Chinese literature, and whose works have 
epoch-makingg significance. 

UsingUsing the mirror and the jigsaw as metaphors, Yang Zhouhang tries to show a 
majorr difference between Chinese and Western critical attitudes. He thinks that 
Chinesee critics mainly concentrate their attention on the real lif e reflected in literary 
works,, while Western critics focus on the literary work itself and on literary forms 
(22-23).. I believe that what is shared by Western and Chinese literary theories 
outweighss what separates them. Although some people oppose analyzing Chinese 
literaturee in terms of Western literary theories, this kind of research has been and wil l 
bebe going on. The goal of my study is not simply to apply some literary theories, but, 
moree importantly, to open new ways of research on Lu Xun's fiction. Building on 
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studiess of Lu Xun's short stories in the 1990s, I hope to stimulate further interest in 
Luu Xun. 
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CHAPTERR ONE 

Thee Significance of Lu Xun's Short Stories in the Evolution of Narrativ e Modes in 
Chinesee Fiction 

1.11 Theory of Narrativ e Modes 

Althoughh narrativ e modes are as old as fiction itself, their  study in Western literar y 
theoryy started only at the end of the nineteenth century. Selden L. Whitcomb included in 
hiss book The Study of a Novel (1905) a section with the titl e "Th e Narrator . His Point," 
claimingg that "th e unity of a passage or  a plot depends largely on the clearness and 
stabilityy of [the narrator's ] position"  (Friedman 114-15). The claim anticipates a trend: 
laterr  manuals on the art of fiction usually contain a similar  section. 

Inn recent decades, studies on the narrator' s position have been noticeably successful, 
howeverr  problems appeared due to differences in terminology. Scholars have been using 
"poin tt  of view"  and "narrativ e perspective"  most frequently, but "focus of narration," 
"narrativ ee situation,"  "narrativ e viewpoint,"  "narrativ e manner"  and "narrativ e point of 
view""  have also been used. Stanzel distinguished in his 1955 study three types of 
novelisticc "narrativ e situations": Auktoriale Erzdhlsituation, which is that of the 
"omniscient""  author  (e.g. Fielding's Tom Jones); the Ich Erzdhlsituation or  first-person 
narration ,, where the narration is done by a character  (e.g. Melville' s Moby Dick); and the 
PersonatePersonate Erzdhlsituation, when a narrativ e is told "i n the thir d person"  but according to 
thee point of view of a character  (e.g. James's The Ambassadors). 

Inn the same year, Norman Friedman presented a more complex classification with 
eightt  terms, by considering who talks to the reader, from what position (angle) with 
respectt  to the story he or  she tells, what channels of information the narrator  uses to 
conveyy the story to the reader, and, at what distance he or  she places the reader from the 
story.. The eight resultant categories are: 1-2) "omniscient"  narration with or  without 
"authoria ll  intrusion"  (Fielding in Tom Jones or  Thomas Hardy in Tess ofD'ubervilles); 3) 
"first-person ""  narration by a witness who tells the reader  only what he or  she as observer 
mayy legitimately observe (Marlow in Conrad's Heart of Darkness), 4) I-protagonist, who 
tellss his own story (Dickens, Great Expectations); 5) "selective-omniscient"  narrating, 
withh a "multiple "  point of view, where the appearance of the characters and the setting can 
bee transmitted to the reader  only through the mind of someone present (Virgini a Woolf, 
ToTo the Lighthouse), 6) single point of view, where the reader  is limited to the mind of only 
onee of the characters (Joyce, Portrait of the Artist); and, finally,  two types of purely 
objectivee narrating: the "dramati c mode"  (where the information available to the reader  is 
limitedd largely to what the characters do and say, and the reader  apparently listens to no 
onee but the characters themselves, who move as it were upon a stage: Hemingway, Hills 
LikeLike White Elephants), and "th e camera,"  (in which the aim is to transmit a pure and 
simplee recording, without apparent selection or  organization) (118-31). 

Gerardd Genette thinks that this classifications creates a confusion between what he 
callss mood and voice, a confusion "between the question who is the character whose point 
ofof view orients the narrative perspective? and the very different question who is the 
narrator?narrator?'--or,'--or,  more simply, the question who sees? and the question who speaks?" 
(Narrative(Narrative Discourse 186) In Genette's opinion, it is not legitimate to draw up a list where 
thee two determinations compete with each other. Thus, he thinks that it is convenient to 
considerr  only the purely modal determinations, which concern what people ordinaril y call 
"poin tt  of view"  and Jean Pouillon calls "vision."  Genette regards terms such as "poin t of 
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view,""  'Vision,"  or  "field "  as too specific in their  connotations, and he adopts therefore 
thee slightly more abstract term "focalization"  (Narrative Discourse 188-89). 

Genettee distinguishes three types of focalization: the first  (in general represented by 
thee classical narrative) is nonfocalized narrative, or  narrativ e with zero focalization. It is 
associatedd with omniscient narrators. When the position is locatable (in one character  or 
another)) and entails conceptual or  perceptual restrictions (with what is presented being 
governedd by the perspective of a character), this is the second type: the narrativ e with 
internall  focalization. Internal focalization can be fixed (when one and only one 
perspectivee is adopted), variable (when different perspectives are adopted in turn to 
presentt  different situations and events), or  multipl e (when the same situations and events 
aree presented more than once, each time in terms of a different perspective). The thir d 
typee is narrativ e with external focalization, which is limited to the characters' external 
behaviorr  (actions and words spoken aloud but not thoughts or  feelings), their  appearence, 
andd the setting against which they come to the fore (Narrative Discourse 189-94; Prince 
32-33).. In Genette's opinion, the theory of focalization is only a general presentation of 
thee standard of "poin t of view"  (Revisited 84). 

Miekee Bal uses the term "focalization"  in a different sense. If Genette uses it to 
characterizee the narrator' s relation to the narrated world, Bal uses it in a broader  sense, 
wheneverr  something is seen from a certain "poin t of view,"  by the narrator  but also by 
characters.. She notes that the existing terms do not make an explicit distinction between 
thee vision through which the elements are presented and the identity of the voice that is 
verbalizingg that vision: "they do not make a distinction between those who see and those 
whowho speakT (Narratology 100-01). To counter  this, she applies focalization "t o the 
relationss between the elements presented and the vision through which they are presented 
withh the termfocalization." Focalization is, then, "th e relation between the vision and that 
whichh is 'seen,'  perceived"  (Narratology 100). Consequently, Bal speaks of "focalizers" 
andd "focalized,"  terms that Genette does not use. In Bal's view, the definition of 
focalizationn refers to a relationship, and each pole of that relationship, the subject and the 
objectt  of focalization, must therefore be studied separately. The subject of focalization, 
thee focalizer, is the point from which the elements are viewed. That point can lie with a 
characterr  or  outside i t Based on this, Bal distinguishes between internal and external 
focalization,, but she does not recognize Genette's zero, internal and external focalization. 
Accordingg to Bal, focalization can be called internal when it lies with one character  which 
participatess in the story as an actor; it is external when an anonymous agent, situated 
outsidee the story, functions as focalizer  (Narratology 104-05). Thus, there is an internal 
character-boundd focalizer  (CF) and an external, non-character-bound focalizer  (EF). Bal 
considerss it important to ascertain which character  focalizes which object. The 
combinationn of a focalizer  and a focalized object can be constant to a large degree, or  it 
cann vary greatly. In her  view, research into such fixed or  loose combinations is of 
importancee because the image we receive of the object is determined by the focalizer. 
Conversely,, the image a focalizer  presents of an object says something about the focalizer 
(Narratology(Narratology 106). 

Inn Narrative Fiction: Contemporary Poetics, Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan speaks of 
bothh Genette's and Bal's approach to focalization: "I t has both a subject and an object. 
Thee subject (the 'focalizer') is the agent whose perception orients the presentation, where 
thee object (the 'focalized') is what the focalizer  perceives"  (74). Rimmon-Kenan 
recognizess that Genette's use of focalization dispels the confusion between perspective 
andd narration which often occurs when "poin t of view"  or  similar  terms are used, although 
herr  use of focalization is different from Genette's. Her  analysis is based on the following 
notions::  1) focalizationn and narration are, in principle, distinct activities; 2) in so-called 
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**third-perso nn centre of consciousness"  the centre of consciousness (or  "reflector" ) is the 
focalizer,, while the user  of the thir d person is the narrator ; 
3)) focalization and narration are also separate in first-person retrospective narratives; 4) 
Theree is no difference between third-person centre of consciousness and first-person 
retrospectivee narration. In both, the focalizer  is a character  withi n the represented world. 
Thee only difference between the two is the identity of the narrator . 5) Focalization and 
narrationn may sometimes be combined (73). 

Followingg Bal, Rimmon-Kenan distinguishes external and internal focalization 
accordingg to the narrator' s position relative to the story. External focalization is felt to be 
closee to the narratin g agent, and its vehicle is therefore called "narrator-focalizer" ; while 
thee locus of internal focalization is inside the represented events and this type generally 
takess the form of a "character-focalizer"  (74). Focalization may remain fixed throughout 
thee narrative, but it can also alternate between two predominant focalizers, or  shift among 
severall  different ones. This distinction between fixed, variable and multipl e focalization 
appliess to the focalized no less than to the focalizer  (76-77). 

Inn China, research on narrativ e modes started around the May Fourth Era, in 1919, 
associatedd with the influence of Western literar y theory, especially Bliss Perry's A Study 
ofof Prose Fiction and Clayton Hamilton' s Materials and Methods of Fiction.1 "Point of 
view""  was first mentioned in The Writing of Short Stories (1921).2 According to the 
author,, Wu Jiesan, one of the main points of short-story writin g is to choose a "poin t of 
view" ;;  authors of Action have to mink whether  they are characters of fiction, assume the 
attitudee of a witness, or  have close relationship with the characters. Authors can writ e 
onlyy once they decide what their  field of vision is going to be (132). The author, Wu 
Jiesan,, distinguishes between five types of narratin g methods, including third person and 
firstfirst  person narratives (133). The other  three types are letter-narrative, diary-narrativ e and 
mixed-narrativee (134-35). Although this distinction is not clear, it had a historical 
significance,, since it first  mentioned an important concept and made a distinction between 
firstfirst  and thir d person narratives. 

Inn Xia Mianzun's The Composition of Writing (1926) one of the six chapters is on 
narrativ ee modes. Sections Five and Six of this chapter  are called "Point of View in 
Narrativ ee Text"  and "Changing Point of View."  In his preface, the author  confesses that 
hee has drawn some of his materials from Japanese books (i).3 Thus certain aspects of 
Westernn literar y theory entered China via Japan. In Xia' s opinion, *the point of view of 
thee narrativ e text is the position of the author,"  and "th e composition of narrativ e text 
mustt  hold on to one kind of point of view, and the whole text should be united"  (26-27). 
Hee notes that "i n narrativ e texts, the same material can yield different writings, if different 
pointss of view are adopted."  The ability to recognize and master  different points of view 
"i ss very important for  learning how to writ e narrativ e texts"  (32). In the section on 
"Changingg Point of View,"  he points out that adherence to a single point of view is only a 
generall  principle, for  "i n lengthy or  complicated narrativ e texts the point of view has to be 
changedd in order  to depict properly the situations"  (33). The author  also deals in this 
chapterr  with pauses, and the order  of narrativ e texts, topics that are included in Western 
micro-levell  research on modern fiction. 

Xiaa included in his book three of his articles, among them "On the Position of the 
Authorr  in Narrativ e Texts and Comments on Contemporary Fiction"  (1925). He stresses 
heree that authors should drop only a hint as to their  own character  and personality in a 
narrativ ee text. They should in no way reveal themselves through the form of the writing : 
"I ff  the existence of the author  cannot be seen in the form of the writing , then, when the 
readerr  reads he or  she can get an unadulterated impression as if he or  she experienced and 
saww everything himself or  herself. If the author  joins in to give explanations and give 
comments,, the reader's interest in reading wil l be greatly reduced. [...] In all good 
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narrativ ee texts the author  is largely invisible"  (100). Xia Mianzun introduces to China 
Westernn distinctions between several different points of view: 

Theree are three points of views in the thir d person fiction:  1) The omniscient point of 
view;view; 2) The limited point of view; and 3) The rigidly restricted point of view. In the 
omniscientt  point of view, the author  is lik e an omniscient god who looks at the 
humann world from heaven. The author  knows everybody's secrets. [...] The limited 
pointt  of view reduces the scope of the omniscient point of view and exercises 
omniscientt  authority over  only one character  of the fiction. The scope of the rigidly 
restrictedd point of view is more narrow. The author  does not think that he himself has 
ann omniscient power  but holds an objective bearing to the characters in the fiction 
(109;;  passages in italics were originall y in English). 

Xiaa Mianzun's notion of three different points of view (in fact, three kinds of narrativ e 
modes),, was China's introduction to Western theories on point of view in narrativ e fiction. 
Thee three narrativ e modes seem to correspond to Genette's categories. Xia also used this 
theoryy to analyze Chinese fiction, but his study met work very littl e response at that time. 
Researchh on point of view was neglected until the 1980s, when China opened her  door  to 
thee world. Narrativ e theory was then among those Western literar y theories that were 
broughtt  to the attention of Chinese literar y scholarship and criticism. 

AA comprehensive analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of the different 
narrativ ee terms is beyond my work. I shall choose a suitable set in order  to investigate 
briefl yy the change of narrativ e modes in the history of Chinese literatur e and to apply it to 
thee study of Lu Xun's short stories. Genette's introduction of "focalization"  is an 
importantt  contribution. It brings traditional narratological distinctions into one systematic 
theoreticall  framework, clearing up old confusions. As Bal says, focalization is "th e most 
important ,, most penetrating and most subtle means of manipulation"  (Narratology 116). 
Genette'ss distinction between three types of narrativ e modes is, in my opinion, reasonable. 
Althoughh scholars have raised some questions about it,4 it provides a useful choice for 
analyzingg narrativ e modes. Its overhaul by Bal, Rimmon-Kenan and other  scholars has 
producedd some valuable amendments and additions. Although Bal's extension was 
rejectedd by Genette,5 it is helpful, because it clearly describes the relationship between 
focalizerr  and focalized. Moreover, she explains that the relationship between the two is 
dynamicc and she points out the importance of research into fixed and loose combinations 
betweenn the two. Rimmon-Kenan analyzes the relationship between focalization and 
narrationn in first-person retrospective narratives. I agree with Genette that 'the choice is 
purelyy operational"  (Revisited 74). My narrativ e study of Lu Xun's short stories is based 
onn Genette's approach, although I also consult and use Bal, Rimmon-Kenan and others. 

Followingg Genette (Narrative Discourse 188-90), I distinguish then as a starting 
pointt  of my study the following narrativ e modes: 
1)) Narrativ e with zero focalization 
Thiss type is generally found in classical and traditional narratives. It is the so-called 
narrativ ee with the omniscient narrator : the narrator  is not subjected to any restriction and 
knowss everything. With omnipresent eyes, he is able to see the depth of every character's 
heartt  and to view everything that the character  may conceal. 
2)) Narrativ e with internal focalization 
Inn this form of narrative, the narrator  knows as much as the character  knows. The narrator 
merelyy reports the information that the character  receives from outside and the emotions 
thatt  he or  she could be feeling, however  he does not provide the reader  with explanations 
off  which the character  himself or  herself is unaware. The narration is confined as strictl y 
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ass possible to what the character  could feel or  know. In this sort of narrative, the narrator 
couldd be a person, or  could be several persons in turn. 
3)) Narrativ e with external localization 
Thiss narration only describes for  the reader  the characters' speeches, dialogues and 
actionss and never  infers the inner  world of the character. Nor  does the narrator  make any 
subjectivee judgments or  psychological analyses. The characters perform before the 
readers''  eyes, but the readers know nothing about their  thoughts, they do not enter  into the 
mindss of the characters. Their  secrets are never  revealed. 

Inn narrativ e texts, even in a short story, the author  is not likely to use only one fixed 
narrativ ee mode, though there may be a dominant one. Specific narrativ e modes dominated 
certainn historical periods or  prevailed within a historical trend. I shall now show that this 
waswas the case in Chinese literar y history. 

1.22 The Formation of Traditional Narrativ e modes in Chinese Fiction 

Chinesee literatur e can boast of a long history. Its major  achievements are in poetry, as 
welll  as in historical and argumentative prose. The ancient poem collection The Book of 
SongsSongs is an outstanding representative of the former, Chun qiu [Spring and Autumn 
Annals]Annals] and Zuo zhuan of the latter. They have strongly influenced Chinese literature. 

Orthodoxx men of letters have discriminated against fiction and kept it in low esteem 
overr  a long period in Chinese history. They almost never  wrote fiction, and when they did, 
theyy usually used pseudonyms instead of their  true names, in order  not to be ridiculed. In 
"Ho ww I Came to Writ e Stories"  (1933), Lu Xun writes that when he first  took an interest 
inn literature, "fictio n was not considered as literature, and its writer s could not rank as 
menn of letters. Thus nobody thought of making a name in this way."6 Since no importance 
wass attached to fiction, nobody wanted to writ e about its Chinese history. Lu Xun, who 
tookk the initiative , pointed out in his preface to A Brief History of Chinese Fiction: "Ther e 
hass never  been a history of Chinese fiction, if we except the accounts in the histories of 
Chinesee literatur e written by foreigners"  (LXQJ 9:4; History iii) . 

Inn ancient Chinese books and records, xiaoshuo {hsiao-shud], the present-day word 
inn Chinese for  fiction, appeared more than two thousand years ago. Lu Xun says that it 
wass first used by Zhuang Zi [Chuang Tzu] (about B. C. 369-286) who spoke of winning 
honorr  and renown by means of xiaoshuo (LXQJ 9: 5; History 1). What did xiaoshuo 
exactlyy mean to Zhuang Zi? People have different views on this. Lu Xun thinks, all that 
Zhuangg Zi meant by it was "chit-chat of no great consequence"  {LXQJ 9: 5; History 1), 
suchh as fables and tales that illustrat e certain principles. In the centuries leading up to the 
Qinn dynasty (B.C.221-206), we know, there were many writing s which used fables and 
taless to illustrat e principles and so were clearly different from poetry, which mainly 
expressedd the author's feelings and emotions. 

Althoughh Chinese fiction was undervalued for  a very long time, it continued to 
developp alongside with the development of society and literature, gradually displaying its 
strength.. If the centuries before Qin dynasty are considered as the bud of classical Chinese 
fiction,, then the appearance of prose romance in the Tang dynasty (618-907) marks its 
maturity ::  the literar y form became independent and the authors made conscious efforts to 
aa prose romance that was closer  to the xiaoshuo (fiction) of today. Lu Xun writes: 

Fiction,, like poetry, underwent radical changes in the Tang dynasty. Though tales 
weree still written about marvels and strange phenomena, the plots became more 
elaboratee and the language more polished. [...] Another  and more significant fact was 
thatt  by this time writer s were consciously writin g fiction {LXQJ 9: 70; History 80). 
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Thee great change in classical fiction took place during the Ming dynasty (1368-1644), 
whenn vernacular  fiction, based on the storytellers' prompt-books7 in the Song dynasty 
(960-1279),, reached a peak. A large number  of fictional works appeared, many of them 
excellent.. This impetus continued into the Qing dynasty (1616-1911). During the late 
Qingg dynasty, the development of fiction itself and the strong influences of foreign 
literatur ee led to the modernized Chinese fiction of "New Fiction." 8 Henceforth fiction 
wass no longer  depreciated. 

Viewingg the development of Chinese fiction in terms of narrativ e modes, we can say 
thatt  zero focalization was the dominant mode, although other  narrativ e modes also 
appearedd occasionally.9 Only in fiction of the late Qing dynasty did Chinese novelists and 
critic ss consciously depart from the traditio n of zero focalization. 

Whyy did zero focalization become dominant in Chinese fiction? Let us start with the 
firstfirst  and thir d person modes. First-person narrators, especially the first-person 
character-narrators,, were very seldom used in traditional Chinese narratives. The first 
personn mostly gave way to the thir d person even in autobiographical texts. This might be 
calledd a mode of objectification or  an avoidance of the subjective. There is, for  example, a 
famouss autobiography of the author  at the end of Sima Qian's [Ssu-ma Ch'ien] (about 
B.C.B.C. 145 or  135-?) The Historical Record, where Sima Qian calls himself Qian in the thir d 
person.. He uses "Taishigong says"  (Taishigong is Sima Qian's official titl e in Chinese) 
insteadd of the first  person "I. "  The same occurred in later  fiction. In a number  of the tales 
off  Pu Songling's [Pu Sung-ling] (1630-1715) Strange Tales ofLiao zhai, one of the most 
famouss Chinese collections of tales, the author  comments in an authorial tone and 
capacity,, but never  uses the first  person pronoun "I. "  Instead, he calls himself "yishishF 
andd his comments are always introduced by "yishishi says."  Since yishishi means in 
Chinesee something like "th e recorder  of strange tales,"  or  "th e historian of the strange," 
thee author  considered himself "th e recorder  of strange tales"  or  *the historian of the 
strange""  in the thir d person. 

Thiss situation continued until the end of nineteenth century, when Western fiction 
wass introduced into China in a big way. Edward Bellamy's Looking Backward (1894), 
Arthu rr  Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes (1896), and Alexandre Dumas's La Dame aux 
CamdiasCamdias (1899) were the first Western novels translated into Chinese. But the Chinese 
translatorss substantially changed the original texts. Where thee originals used the first 
person,, the translators sometimes changed it to the thir d person: Timothy Richard 
transformedd the "F*  into "a certain person"; Lin Shu, a famous Chinese translator  then, 
transformedd *T ' into the author's name, "Alexander  Dumas,"  while the newspaper  The 
TimesTimes that published Sherlock Holmes transformed the'T ' into "Watson." 10 The 
tremendouss influence of the dominant Chinese traditio n of narrativ e with zero 
focalizationn is evident here. 

Off  course, there were some exceptions. For  example, classical Chinese poetry that 
containedd narrativ e elements frequently used the first  person. Qu Yuan's 
(B.C.340?-B.C.277)) Li Sao [Encountering Sorrow] is an outstanding example. This long 
lyricall  poem expresses the poet's ideas and feelings, but it narrates the poet's sadness and 
thee reason for  his anxieties. This lyrical poem has therefore many narrativ e elements, and 
itt  could almost be seen as the poet's "autobiography"  that painfull y describes his thoughts 
andd action throughout almost half his life. In the 373 lines of this poem, over  2,490 
Chinesee characters, the first  person "F ' appears more than 150 times. Since the poet gives 
priorit yy to conveying emotions, the "I "  that represents the lyri c hero frequently appears. In 
otherr  classical Chinese lyrical poems we can feel the presence of the hero of the poem 
evenn though the first  person pronoun is never  used. Chinese histories of poetry, which 
representedd the orthodox part of classical Chinese literature, deliberately or 
unintentionallyy ignored such narrative elements. Thus Zhuang Zi believes that "The 
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BooksBooks of Poetry expresses ideals, The Books of Documents narrates events"  (A Concise 
EditionEdition of Materials of the History of Chinese Philosophy 2: 307). 

AA traditional Chinese moral principl e regards the "constant mean"11 as the standard. 
Confuciuss says: "Perfect is the virtu e which is according to the Constant Mean!"  (Four 
BooksBooks 115). The basic Chinese philosophical attitude is that the facts should be hinted at, 
insteadd of expressed directly. In the opening sentence of his Dao De Jing [Tao Te Ching], 
Laoo Zi [Lao Tzu] says, "Th e Dao [Tao]12 that can be spoken of is not eternal Dao.n When 
applyingg this philosophical and moral principl e to the domain of society and life, it 
impliess that everything should be in moderation, without having to speak or  do too much. 
Whenn one applies this philosophy to aesthetics, it implies that the most important factor  is 
nott  how carefully and detailed the artist can present his materials, but how insight can be 
revealedd through details. For  an author  to express himself or  herself openly, directly and 
inn detail is incompatible with the traditional Chinese way of thinkin g and aesthetics, and it 
iss in conflict with traditional philosophical and moral attitudes (Wang Jingyu 17-18). This 
couldd be one of the explanations as to why the thir d person was so much preferred to the 
firstfirst  person in classical Chinese narratives. 

Furtherr  studies show that in classical Chinese narrativ e texts a gradual process of 
transitionn took place from the thir d person as a pure recorder  of facts, to the thir d person 
withh an unlimited, omniscient view (Wang Jingyu 17). The thir d person as a pure recorder 
mainlyy appeared in the early stages, especially in narrativ e texts that fused literature, 
history,, and philosophy, lik e Zuo Zhuan and The Historical Records. Subsequently, the 
narratorr  was able to control his narrativ e texts and its "omniscient"  degree increased 
gradually.. In later  narrativ e texts, especially in vernacular  fiction, the narrator  completed 
hiss transformation from the pure recorder  to the omniscient narrator  in the thir d person. 

Thee third-person omniscient narrator  was developed finally  in vernacular  fiction, the 
formationn of which during the Song and Yuan dynasties had great significance in the 
historyy of Chinese fiction. The narrativ e in vernacular  called huaben, came from the 
peoplee and was created, developed, and improved by popular  storytellers. At the 
beginning,, huaben was just a form to make a living, not serious literature. It consisted of 
prompt-bookss or  scripts for  storytellers. The people called story "hua";  "shuo [tell] hua" 
meanss to tell a story: 

Thee hua pen or  storyteller's scripts of this dynasty [Song] were used in the pleasure 
parkss in different cities. Story-telling in public places of entertainment started in the 
Tangg dynasty but became more popular  during the Song. By and large, these stories 
dealtt  with one of three topics: the lif e of the townsfolk, Buddhist legends, and 
historicall  incidents (Feng Yuan-chun 79-80). 

Thee storyteller  makes a livin g by telling stories. The purpose of the author, who may or 
mayy not be the storyteller  himself, is to tell stories to the growing number  of urban 
residents.. The prompt-books of the storytellers, the huaben, must therefore serve the 
needss of the storytellers. For  example, Wu Zimu, who lived during the South Song 
dynastyy (1127-1279), describes the scripts of historical romances as "a medley of fact and 
fiction,"fiction,"  but he also says that the storytellers "relat e events of past dynasties and in a 
twinklin gg make up a story"  (LXQJ9: 112; History 135, slightly modified). The 
storytellerss had to rely on their  ingenuity and wit. They had to entertain their  audience 
throughh telling some interesting stories, and they had to meet the requirements and tastes 
off  various audiences. Thus huaben had gradually assumed definite forms. In order  to 
convincee people to return, the storyteller  does not tell the whole story all at once, but 
piecemeal.. He terminates his narration when the story reaches an interesting situation. 
Thiss method has gradually formed the style of the later  zhanghui novel, which ends each 
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chapterr  by saying: "T o find out what happens next, read the next chapter,"  or  "Mor e of 
thiss in the next chapter."  In huaben, some well-meaning advice is normally given at the 
endd of the story (Liu Dajie 2: 720-29). Al l of these require that the storytellers firmly 
controll  their  stories, and this contributed to the gradual evolution of the omniscient 
narratorr  in the thir d person. 

Ass the popularity of story-telling started to decline, imitations of prompt-books 
emergedd during the Song and Yuan (1206-1368) dynasties. Finally, between the end of 
Yuann and the beginning of Ming dynasties, oral story-telling was gradually replaced by 
writte nn tales. During the Ming dynasty,, authors began to make conscious efforts to create 
vernacularr  fiction. Story-telling was no longer  popular  during the Ming dynasty, and the 
storiess were written down by men of letters and read by readers. The narrative mode of 
zeroo localization with omniscient narrator  in the thir d person had become standard and 
prevailedd until the Qing dynasty. 

1.33 The Beginning of the Transformation of Narrativ e modes: the Late Qing 

Contemporaryy Chinese fiction is rich and colorful in narrativ e modes. Ma Yuan, for 
instance,, opens his short story "Makin g up"  as follows: 

II  am that Chinese who is called Ma Yuan. I writ e short stories. I enjoy writin g freely 
andd without restraints, and most of my stories contain a measure of sensationalism. I 
telll  my story in Chinese. [...] 
Too writ e this piece of fiction, I buried this time my head in thoughts and hibernated 
forr  seven days at Maqu Village. To explain a bit further , this story is about lepers. 
Maquu Village is an area specifically designated by the government for  people with 
diseases,, a village for  lepers. [...] 
II  need to use what I experienced during those seven days to produce a sensational 
story.. I dare say that troubled writer s (including those who aspire to become writers) 
whoo search for  original plots for  their  stories must surely envy my good fortune. Is 
meree any such person among the readers of this story? Please writ e and tell me. Ma 
Yuann is my real name. I have used pen names before, but not this time (1:1-3). 

Thiss example of one of the narrativ e modes used by contemporary Chinese authors clearly 
differ ss from the traditional narrative mode. When did authors begin to consciously 
transformm the narrativ e mode of Chinese fiction? The fiction of the late Qing dynasty 
formss an important junctur e linkin g the narrativ e modes of classical and modern Chinese 
fiction.fiction.  The new narrativ e modes used by the writer s of that period were perfected in Lu 
Xun' ss short stories and in the fiction of the May Fourth Era. 

-- The late Qing dynasty saw a flourishing of Chinese fiction. Although the exact 
numberr  of publications has not yet been established, A Ying estimates it to be more than 
1,0000 (1). His Catalogue of Fiction and Drama in the Late Qing, includes as many as 
1,1455 pieces of fiction published between 1898 and 1911. Chenzhi (Lü Simian) observed 
inn "Abou t Fiction"  (1914): 'Travelin g in big cities and small towns, I find that fiction 
bookss account for  sixty to seventy per  cent of the total books in bookstores"  (1:412). Lin 
Mingdee thinks that from the moment when Liang Qichao published a monthly magazine 
entitledd New Fiction in Yokohama, Japan in 1902, to 1911, there were 461 pieces of 
originall  fiction and 608 pieces of translated fiction published (i - ii). According to Chen 
Pinyuan,, twenty-seven magazines and newspapers that started publication between 1902 
andd 1917 had directly used "fiction "  in their  titles (Transformation 273). 

Neww narrativ e modes with internal and external focalization were used in a large 
numberr  of narratives. Let's take a sample analysis based on Chen Pingyuan's account.13 
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Inn four  magazines that mainly published fiction, New Fiction, Illustrated Fiction, The 
All-StoryAll-Story Monthly and A Forest of Fiction, 204 original and translated pieces of fiction 
weree published between 1902 and 1908; of these 167 used zero focalization, thirty-seven 
internall  and external focalization. Among the hundred-and-eleven pieces of fiction by 
Chinesee writers, ninety-one used zéro focalization, twenty internal and external 
focalization.. Although zero focalization still prevailed in number, internal and external 
focalizationn reached significant proportions. A large-scale transformation of the narrativ e 
modess had started. In the early days of the Chinese Republic this trend continued. 
Accordingg to an incomplete account of four  fiction magazines published in 1914, Fiction 
MagazineMagazine Serials, The Short Story Magazine (Issued Monthly), A World of Chinese 
FictionFiction  and Saturday, sixty-six of the eighty original pieces used zero focalization, 
thirteenn internal focalization, and one external focalization. The transformation of 
narrativ ee modes was more obvious during the time of the May Fourth Era. Of the 
fifty-sevenfifty-seven original pieces published in New Youth, Modern Trends and The Short Story 
Magazine,Magazine, twenty pieces used zero focalization, thirty-on e internal focalization, and six 
externall  focalization. The latter  two categories made up sixty-five per  cent of the total. 

Accordingg to Prusek, *There can be no more fascinating subject in the history of 
Asiann literatur e than the profound rift  separating the modern from the traditional literatur e 
andd an examination of its causes and significance. Analysis of the nature of this cataclysm 
dividin gg two epochs also enables us to penetrate more deeply into the essence of the 
phenomenaa surrounding it"  {Precursor 169). The transformation of the narrativ e modes in 
latee Qing-fiction was related to the move to modernize fiction, and it is significant that the 
mostt  forceful spokesman of the "New Fiction"  was not a novelist or  a literar y critic , but a 
reformistt  and politician: Liang Qichao (1873-1929). Liang, like the other  reformists, 
placedd great hope for  national rejuvenation in fiction: 

Too develop a nation's citizens, one must first  develop a nation's fiction. To uphold 
thee highest morals, one must develop fiction;  the progress of religion needs the 
progresss of fiction writing ; to modernize politics, one needs to modernize fiction;  to 
changee social customs, one must change fiction;  to develop the art of knowledge, one 
mustt  develop fiction;  and even to influence public sentiment, to uphold human 
dignity,, one must develop and uphold fiction. And why? Because fiction has an 
inconceivablyy strong hold over  human emotions ("On the Relationship between 
Fictionn and Popular  Sovereignty"  2). 

Thee "modernization"  of fiction comprises many aspects, including content, form, 
language,, style, and the transformation of the narrativ e mode. Which direction did the 
transformationn take? The transformation of fiction received a strong influence from 
Westernn fiction: 

Ass Chinese fiction was undergoing modernization, it actually revealed two important 
movements::  1) the move of fiction from the fringe to the heart of literature; 2) the 
movee of Chinese fiction to foreign fiction, and the learning and acceptance of foreign 
fiction,fiction,  which caused Chinese fiction to incorporate more foreign elements. It means 
thatt  the modernization of Chinese fiction had to face two important missions: 
completee acceptance as part of literature, i. e. changing the traditional disregard for 
fiction,fiction,  and spurring the "modernization"  of fiction (Yuan Jin-3-4). 

Translationss of foreign fiction provided an innovative impetus to the process of 
transformation.. Before 1898, only few pieces of foreign fiction were translated into 
Chinese,, and their  influence was very limited. From the turn-of-th e century onward, 
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Westernn learning had gained power, people attached unprecedented importance to fiction, 
andd translations of foreign works of fiction were increasing.14 Along with the large 
numberr  of translated pieces, new forms of fiction were brought to China. Many translated 
fictionalfictional  works with internal and external localization were introduced. At the beginning, 
ass in the cited cases of Edward Bellamy's Looking Backward, Arthu r  Conan Doyle's 
SherlockSherlock Holmes and Alexandre Dumas's La Dame aux Cornelias, the translators revised 
thee original mode and person. However, this was soon to change. Faced with more and 
moree translated fiction in new narrativ e modes, people gradually accepted them. Under 
thee flag of "New Fiction,"  Chinese writer s gradually started to writ e fiction in new 
narrativ ee modes. Wu Jianren's [Wu Woyao] (1866-1910) novel Strange Events of the 
LastLast Twenty Years (1903-1910) is of special significance. This is the first  time in the 
historyy of the Chinese vernacular  novel that the first  person is used.15 A central character 
off  the novel, the narrator  "I, "  appears throughout the book and calls himself "Jiusi 
yisheng""  ("A narrow escape from death,"  or  "Th e man with nine lives"). Relating his 
experiencess during the past twenty years, starting from childhood, he deals with many 
aspectss of society with a wide-ranging content Although the novel mostly uses Jiusi 
yisheng'ss travel as a. frame of narration, his image and characteristics remain succinctly 
intactt  and could be felt by readers. Following this book, internal and external focalization 
becamee more and more widely used in fiction. 

1.44 Lu Xun's Use and Perfection of New Narrativ e Modes 

Thee process of modernizing Chinese fiction, which had started in the late Qing 
dynasty,, was completed by the writer s of the May Fourth Era, of whom Lu Xun is the 
mainn representative. He knew well that it was not easy to change old Chinese customs and 
traditions.. However, he believed that "i f there are no trailblazers who break through all 
oldd traditional thoughts and methods, there wil l be no real literatur e and art in China" 
(LXQJ(LXQJ1:241).1:241). Lu Xun himself was exactly this trailblazer , creating the first  great 
achievementt  of modern Chinese literatur e with his short stories. By skillfull y using 
differentt  narrativ e modes he established new modes and gave traditional modes a modern 
meaning. . 

Luu Xun turned strongly against tradition , but he grew up and had been nurtured in an 
environmentt  of Chinese culture and traditional literature. It is therefore not difficul t to 
discoverr  traditional influences in his life, thought, literar y production, and goals. In 
fiction,fiction,  this influence certainly existed. Lu Xun, we know, liked to read classical Chinese 
fiction.fiction.  After  his return from Japan in 1909, he spent vast amounts of time and energy to 
reconsiderr  the ancient books, compiling and sifting them for  ideas. As a result, in 1912 he 
editedd an anthology of thirty-si x fictional pieces, entitledd Gu xiaoshuo gou chen 
[Selections[Selections from Ancient Fiction]. In 1920 he started to lecture on the history of Chinese 
fictionfiction  at Beijing University and made collected materials on old novels, which were later 
editedd and published as Xiaoshuo jiuwen lu [Recordings of Ancient Fiction];  also 
compiledd Tang Song chuanqiji [Collections of Tang and Song Dynasty Tales], Based on 
thesee well-researchedd and carefully chosen anthologies, he completed his important 
historyy of Chinese fiction. 

Luu Xun had been long engrossed in the compilation, collation, editing, and research 
off  ancient Chinese fiction before he started to produce his own work. This undoubtedly 
hadd a substantial, though not overriding, impact on his creative oeuvre, including the 
shapingg of the modes he chose to use. By creatively digesting traditions, including ancient 
Chinesee fiction, he assimilated only parts of the ancient culture and literar y heritage and 
remainedd free to make important innovations and creative improvisations in his own 
works.. Leo Ou-fan Lee says, "One of the most important aspects of Lu Xun's role as a 
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modernn writer  was his quest to evolve something new and unprecedented in a literar y 
traditio nn laden with precedents"  {Legacy 4). His innovations are recognizable in his 
pioneeringg work in narrativ e modes. 

Relyingg on the literar y heritage of other  countries allowed and demanded literar y 
innovations.. Lu Xun believed that originalit y was "most valuable for  everything,"  but, he 
added,, "since China is a country in the world, it is naturally hard to avoid to the influence 
off  other  countries. [...] Concerning literature, we still know too littl e and absorb too little " 
(LXQJ1:(LXQJ1:162).162). In his first  critical article "Molu o shili shuo"  ["Th e Power of Mara Poetry"] 
(1907),, Lu Xun introduced and commented on Byron, Shelley, Pushkin, Lermontov, 
Mickiewicz,, Slowacki, Kiasinski, Petöfi and others, in order  to "seek new voices from 
otherr  countries"  (LXQJ1:65). He borrowed "Mara "  from India, where, according to him 
itt  means "devil in heaven"; for  him, these were poets of destruction and rebellion (Mill s 
191-92).. The large number  of countries and writer s he mentions clearly indicates that he 
hadd already widely read and researched the works of foreign authors. In fact, the 
decisivee source of Lu Xun's inspiration for  literar y creation and use of new literar y forms 
camee from foreign literature. 

Luu Xun was a successor  of the late Qing writers; like them, he was influenced by 
foreignn fiction and he was involved in translating it into Chinese. Compared to the late 
Qingg writers, these influences on his case were broader  and more profound. People 
thoughtt  at that time that a new writer  of the May Fourth Era must have a good command 
off  at least one foreign language and must be familiar  with foreign literature. Lu Xun had a 
goodd command of Japanese and German, and he was able to use a large body of foreign 
literar yy works for  reference. In "Ho w I Came to Writ e Stories,"  he wrote: 

Thoughh I never  read a single book on the art of writin g fiction, I read more than a few 
stories,, some for  my own enjoyment, most of them because I was looking for 
materialss to introduce. I also read histories of literatur e and literar y criticism, to find 
outt  about different writers' characters and ideas in order  to decide whether  they were 
suitablee for  introduction to China or  not. [...] 
II  started writin g short stories not because I thought I had any particular  talent, but 
becausee I was staying in a hostel in Beijing and had no reference books for  research 
workk and no originals to translate. I had to writ e something resembling a story to 
complyy with a request, and that was "A Madman's Diary."  I must have relied entirely 
onn the hundred or  more foreign stories I had read and a smattering of medical 
knowledge.. I had no other  preparation (LXQJ4: 511-12; Works 3: 262-63, slightly 
modified). . 

Luu Xun laid the foundations of his knowledge when in 1902 he started to study in Japan. 
Inn his first two years, he was officiall y enrolled at Kobun College in Tokyo, a preparatory 
schooll  for  Chinese students to acquire the necessary fluency in Japanese. After  graduating 
inn Apri l 1904, he went to Sendai and studied medicine in Sendai Medical College until 
1906.. Then he gave up medicine and threw himself into literature. In Japan, he not only 
readd much foreign fiction, he was also very interested in Chinese translations by the late 
Qingg writer s and translators. For  example, he was very fond of "Lin' s translated fiction" 
byy the famous translator  Lin Shu. Lu Xun's younger  brother, Zhou Zuoren, writes in Lu 
Xun'sXun's Early Years that, in Tokyo, when a new book of "Lin' s translated fiction"  appeared, 
Luu Xun would go to the Chinese bookstore at Kanda to buy it (79). Lu Xun started his 
literar yy career  with the translation and introduction of foreign fiction, and also ended with 
it.. About the beginning of his literar y pursuits he said: "I  did not set out to write, being 
moree interested in introducing and translating-short stories in particular , especially those 
byy the writer s of oppressed peoples"  (LXQJ 4: 511; Works 3: 262). 
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Luu Xun started his first period of translating fiction when he studied at Kobun 
Collegee in Tokyo. In 1903, the magazine Zhejiangchao [Tides from Zhejiang Province] 
publishedd the prose narrativ e "Th e Soul of Sparta,"  a reworking of Leonidas' stand at 
Thermopylae.. He started translating Jules Verne's A Journey to the Center of the Earth 
inn 1903 and A Journey to the Moon in 1906 from Japanese translations. From then on, 
throughh the rest of his life, translation became a necessary part of his literar y pursuits. He 
translatedd about two-hundred works by a hundred writer s from fourteen countries, 
includingg Russia, Britain , France, USA, Spain, the Netherlands, Austria, Finland, 
Hungary,, Poland, Bulgaria, Romania, Czechoslovakia and Japan. His translations contain 
moree than three millio n Chinese characters, almost half of his total output. 

Luu Xun's translations underwent a change from rewriting , adapting, and free 
translationn to literal translation. The publication of "Th e Soul of Sparta"  was related to the 
Chinesee movement against Russia. Using the story that three-hundred Spartan warrior s 
putt  up a heroic fight and died against tens of thousands of aggressors under  the command 
off  the Persian King, Lu Xun encouraged the Chinese people to resist the Russian 
aggressionn as the Spartan warrior s did. Of A Journey to the Center of the Earth and A 
JourneyJourney to the Moon, Lu Xun made free adaptations. He considered translating Jules 
Verne'ss novels very important because leading the Chinese people forward "one must 
beginn with science fiction"  (LXQJ10:152). He emphasized the function of scientific 
enlightenment,, and had not yet begun to pay attention to the artistic form of the novels. 

Ass for  narrativ e modes, Lu Xun's translations also indicate a long process of change. 
Inn the early stages, he had been deeply influenced by the traditional Chinese narrativ e 
mode.. One can see in his translation of A Journey to the Moon, and especially in A 
JourneyJourney to the Center of the Earth, the strong influence of Chinese narratives with zero 
focalization.. The translator  rewrote the originals as typical Chinese "zhanghui novels"  — a 
typee of traditiona l Chinese novel where each chapter  was headed by a couplet providing 
thee reader  with the essence of its content18 A Journey to the Moon was rewritten in 
fourteenn chapters, A Journey to the Center of the Earth in twelve. The former  used almost 
everyy convention of the "zhanghui novel."  Interventions of the omniscient narrator  were 
ubiquitous.. In some chapters, the narrator  also addressed the reader  directly. 

Inn traditional Chinese novels it is very common to use illustrativ e verses. Lu Xun 
addedd them to his translations of Jules Verne's novels, which, of course, contained no 
suchh verses in the original. Thus, for  instance, in the first  chapter  of A Journey to the 
Moon,Moon, the narrator  relates that the people are still full of noble aspirations, yearning to 
plungee into the battle. The translator  then inserts a poem by the famous classical Chinese 
poett  Tao Yuanming (365-427): 

Holdingg branches and pebbles, Jingwei19 tries to fill  up the sea; 
Wieldingg his ax and shield, Xingtian20 is courageously determined to revolt 
(Translations(Translations 1: 8). 

Thee translator  concludes each chapter  with endings typical of the traditional Chinese 
zhuang-huizhuang-hui novel: "T o find out what happens next, read the next chapter"; "Mor e of this 
inn the next chapter"; "T o know what follows, turn to the next chapter"; "T o know the 
sequel,, read the next chapter." 

Vernee did not allow the narrator  such controls and interventions; the translator  did. 
Hiss narrator  greatly resembles the narrator  of traditional Chinese novels, who constantly 
intervene.. The translations thus acquire a "storyteller "  flavor: Lu Xun did not yet intend to 
reformm the traditional Chinese narrative mode. 

Inn 1909 Lu Xun and his younger  brother  Zhou Zuoren published A Collection of 
OverseasOverseas Short Stories in two volumes, the latter  translating from English and the former 
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fromfrom  German. Lu Xun no longer  adapted here the originals to thee traditional Chinese 
formss such as the zhuang-hui novel. This collection of sixteen short stories includes one 
eachh from Britain , France, the United States, and Finland, seven stories by four  Russian 
writers,, three stories by a Polish and two stories by a Czech writer . Lu Xun translated V. 
Garshin'ss "Four  Days,"  as well as "Th e Silence"  and "Th e Lie"  by L. Andreev. In the 
prefacee Lu Xun expressed his hope that the new foreign literar y techniques would be 
adoptedd (LXQJ10:161).2i His translation of the Russian short stories was completely 
truee to the original.22 In "Th e Lie"  and "Four  Days"  he retained the internal localization in 
thee first person. 

AA Collection of Overseas Short Stories was, however, not then accepted by Chinese 
readers,, who were used to the traditional and very long Chinese novels that extended 
sometimess to one or  two hundred chapters. They expected complete stories with 
integratedd and well-organized plots, and they were unfamiliar  with the type of short story 
thatt  Lu Xun and his brother  translated. As a result, only one thousand copies of the first 
volumee were printed and 500 copies of the second; only about forty copies were sold in 
Shanghaii  and Tokyo during the first  six months. 

Neverthelesss A Collection of Overseas Short Stories had an important impact on Lu 
Xun' ss translation technique and his short story writing . When it was reprinted in 1921 by 
Qunyii  Publishing House in Shanghai, Lu Xun said in his preface that although the 
translationn may not flow smoothly, "i t still is of some value today and it should be of some 
valuee even in the future"  (LXQJ 10:162). For  the remaining twenty years of his 
translationn career, Lu Xun's approach remained unchanged: he adhered to literal 
translation,, emphasizing fidelit y to the original. When he translated Aleksandr 
Aleksandrovichh Fadeyev's Destruction in 1931, the famous translator  Qu Qiubai, who 
hadd a keen command of Russian, praised it in a letter  of December  5,1931, as really true 
too the original. The foreign short stories and novels, their  contents as well as some of their 
neww techniques of expression, exerted a perceptible influence both on his translations, 
andd on his short story writing . As Willia m Lyell writes: 

Translationn provided him with an intimate working knowledge of the structural 
techniquess of authors beyond the walls of his own culture. With great critical acumen, 
hee applied this knowledge to the design of his own works. Thus the form of his 
storiess cannot be explained as a mere continuation of the native short story (Reality 
307). . 

Inn his "Introduction "  to A Compendium to Modern Chinese Literature (The Second 
VolumeVolume of Fiction), Lu Xun says that the technique (specifically, the presentation and the 
style)) of his early short stories found some favorable response and created a stir  in China, 
simplyy because his readers were unfamiliar  with European literatur e (LXQJ 6: 238). The 
contentt  and the form of European literatur e were completely novel to Chinese readers. 
Hiss early preferences are interesting: 

Ass I was looking for  insurgent works, I inevitably turned towards Eastern Europe and 
readd many books by writer s from Russia, Poland and the Balkan states. [...] I  recollect 
thatt  my favorite authors at that time were the Russian Gogol and the Pole 
Sienkiewicz.. Also two Japanese—Soseki Natsume and Mori Ogai (LXQJ 4: 511-12; 
WorksWorks 3: 262-63, slightly modified). 

Thee same "Introduction "  describes the relationship between his and Gogol's " A 
Madman'ss Diary"  and the influence of Nietzsche's Also Sprach Zarathustra. The ending 
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off  his short story, "Medicine,"  he writes, "clearl y retains a somber  chill , much in the style 
off  Andreev"  (LXQJ6:238-39). 

Byy broadly assimilating the forms and techniques of foreign fiction, Lu Xun's short 
storiess became different from traditional Chinese fiction both in content and in form. Lu 
Xunn established and perfected these new forms, including narrativ e modes, and he 
successfullyy transformed traditional Chinese fiction. In an article in Modern Review, 
publishedd in January 1925, Zhang Dinghen compared Lu Xun's " A Madman's Diary,"  the 
firstfirst  work of modem Chinese literature, with Zhang Shizhao's Shuang PingJi and Su 
Manshu'ss Jiang Sha Ji and Fen Jian Ji, He did not reject Zhang Shizhao's and Su 
Manshu'ss short stories, but he thought that "A Madman's Diary"  was totally different: 

ShuangShuang PingJi etc. appeared in Jiayin in 1914 and "A Madman's Diary"  was 
publishedd in New Youth in 1918. Although there were only four  years between the 
two,, they are very different from one another. Two forms of language used, two 
differentt  feelings invoked, two completely different worlds! In Shuang Ping Ji, Jiang 
ShaSha Ji and Fen Jian Ji, much of our  old style was maintained; they preserved the last 
remnantss of classical Chinese fiction, the last images of "gifte d scholars and beautiful 
ladies,""  the last of the romantic writings, the last glimpse of life' s perspective left 
behindd by our  Chinese ancestors. If we read them before reading "A Madman's 
Diary,""  it would be as if we were approaching suddenly from the dim and dreary 
templee into the bright summer sun, as though we had leapt out from the darkness of 
thee Middl e Ages into modern times (1: 86). 

"Fro mm the darkness of the Middl e Ages into modem times"  — this is the fundamental 
transformationn that Lu Xun' s short stories achieved in thought, content, and form, 
includingg narrativ e modes. Obviously, this transformation did not happen suddenly. It 
startedd with Lu Xun's forerunners, the late Qing authors, and evolved with the aid of 
manyy different factors. However, Lu Xun's achievement was a key link in the 
developmentt  of Chinese literature. As the Czech Sinologist Prfisek writes, the old 
Chinesee literatur e and the one that emerged after  the First World War are as far  apart as 
heavenn and earth. One has difficult y believing that these two literar y styles emerged from 
thee same nation (Collection 40-41). I shall now discuss Lu Xun's "Remembering Past 
Times,""  which had a special role in this transformation. 

1.55 "Remembering Past Times": Lu Xun's First Attempt at Integrating New Ideas with 
Classicall  Language 

Inn December  1932, Lu Xun wrote in his "Preface to My Selected Works" : " I  started 
writin gg short stories in 1918, when New Youth was calling for  a * literar y revolution'" 
(LXQJ(LXQJ4:455;4:455; Works 3:200). He refers to the short stories written in the modern 
vernacular,, beginning with his "A Madman's Diary."  For  a long time, he rarely mentioned 
"Rememberingg Past Times,"  which he wrote still earlier, possibly because he himself 
forgott  that this story existed or  because he did not consider  it to be of the caliber  of his 
laterr  innovative work. It was not included in any of the collections of his short stories.23 

"Rememberingg Past Times"  was actually written in the winter  of 1911 and published 
inn The Short Story Magazine No.1, Vol. 4, in Apri l 1913 under  the pseudonym Zhou 
Chuo.. This long neglected story is actually extremely helpful in understanding the 
developmentt  of his short-story writin g over  time, as well as in gaining a better 
appreciationn of his literar y projects and general ambitions. As for  the transformation of 
narrativ ee mode, it plays a special role, for  it forms a link between the earlier  translated 
fictionfiction  and the subsequent original short stories. Although "Remembering Past Times" 
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wass written in the classical Chinese literar y language, it employs much of the new style, 
coincidingg with the direction in which new Chinese literatur e was developing with respect 
too subject matter, plot, construction, organization, and, particularly , the use of narrativ e 
mode.. PruSek, who recognizes the significance of this story and holds it in high regard, 
writess that reading it "we feel quite clearly that it is a work entirely of the new modern 
literatur ee and not the literatur e of the preceding period"  {Precursor 170). Taking the 
changee of literar y construction as his point of departure, Prusek chooses the plot as his 
objectt  of study and concludes: 

Wee can consider  Lu Hsün's [Lu Xun] approach to his plot as one of simplification, a 
reductionn of the plot to its simplest components, and an attempt to present his subject 
withoutt  the framework of an explanatory story. The author  wants to go right to the 
heartt  of his subject without the stepping-stone of a plot This is what strikes me as the 
specificallyy modem feature of the new literature; I would even formulate it as a 
principl ee that it is characteristic of the new literatur e to play down the function of the 
plot,, even to the point of dispensing with it altogether  (Precursor 173). 

II  agree with Prusek, but I wish to analyze the story from the perspective of the narrativ e 
mode,, in order  to show its significance in the transformation of Chinese fiction. 

"Rememberingg Past Times"  uses internal localization in the first person instead of 
thee traditional narrativ e mode of zero focalization. The story is related by a nine-year-old 
boy,, a participant in the story. The events are seen through his eyes, and the events 
describedd are confined, with a few exceptions that wil l be discussed later, to what this 
narrator-agentt  does, sees, thinks, and hears. This narrativ e mode is very rare in traditiona l 
Chinesee fiction. It is not that we cannot find first person narration, but in these, the 
narratorr  only records the story or  is only an onlooker  of the events rather  than an active 
participant-protagonist t 

Forr  a long time, authors in late Qing dynasty also organized their  stories by means of 
first-personn narrators who are merely onlookers or  recorders. Sometimes, as in the case of 
Wangg Junqing's Looking on in Cool Detachment and Xiaoran Yusheng's Traveling Notes 
fromfrom Utopia, we may guess from the titl e that a first-person narrator  is used. In fact, most 
shortt  stories in the initia l stage of "New Fiction"  in the late Qing dynasty use this method 
too organize the story and its events. Even Wu Jianren's Strange Events of the Last Twenty 
YearsYears has, as we saw, a kind of onlooker  or  recorder  as the first-person narrator . Using a 
passivee narrator' s travels, sights and sounds as a frame for  the story, was still quite 
commonn in the late stage of "New Fiction." 

Luu Xun wrote "Remembering Past Times"  shortly after  the publication of Wu 
Jianren'ss Strange Events of the Last Twenty Years. Although the titl e immediately reveals 
thatt  recollections from the past are going to be its content, it differs greatly from the 
above-mentionedd novel because it uses internal focalization in the first-person, and takes 
ann important step forward in transforming narrativ e modes. 

Thee narrator  of "Remembering Past Times"  tells about his experiences when he was 
nine-yearr  old. In fact, he allows us a glimpse of several scenes in a day of his school life. 
Att  the beginning, he recalls his unhappy school lif e and an unpleasant teacher, Master  Tu 
(tu(tu means bald in Chinese), under  whom he suffered as a child. One day, the lesson is 
interruptedd by the local rich man, Jin Yaozong with the frightening news that eight 
hundredd "long-haired rebels"  are approaching the town. The rich man and the teacher  take 
counsell  about how to gain the rebels' favor. The teacher  advises him to proceed 
obsequiouslyy but cautiously because the government troops may later  defeat the rebels. 
Thee wisest option, he says, would be to maneuver  carefully between the two extremes. 
Althoughh the rich man does not completely understand this, he leaves, thanking the 
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teacherr  many times. The teacher  abandons his class and hurriedl y leaves school, but he 
soonn reappears in the company of the rich man and announces that this was a false alarm, 
forr  the groupp consisted only of refugees from famine-stricken parts of the county. They all 
laughh happily. The teacher  disappears to console his terrifie d family, and the usual 
eveningg calm returns beneath the tree at the gate. The old servant Wang and Li continue to 
telll  tales. 

Thee story is basically restricted to the nine-year-old boy's field of vision. As a 
characterr  in the story, an innocent pupil, the focalizer  is identified through his contact 
withh the teacher  and his comments on the teacher, whoo seems disagreeable and 
conservative.. He asks the boy to compose parallel couplets, but does not explain to him 
thee principles involved and the need for  the tones to correspond to the words. The 
nine-year-oldd boy has, naturally , no idea of the differences in tone between the different 
words.. He can do nothing: 

Thinkin gg over  about it for  a long time, I still can't compose. Very slowly stretching 
myy palm, I slap against my thigh, make a loud sound, just like swatting a mosquito. I 
amm hoping the Master  Tu would understand my difficulties, but he still seems to pay 
nono attention to me at all (LXQJ 7:215). 

Thee teacher  still lets him mull it over; when he explains The Confucian Analects, the boy 
feelss weary and tired, since he does not understand it: 

Shakingg his head, shaking his knee, the teacher  explains the book for  a long time. He 
himselff  seems very interested, but I am very impatient Although his bald head looks 
veryy strange, it makes me weary to look at it for  a long time. (LXQJ 7: 216). 

Itt  is so hard and boring to follow Mr . Tu that the boy is hoping, early in the morning, that 
hee would be taken il l and then recover  in the afternoon. Then he would have a good 
half-day'ss vacation. It is "better  to let Mr . Tu to be taken ill , and best to let him die. If 
neitherr  illness nor  death overtook him, I have to go to school tomorrow and study The 
ConfucianConfucian Analects (LXQJ 7:216). The next day, the rich man comes to tell the news 
aboutt  the "long-haired rebels,"  and the teacher  advises him. Once the rich man is gone, 
thee teacher  is very anxious. The boy already heard the news about "long-haired rebels," 
butt  thinks nothing of i t On the contrary, he is very happy since he can skip his lesson. 
Whenn the teacher  announces that he can go home and that the class is canceled, the boy 
narratorr  contiunes: 

Wit hh great happiness, I bound out to the tung tree. Although under  the summer sun, I 
doo not care a bit I think it is my place under  the tung tree right  now (LXQJ 7:218). 

Thee boy sees that people are fleeing their  homes like ants and "everyone is afraid,"  but he 
doess not mind: "I  am too busy to think about the long-haired rebels: I catch a fly, and lure 
antss out with the fly, then kil l them and pour  water  into their  hole"  (LXQJ 7:219). All of 
thee narrator' s responses to the events and all of his actions accord with the status of a 
nine-year-oldd boy. He shows his dislike for  and disinterest in school life. He does not 
understandd the news about the long-haired rebels that shocks everybody, and he remains 
happy,, contented, and unaffected by the events. 

Inn narratives with fixed internal focalization, the focalizer  usually coincides with a 
characterr  in the story; this character  is used to view all the happenings in the story, 
includingg the narrator-agent's experiences. Such characters wil l have a technical 
advantagee over  the other  characters, for  the readers watch the events through their  eyes, 
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andd they will , in principle, be inclined to accept their  vision. But, such a character-bound 
focalizationn also brings about bias and limitations. In Henry James*  What Maisie Knew, 
thee story is told by an external narrator , but he focalizes internally , mostly through Maisie, 
aa littl e girl who does not understand the problematic relations among people around her. 
Thee reader  views the events through the limited vision of the girl , but they can do more 
withh the received information than Maisie does, and they can interpret it differently. 
Whenn Maisie sees only a strange gesture, readers may notice that it is an erotic one (Bal, 
NarratologyNarratology 104-05). The May Fourth era author  Wang Tongzhao does something 
similarr  in "A Child' s Talking at the Lakeside"  (1922). The narrativ e focalizer  in this story 
iss a child who spends much time loafing around the reed marshes of the lakeside. The 
childd says that his father, a blacksmith, allows him to go home only very late. Readers 
graduallyy discover  through the child and his narration that his father  is unable to feed the 
entiree family and has to let his mother  prostitute herself at home (39-46). The child, the 
character-boundd focalizer, cannot understand the events he sees and talks about, but 
readerss understand the truth . The story's particular  effect comes from the differences 
betweenn the child' s point of view and the adult reader's interpretation. 

Inn "Remembering Past Times,"  the boy narrator  tells the reader  what he sees and 
experiences,, and the reader  discovers the deeper  significance of what the boy narrator 
describess but sometimes does not fully comprehend. The reader  recognizes the teacher's 
ridiculou ss and repulsive behavior  through the contact between the narrator  and the teacher. 
Certainn details reveal their  hidden meaning to the reader  through the boy narrator' s 
observations;;  readers thus deepen their  understanding of the teacher's character. For 
example,, there is a set of Banting shuchao on the teacher's desk, a model for  writin g the 
essayy required in civil service examinations. Mr . Tu takes a different attitude to it at 
differentt  times. After  hearing the news about the "long-haired rebels,"  and seeing Jin 
Yaozongg off, he is, according to the boy, "hurryin g away with a big bundle of clothes 
underr  his arm. Normally he would only go home on the occasion of a special festival or  at 
thee end of the year. At those occasions he always takes several volumes of Baming 
shuchaoshuchao with him. This time, however, the whole set remained on the desk (LXQJ7:218). 
Whenn it turns out that the news about the "long-haired ones"  was a false alarm, people 
whoo fled come back one after  another. As the boy narrator  reports, Mr . Tu is among them: 
"Mr .. Tu paces around for  a long time and then says that he is going home in order  to 
reassuree his own family. Saying he wil l be back the next morning, he takes Baming 
shuchaoshuchao with him and goes home"  (LXQJ7:220). 

Rimmon-Kenann says that a trait may be implied both by one-time actions and by 
habituall  ones. One-time actions tend to evoke the dynamic aspect of the character, often 
playingg a part in a turnin g point in the narrative. By contrast, habitual actions tend to 
reveall  comic or  ironic effects, as when a character  clings to old habits in a situation which 
renderss them inadequate (61). Mr . Tu habitually brings his Baming shuchao with him, 
showingg thus that he clings to old habits. But when he is frightened by the "long-haired 
rebels,""  he leaves the whole set on the desk because he wants to save his life. 

Inn a narrativ e with fixed internal focalization, character-bound narrators cannot go 
beyondd their  focalizer-charactex. The narrator  is unable to go into the heart of the other 
characters,, he or  she can only guess what they feel and think . In this respect, 
"Rememberingg Past Times"  proceeds properly. When the rich man and the teacher  come 
back,, they discuss the fact that the long-haired rebels were only a band of refugees. This 
discussionn is followed by the words of the teacher  as reported by the boy narrator: "  'Aha! 
RefugeesL.Oh...''  Mr . Tu roars with laughter, and he seems to ridicule his own foolish 
panicc as well as deride the refugees who were no threat at all"  (LXQJ7:220, italics added). 
Thee word "seems"  shows that the character-bound narrator  does not enter  into the 
teacher'ss heart and can only guess from his words and actions. However, this guess 
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conformss to the internal logic of the narrativ e mode, and is expected. The teacher's 
expressionn looks completelyy ridiculous to the reader. This glimpse into the teacher's inner 
worldd in Lu Xun's "Remembering Past Times"  corresponds exactly to what Genette 
observess in Proust's Remembrance of Things Past. He writes about the special uses of 
narrativess with internal focalization: 

Wee must interpret as indices of focalization those openings onto the psychology of 
characterss other  than the hero which the narrativ e takes care to make in a more or  less 
hypotheticall  form, as when Marcel guesses or  conjectures the thought of his 
interlocutorr  according to the expression on that person's face [...] Since Spitzer, 
critic ss have often noted the frequency of those modalizing locutions (perhaps, 
undoubtedly,undoubtedly, as if, seem, appear) that allow the narrator  to say hypotheücally what he 
couldd not assert without stepping outside internal focalization; and thus Marcel 
Mullerr  is not wrong in looking on them as "th e alibis of the novelist"  (Narrative 
DiscourseDiscourse 202-03). 

Thee servants' almost apathetic reaction to the rumor about long-haired rebels stands in 
starkk contrast to the reaction of the local rich men, Jin Yaozong, and reveals the true 
characterr  of the latter. That "Remembering Past Times"  is narrated and observed by a 
character-boundd focalizer-narrator  is conducive to the forming of a unified artistic style 
forr  the whole story. It also stimulates the readers to draw their  own conclusions. 

However,, focalization and narration are not necessarily combined in a single 
narrator-character ;;  they can be separate, even in first-person fiction (Rimmon-Kenan 73). 
Inn first-person retrospective narratives two different visions play a role in turn: one is the 
visionn of the narrator  "I "  looking back; the other  is the vision of the 'T ' in the past. They 
cann reflect different degrees of understanding: the former  is capable and seasoned; the 
latterr  is childish and naive; the former  knows the real situation of the events, while the 
latterr  is short of overall comprehension of the events.. In "Remembering Past Times,"  the 
boyy is the focalizer, his adult self is the narrator . The nine-year-old boy is the dominant, 
butt  not exclusive focalizer. When the teacher  suggests to the rich man a way to deal with 
thee long-haired rebels and the rich man leaves the school thanking the teacher, the narrator 
remarks: : 

Itt  is really true that people used to say that, search as you might in the town of Wu, 
youu would never find a wiser  man than Mr . Tu. My teacher  could have lived very well 
att  any time whatsoever, and he would have seen to it that he came to no harm. [...] 
Usingg the words of today's evolutionists, it is probably a heredity of ancestors (LXQJ 
7:218). . 

Obviously,, this narrator' s intervention goes beyond the mind of the boy narrator-focalizer. 
Thee aim of the commentary is not to explain the plot, but to persuade the reader  to agree 
withh the narrator' s judgment of the events. Here, with irony, the narrator' s commentary on 
Mr .. Tu steers the reader  to interpret him in a certain way. However, the form (people 
say...),, and the content of the commentary could only come from the narrator  "I, "  the adult 
self.. We may say that the narrator  assumes the task of commenting his character. Genette 
alreadyy noticed this situation in narratives: 

Thee use of the "firs t person,"  or  better  yet, oneness of person of the narrator  and the 
hero,, does not at all imply that the narrativ e is focalized through the hero. Very much 
too the contrary, the "autobiographical"  type of narrator , whether  we are dealing with a 
reall  or  a Active autobiography, is~by the very fact of his oneness with the hero-more 
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"naturally ""  authorized to speak in his own name than is the narrator  of a 
'third-person""  narrative. There is less indiscretion from Tristra m Shandy in mixing 
thee account of his present "opinions"  (and thus of his knowledge) with the narrativ e 
off  his past "life "  than there is on Fielding's part in mixing the account of his with the 
narrativ ee of the lif e of Tom Jones. [...] The autobiographical narrator , having no 
obligationn of discretion with respect to himself, does not have this kind of reason to 
imposee silence on himself. The only focalization that he has to respect is defined in 
connectionn with his present information as narrator  and not in connection with his 
pastt  information as hero (Narrative Discourse 198-99). 

Theree are several reasons why "Remembering Past Times"  did not receive much attention 
whenn it was first published. First, the story was written in the old classical language. The 
writer ss in the new literar y movement of the May Fourth era prided themselves in fighting 
againstt  the old literatur e and promoting the new. Their  most important formal aim was to 
replacee classical Chinese with the modern vernacular. Hu Shi [Hu Shih], a leading figure 
inn the new literar y movement said: "It' s better  to use the livin g language of the twentieth 
centuryy than the dead words from three thousand years ago"  (28). He thought that a new 
languagee was crucial for  a new literature: 

Myy purpose [...] is simply to suggest the creation of a literatur e in the national 
languagee and a national language suitable for  literature. Our  aim in the literar y 
revolutionn is merely to create in China a literatur e in the national language. A national 
languagee may be established only after  we have produced a literatur e in the national 
language,, —only after  we have established a national language suitable for  literature. 
(245;;  PrtSek's translation, Precursor 175) 

Itt  is understandable that progressive people did not pay much attention to works written in 
thee old classical Chinese language at a time when a totally new cultural language system 
wass introduced by the new literar y movement. The second main reason for  the neglect 
wass that Lu Xun's very successful later  vernacular  stories came to overshadow 
"Rememberingg Past Times." 

Yet,, "Remembering Past Times"  should not be ignored. Although its language 
systemm was related to the old one,26 it was close to the direction of the new literar y 
movement.. It adopted some modern techniques from foreign fiction, defied some 
outmodedd conventions, and displayed some important characteristics of modern fiction. 
Meanwhile,, it also anticipated some elements mat reappeared time and time again in Lu 
Xun' ss subsequent short stories, for  example, the construction of the plot, the cool 
dialogues,, the use of irony. The dialogues of "Remembering Past Times"  are different 
fromfrom  those in traditional Chinese fiction, which were instruments for  developing the plot 
andd determining the structure. Here, as Prusek points out, the dialogue is quite 
autonomous.. It is simply a form of presentation of a certain atmosphere, a certain situation, 
orr  a set of human relationship, as it is in the works of Hemingway, Joyce, Faulkner  and 
others.. It is interesting that in Chinese literatur e it is Lu Xun, writin g in the old classical 
language,, who departs from the old mode. The whole setting of the story shows that Lu 
Xun' ss work has affinit y with new trends in European literatur e (Precursor 174-76). 

Thuss we can see a basic trend in Lu Xun's literar y works with regard to the use of 
narrativ ee modes: he started with the traditional narrativ e mode of zero focalization, and 
movedd towards the use of different narrativ e modes, including internal and external 
focalization.. Seen from this perspective, "Remembering Past Times"  is an important 
turnin gg point. A new page was started; the use of different modes was introduced into 
modernn Chinese fiction. 
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11 Clayton Hamilton' s Materials and Methods of Fiction (1908) was translated into Chinese as Xiaoshuo 
fachengfacheng by Hua Liny i and published in 1924. One year  later, Bliss Perry's A Study of Prose Fiction (1902) 
wass translated into Chinese as Xiaoshuo deyanjiu. In the 1920s and 30s, almost all theoreticians of fiction 
weree influenced by these two books. 
22 The Writing of Short Stories, was produced by the Qinghua Group of Fiction Research, which had seven 
members,, including Liang Shiqiu and Wu Jiesan. This book has three parts, and in Chapter  Six of Part Two, 
"Narratin gg Method of Short Stories,"  written by Wu Jiesan, deals with "poin t of view." 
33 Xia does not list his references, but he states in the preface that his article "Th e Basic Attitud e of 
Compositionn of Writing,* *  which is an appendix to this book, "directl y comes from a chapter  of the Japanese, 
Igarashii  Rflci's Thirty Lectures on Composition of Writing"  (i-ii) . In his later  book, Wenyilun ABC [On 
LiteratureLiterature ABC], he listed some of them: besides Arnold Bennett's Literary Taste and Peter  Kropotkin' s 
EguoEguo wenxue de lilunyu shiji [Russian Literary Theory and Practice], there were some Japanese critics and 
writers''  books: Arishima Takeo's Wenyiyu shenghuo [Literature and Life];  Natsume Soseki's Wenxue lun 
[On[On Literature]; Tuyoshi Nakamura's Xin wenyijiangfma [A Guide to New Literature and Art] and Koizumi 
Yakumo'ss (Lafcadio Hearn) Wenxue rumen [A Introduction to Literature], etc. 
44 For  example, Rimmon-Kenan stresses that her  distinction between external and internal focalization 
deliberatelyy departs from Genette's classification of récits into non-focalized, internally focalized and 
externallyy focalized. She writes that his "non-focalized"  corresponds to her  "external focalization"  and his 
"internall yy focalized"  is analogous to her  "interna l focalization,'*  however, his "externall y focalized"  is 
basedd on a different criterion (138). Bom Rimmon-Kenan and Bal think that Genette's classification is based 
onn two different criteria : while the distinction between non-focalized and internally focalized refers to the 
positionn of the perceiver  (the focalizer), that between internally focalized and externally focalized refers to 
thee perceived object (the focalized) (Rimmon-Kenan 139). 
55 Genette writes in response to Mieke Bal's terms: "Miek e Bal introduces ideas (focalizer, focal ted) I never 
thoughtt  of using because they are incompatible with my conception of the matter. For  me, there is no 
focalizingg or  focalized character, focalized can be applied only to the narrativ e itself, and if focalizer  applied 
too anyone, it could only be the person who focalizes the narrative—that is, the narrator , or, if one wanted to 
goo outside the conventions of fiction, the author himself, who delegates (or  does not delegate) to the narrator 
hiss power  of focalizing or  not focalizing"  (Revisited 73). 
66 Lu Xun quanji [The Complete Works ofLu Xun; hereafter  LXQJ] 4:511; The English translation is by 
Yangg Xianyi and Gladys Yang, LuXun Selected Works [hereafter  Works] 3:262. 
77 "Though storytellers had to rely on their  ingenuity and ready wit, they also had prompt-books known as 
huahua pen [huaben] to fell back on"  (LXQJ 9: 112; History 135). 
88 In 1902 Liang Qichao published a monthly magazine entitled New Fiction in Yokohama, Japan, and called 
forr  a "Revolution in poetry"  and "Revolution in fiction." 
99 Some narratives with other  than zero focalization can be found in Tang dynasty prose romances and Ming 
andd Qing dynasties fiction. For  example, Wang Du's The Ancient Mirror,  Zhang Zhuo's The Fairies' 
Cavern,Cavern, Li Gongzuo's The Story ofXieXiao'e, Li Chaowei's The Story of Liu Ti, and The White Monkey 
(authorr  unknown), etc. Chen Pingyuan analyzes this in The Transformation of the Narrative Mode in 
ChineseChinese Fiction (66-68). 
100 The changes are here mainly in person, not in narrativ e mode. For  example, in Lin Shu's Chinese 
translationn of La Dame aux Cornelias, the translator  using "Alexandr e Dumas says,"  several times reminds 
thee reader  of what is said by the author. However, Lin still uses "I "  as narrator  to tell the story in his 
translation. . 
111 Of the many English translations for  the important concept of Zhongyong the following are the most 
common::  "th e constant mean,"  "th e state of equilibrium, "  "th e course of the mean,"  "th e doctrine of the 
mean.""  The famous philosopher  of the Song dynasty Zhu Xi [Chu Hsi] (1130-200) said: "Zhong means 
keepingg middle, not too much, not too less; yong means normal." 
122 Of the many English translations for  Lao Zi' s concept of Dao the followings are the most common: "th e 
pathh (of duty),"  "th e path (of Mean),"  "th e right path,"  "th e way,"  "th ee proper  way,"  "reason,"  "rule. " 
133 The following is based on Chen Pingyuan's analysis of the fiction magazines, in which the narrative 
modess gradually changed from the traditional Chinese one to the new one. Chen uses Xia Mianzun's terms 1) 
"omniscientt  point of view;"  2) "limite d point of view,"  and 3) "rigidl y restricted point of view" 
(Transfomation(Transfomation 5-14,66). I replace these with zero focalization, internal focalization, and external 
focalizationn respectively. 
144 Since exact statistical data is lacking, people have different estimates of the number  of translated foreign 
fictionn in the late Qing dynasty. Luo Pu claims that he had found at least 1,000 items published yearly (Pi 
Fasheng::  Preface of Hong Lai Ying), while Yu Mingzhen believes that: "mor e than 100 fiction books were 
publishedd every year, and translated fiction accounted for  ninety per  cent."  To take a example, the famous 
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translatorr  Lin Shu, who started to translate in 1897, translated 184 books, including 40 literar y masterpieces 
off  world literature, using ten million Chinese characters during his career  of twenty-six years. 
155 Opinions differ  on the question which was the first  modern Chinese narrativ e in the first person. Dolezelovit 
vv writes, 'Th e first-person personal narrativ e is certainly an innovation in the history of Chinese vernacular 
fiction.. Wu Woyao's [Wu Jianren] Strange Events [Strange Events of the Last Twenty Years] is me first 
occurrencee of the first-person narrative in baihua literature* *  {Chinese Novel 66). Chen Pingyuan thinks that 
Fuu Lin* s Qinhaishi, published in 1906, "i s the work that describes self-life and experience with the form of 
zhanghuizhanghui novel in the first time in the history of Chinese literature, and it really uses the first-person 
narrativ ee method in the writin g of 'New fiction'**  (Transformation 78). I agree with Dolezelova for  the 
followingg reasons: although Wu's whole novel was written between 1903 and 1910 and published with three 
majorr  interruptions, the first  installment of the novel was indeed published in New Fiction in 1903. The 
novell  is presented as the memoirs of the protagonist, Jiusi yisheng. In the prologue (first chapter), which is 
writtenn in third-person, Jiusi yisheng has been introduced Then, Jiusi yisheng begins to relate his own 
experiencess in first-person from the second chapter. First he explains to the reader  about his odd name, then 
Jiusii  yisheng recalls his experience that happened when he was fifteen-year-old. A narrator-character  in 
first-personfirst-person thus has actually formed in the second chapter. I mink, earlier  than Qinhaism\ Strange Events of 
thethe Last Twenty Years is the first  time that first  person was used in the history of Chinese vernacular  fiction. 
166 In addition to introducing the above eight poets, Lu Xun also mentioned in this article Nietzsche, Goethe, 
Thomass Carlyle, Dante, N. Gogol, Shakespere, Plato, Walter  Scott, John Milton , Henrik Ibsen, John Keats, 
andd other  writer s and thinkers. 
177 "Th e Soul of Sparta**  was written in classical Chinese and published in the fift h and ninth issues of 
ZhejiangchaoZhejiangchao (June and November  1903). In 1934, it was included in a collection of Lu Xun*s works Ji wet 
jiji  (Collection ofUncollected Works). In the preface to this collection, Lu Xun writes he probably stole "Th e 
Soull  of Sparta'*  from somewhere, but he cannot recall from where. He adds mat at that time he just started to 
learnn Japanese and was eager  to read and to translate something (LXQJ 7:4). 
188 According to Lu Xun, the first  "Zhanghui  novel**  in the history of Chinese fiction was Tripitaka 's Search 

forfor  Buddhist Sutras by an anonymous author. The book was published on the late Song or  Yuan dynasties. 
Theree are seventeen chapters in it—the earliest known example of Chinese fiction divided into 
chapters-eachh concluded by a poem (LXQJ 9: 120; History 144). 
199 Jingwei is the name of a bird. It is said that she was the youngest daughter  of the Emperor. She drowned in 
thee Eastern Sea. After  her  death, she became a bird tryin g to fill  up the sea with branches and pebbles. 
200 Xingtian is the name of a monster. It is said thatXingtian vied to be a god with the Emperor. The Emperor 
cutt  off his head, but he, using his nipples as his eyes, his navel as his mouth, wielding his ax and shield, still 
foughtt  against the Emperor. 
211 He states in his later  "A Letter  about Translation**  that translations "introduc e not only new contents but 
alsoo new techniques of expression**  (LXQJ 4:382). 
222 Lu Xun's friend Xu Shoushang, who had studied in Japan with Lu Xun, said that he had compared the 
Germann translation with mat of Lu Xun's, and found mat "hi s translation is true to the original 
word-for-wor dd and has no additions and deletions at will . This ushered in a new epoch in the Chinese 
translationn circles**  (Friend 54). 
233 In his letter  to Yan Jiyun of May 6,1934, Lu Xun said: "Now people all say that my first  short story is 'A 
Madman'ss Diary.'  In fact, the first  one is a short story in classical Chinese, which was published in A Forest 
ofof Fictional), probably before the Revolution of 1911. The name of the story and the pseudonym I have 
forgotten.. The content is about something that happened in an old-style private school**  (LXQJ 12:403). 
244 Lu Xun's brother  Zhou Zuoren says: "Hi s writin g of fiction, had not started with 'A Madman's Diary.' 
Whil ee at home in the winter  of 1911, he wrote a short story in classical Chinese, using a rich man who was 
thee next-door  neighbor  as a model It was written about the situation on the eve of the Revolution of 1911 [...] 
andd had no title. Two or  three years later, I added a titl e and a pen name, and sent it to The Short Story 
Magazine.Magazine. At the time the magazine was relatively small in size. Its editor  Yun Tieqiao, wrote in reply gave 
itt  high praise and promised to publish it as the forthcoming issue's first or  inaugural story"  (Memories 274). 
"Rememberingg Past Times"  was reprinted for  the first time in the seventh volume of his collected works in 
thee Collection of Items Not Includedin Any collection in 1958. In 1990, as an appendix, it was put at the end 
off  Complete Selection ofLu Xun's Short Stories. 
233 Genette adds in a note: "O f course, this distinction is relevant for  the classical form of autobiographical 
narrative,, where the narrating is enough subsequent to the events for  the narrator' s information to differ 
appreciablyy from the hero's. When the narratin g is contemporaneous with the story (interior  monologue, 
journal ,, correspondence), internal focalization on the narrator  amounts to localization on the hero." 
266 Prflsek qualifies the importance of the new language system: "Withou t wishing to deny the importance of 
aa new literar y language close to and freely drawing on the colloquial language, we must admit that the 
fundamentall  requirement was not a new language, but a new writer  brought up in a modem way and capable 
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off  looking at the world with modem eyes, endowed with a new and very different interest in certain aspect of 
reality. A. A revolution had first to take place in the minds of writers, and then it could find its expression in 
theirr  work"  (Precursor 175-76). 
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CHAPTERR TWO 

Internall  Focalization in Lu Xun's Short Stories 
Thee First-Person Focalization 

2.11 The Narrativ e Modes Used by Lu Xun 

Inn May of 1918, Lu Xun's first  short story in vernacular  Chinese, "A Madman's 
Diary,""  was published in New Youth. Its publication opened up a new chapter  in the 
historyy of Chinese fiction and laid the foundation for  all modern Chinese literature. Lu 
Xunn said that once he started he "could not give up but would writ e some sort of short 
storyy from time to time"  (LXQJ 1:419; Works 1:38). 

Luu Xun's short stories are limited in number  but have a crucial position in the history 
off  Chinese fiction and Chinese literature. They differed from traditional Chinese fiction in 
severall  respects. They had a different content, included embedded meaning, and they 
exhibitedd new forms and an innovative style. For  this, he drew nourishment from foreign 
fiction,fiction,  and, under  the influence of turn-of-the-century "New Fiction"  in China, he 
assimilatedd useful elements from traditional Chinese fiction. 

Literar yy research in China was for  a long time dominated by Lenin's theory of 
reflection.. In research on Lu Xun's short stories, scant attention was given to his new form 
andd style. But literar y forms have special significance. They are by no means a superficial 
aspect,, but one that shows laws of cohesion in the development of literatur e and its 
contemporaryy society and culture. In this sense, my stress on Lu Xun's stylistic and formal 
innovationss wil l hopefully stimulate further  work. 

Maoo Dun, an important figure in modern Chinese literature, was most conspicuous 
amongg the first scholars who gave attention to Lu Xun's new forms,. In August of 1923, 
Luu Xun published his Call to Arms1. In October  of the same year, Mao Dun wrote: 

Inn the new literatur e of China, Lu Xun is often a pioneer, creating new writin g styles 
andd forms. There are more than ten short stories in his Call to Arms, and almost every 
onee has a different style and form. These new styles and forms must influence young 
writers,, and most of them must begin to follow in Lu Xun's footsteps (Reading 
1:36).. B' 

Amongg the new forms employed by Lu Xun, narrativ e mode is the most important 
Patrickk Hanan thinks that more than with other  writers, each story of Lu Xun's is a 
venturee in technique, a fresh try at the perfect matching of subject and form. Hanan 
discussess "technique"  in its widest meaning, that is everything outside the "lum p of 
experience.""  "Withi n this meaning, it is the large, governing elements, such as rhetoric, 
narrativ ee method, and fictional mode, 'gross technique' as they might be called"  (53). ' 
Preciselyy these new narrativ e modes make Lu Xun's short stories different not only from 
traditiona ll  Chinese fiction, but also from the "New Fiction"  forms and styles under  the 
latee Qing. 

Luu Xun is the first writer  in the history of modern Chinese fiction to use all three 
narrativ ee modes. His use of these modes is skilled, creative and successful. As we know, 
writer ss in the late Qing had already tried to introduce innovations in narrative modes. 
Amongg them, Wu Jianren is the only writer  who tried to use all three modes. In addition to 
traditiona ll  narrativ e with zero focalization, he also tried internal focalization (Strange 
EventsEvents of the Last Twenty Years) and external focalization (Checking the Class, 1907). 
Butt  Wu Jianren's use of internally and externally focalized narratives is not yetripe and 
masterful;;  it often still remains inarticulate. For  example, the narrator  in the first-person 
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StrangeStrange Events of the Last Twenty Years, Jiusi-Yisheng, is more an onlooker  and recorder 
thann a narrator-agent. The author  had not paid enough attention to this special narrativ e 
mode.. As I shall now show by analyzing the twenty-five short stories that Lu Xun wrote 
betweenn 1918 and 1925 and collected in Call to Arms and Wandering, his use of the three 
modess is much more skilled than that of his forerunners. 

Ass mentioned, a specific focalization need not be held consistently through an entire 
narrative,, even a brief short story. It can be limited to a particular  section, which can be 
veryy short. Furthermore, the distinction between different points of view is not always as 
clearr  as it is when we consider  the modes in abstraction (Genette, Discourse 189-94). Yet, 
wee can find a certain dominant focalization within a given work and we can discern 
differentt  dominant narrativ e modes in Lu Xun's short stories. 

Firstt  there are the stories with zero focalization, to be found in the following seven of 
thee twenty-five short stories in Call to Anns and Wandering: "Th e True Story of Ah Q," 
"Th ee White Light,"  "Storm in a Teacup,"  'Tomorrow, "  "Soap,"  "Th e Double Fifth 
Festival,""  and "Brothers. "  As mentioned, zero focalization is traditional in Chinese 
fiction,fiction,  and Lu Xun's frequent use of it is indicative of his assimilation of the Chinese 
tradition .. But he introduced many innovations into this tradition . 

Thee majorit y of Lu Xun's stories use full y or  partiall y internal focalization. They are 
too be found in " A Madman's Diary,"  "Kon g Yiji, "  "Medicine,"  "A Small Incident,"  "Th e 
Storyy of Hair,"  "M y Old Home,"  "Th e Rabbits and the Cat,"  "Th e Comedy of the Ducks," 
"Villag ee Opera"  in Call to Arms and "Th e New-Year  Sacrifice,"  "I n the Tavern,"  "A 
Happyy Family,"  "Master  Gao,"  "Th e Misanthrope,"  "Regret for  the Past"  and "Th e 
Divorce""  in Wandering. Narratives with internal focalization, especially of the kind in 
whichh a narrator  participates in and appears as a character  in the story, are very rare in 
traditiona ll  Chinese fiction. Lu Xun uses this kind of focalization in some of his most 
famouss short stories. It is the use and perfection of this narrativ e mode that constituted his 
outstandingg contribution to modern Chinese fiction. 

Theree are two short stories that use external focalization: "Th e Lamp That Was Kept 
Alight ""  and " A Public Example."  Although small in number, their  significance is 
considerable.. External focalization had already been used in traditional Chinese fiction. 
Onee of the characteristics of traditional Chinese fiction was to use a method called 
baimiao,baimiao, which made the character's statements, actions, nature, and feeling show 
clearly,, but left the narrator  uninvolved. Some critics in the late Qing had alreadyy taken 
noticee of this. As Man (Anonymous) wrote already in 1907: 

Thee depiction of characters in fiction should be like reflections in a mirror . Let the 
beholderr  himself note their  beauty or  ugliness. Above all, the author  must avoid 
mixingg his comments in. It is something like a character  in a play who appears on 
stagee and insists on including a speech about how good so-and-so will be and how 
badd so-and-so wil l be, but the actions of those figures do not necessarily fit  his 
descriptions.. Even if there should be no contradiction, people would still think it 
clumsy,, with nothing left to thought. Therefore, although fiction has nothing serious 
too teach, its use of a personal view is impermissible. For  instance, the descriptions of 
chivalryy in Water Margin, of sex in Golden Lotus, of beauty in Dream of the Red 
Chamber,Chamber, and of various social types in The Scholars, are all without preceding 
commentaries;;  but the characters' nature, status and whether  they are good or  bad, is 
clearr  even to women and children, just as in facing a mirro r  nothing is invisible. And 
aa mirro r  has no personal bias (1: 258-59; Dolezelovó-Velingerovd's translation, 
ChineseChinese Novel 62). 
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Wee might say that the method here described is to a certain extent related to external 
focalization.. Genette says that external focalization was certainly not invented by writer s 
off  American novels between two world wars: "They broke new ground only by 
maintainingg external focalization throughout the entire length of a narrative, generally a 
brieff  one"  (Revisited 67-6$). This too is the case with Lu Xun's use of external 
focalization::  he appears to draw on some strong points in Western fiction and also to 
inheritt  some achievements from traditional Chinese fiction. Of course, since intrusion by 
ann omniscient narrator  was very common in traditional Chinese fiction, external 
focalizationn almost never  was dominant in a narrative, only in a part or  episode of it. 
Creatingg a hybrid between traditional Chinese and foreign fiction, Lu Xun produced a few 
marvelouss examples of this kind of narrativ e mode. 

2.22 The First-Person Focalization 

Thee motivation for  modernizing Chinese fiction in the late Qing came from the 
demandd for  social reform. This situation continued into the May Fourth Era. As an 
anti-feudalistt  revolution, the May Fourth Movement actively introduced science and 
democracyy to China as a challenge to traditio n and autocracy. It raised the clarion call: 
"Downn with the Confucian shop!"  and assaulted everything that was incompatible with 
rationalismm and democracy. Lu Xun, who was sharply opposed to the old autocratic 
tradition ,, subtly delineated the vicious machinations of power, exposing its ruthlessness. 

Ass for  narrativ e modes, the traditional zero focalization, in which everything is 
controlledd by the author  through an omniscient narrator , obviously did not conform to the 
trendd towards greater  democratization and scientific rationality . Xia Mianzun wanted to 
doo away with "th e author's autocratic position with respect to the reader"  (101), and this 
reflectedd the spirit of the era. In revolting against the feudal traditio n and autocracy and 
strivin gg for  democracy and science, literatur e itself played an important role and had an 
activee influence. The modernization of the narrativ e modes and of Chinese fiction in 
generall  was achieved finally  by the authors of the May Fourth Era. 

Wee cannot judge an author, whether  traditional or  modern, by looking only at the 
narrativ ee mode of his fiction. However, it is by no means accidental that sixteen of the 
twenty-fivee pieces in Lu Xun's Call to Arms and Wandering use internal focalization. 
Onee of the most important reasons for  its use was related to the era's tendencies and spirit . 

Genettee points out that internal focalization is rarely applied in a totally rigorous way. 
Strictl yy speaking, the principl e of this narrativ e mode implies that the focaüzing character 
cann never  be described or  even referred to from the outside, and that his thoughts or 
perceptionss are never  analyzed by the narrator . Internal focalization in this strictest sense 
iss realized only in "interio r  monologues,"  or, Genette suggests, in a borderline case like 
Robbe-Grillet' ss La Jalousie (Discourse 192-93). Remembering this when analyzing Lu 
Xun'ss narratives wil l allow us not to demand rigid  consistency. 

Amongg the sixteen short stories with internal focalization, twelve are in the 
first-person,first-person, completely told by a narrator-agent who is a character  and participates in the 
events.. When talking about his fiction, Lu Xun wrote: 

Thee happenings I described generally arose from something I had seen or  heard, but I 
neverr  relied entirely on facts. I just took one occurrence and modified or  expanded it 
til ll  it expressed what I had in mind. The same was true of the models for  characters-I 
didd not pick on specific individuals. My characters were often a mixtur e of a mouth 
fromfrom  Zhejiang, a face from Beijing and clothes from Shanxi. Those people who said 
such-and-suchh a story was aimed at so-and-so were talking nonsense (LXOJ4' 513* 
WorksWorks 3: 264). 
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Onee should add that "th e happenings"  and 'the models for  characters"  are also taken from 
Luu Xun's personal experiences. Of course we should consider  and analyze the role of 
personall  experiences. The Russian Sinologist Semanov thinks that the narrator s of Lu 
Xun' ss fiction are in most cases surely Lu Xun himself, or, at least, a person whose view 
wass similar  to that of the author  (144). But identifying the narrator s with Lu Xun is 
problematic.. In Chinese literar y criticism there are also controversies over  the question to 
whatt  extent the author's own experiences were embodied in his short stories. For  example, 
whenn discussing Lu Xun's "Regret for  the Past,"  Li Changzhi argues that Juansheng is 
justt  the author  himself, and he thinks that the story "took in the name of Juansheng, who is 
thee author  himself, because his individual characteristics, clearly, are Lu Xun's"  (1:1303). 
Inn the 1920s and 30s, it was fashionable to consider  "Regret for  the Past"  as 
autobiographical.. As early as December  29,1926, Lu Xun wrote in a letter  to Wei Suyuan: 
" II  heard people say that 'Regret for  the Past*  was my own affair , because it is impossible 
too writ e this sort of story without having personally experienced i t It is becoming more 
andd more difficul t to be an upright person"  (LXQJ11:520). 

Naturally ,, in Chinese as well as foreign fiction, authors often express their  own 
experiencess in their  work. Goethe, Rousseau, Gorky, and others all did this. In the May 
Fourthh Era, along with the demands for  science and democracy came an awakening of self 
andd individual consciousness. As a result, more and more fiction was written in the 
first-person,first-person, and this meant that the author's figure appeared in it more frequently. Lu 
Xunn wrote: "Literatur e and art nowadays describe our  own society, and even ourselves. 
Wee may find society, as well as ourselves in the fiction"  (LXQJ 7:118). Lu Xun not only 
sett  an example for  writin g fiction with  internal focalization in the first-person, he also 
includedd his experiences in his short stories. 

II  do not intend to discuss here in detail the question, how truthfull y Lu Xun portrayed 
hiss individual experiences. I wil l approach things from another  point of view. The issue 
thatt  Booth follows in The Rhetoric of Fiction is the relationship between the author, the 
narrator ,, the character  and the reader. It is not at all surprising that the author  intervenes in 
hiss or  her  fiction. However, the intervention is usually not direct, it is done in another  way: 
"ann author  who intrudes must somehow be interesting; he must live as a character"  (219), 
andd he should interest the reader  in a certain way. In this kind of intervention, the interest 
iss in the narrator  as a character. Accordingly, Booth distinguishes "reliable "  and 
"unreliable ""  narrators: 

II  shall call a narrator  reliable when he speaks for  or  acts in accordance with the norms 
off  the work (which is to say, the implied author's norms), unreliable when he does 
not[„„  J We should reserve the term unreliable for  those narrator s who are presented 
ass if they spoke throughout for  the norms of the book and who do not in fact do so 
(Distancee 100-01). 

Rimmon-Kenann describes these two narrator s from another  angle: 

AA reliable narrator  is one whose rendering of the story and commentary on it the 
readerr  is supposed to take as an authoritativ e account of the fictional truth . An 
unreliablee narrator , on the other  hand, is one whose rendering of the story and/or 
commentaryy on it the reader  has reasons to suspect (100). 

Whenn Lu Xun uses first-person internal focalization, the localizer  as an observer  and the 
narratorr  as a character  coincide. In such stories, especially in "A Small Incident,"  "M y 
Oldd Home,"  "Th e Rabbits and the Cats,"  "Th e Comedy of the Ducks,"  and "Villag e 
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Opera""  in Call to Arms and in "I n the Tavern"  and "Th e Misanthrope"  from  Wandering, 
thee narrator  retells some of the author's individual experiences and is generally reliable. 
Thee narrator' s norms are more or  less similar  to those of the implied author3 and, 
probably,, reflect the author's thoughts and norms. 

" AA Small Incident,"  probably the shortest of Lu Xun's fiction, contains less than 
thousandd Chinese characters. The narrator  recounts that when he went to S-Gate with a 
rickshaww an early morning in the winter  of 1917, a grey-haired woman in ragged clothes 
steppedd out abruptly from the roadside. Her  tattered padded waistcoat, unbuttoned and 
billowin gg in the wind, got caught on the shaft and she fell to the ground. The rickshaw 
mann stopped, but the narrator  who thought that the old woman was unhurt and that no one 
saww the accident, thought stopping unnecessary and liable to land the rickshaw man in 
trouble.. When he told him to go on, the rickshaw man paid no attention. He took the old 
woman'ss arm, gently helped her  up, and went with her  to a police station. The rickshaw 
man'sman's action shocked the narrator , and he felt that he gradually exerted a pressure on him 
whichh threatened to overpower  the small self hidden under  his fur-lined gown. This story 
seemss to display the author's thoughts, but the narrator-agent is an artistic image, and 
cannott  be equated with the author  himself, even if " A Small Incident"  incorporates more 
off  the author's "shadow"  than many others. 

" AA Small Incident"  is written from a the first-person perspective, but one may 
distinguishh between the writin g and the experiencing "I. "  The point of the story is 
preciselyy to distance the past self from the present narrator . The opening and the 
conclusionn of the story are clearly focalized from the present: 

Sixx years have slipped by since I came from the country to the capital. During that 
timee the number  of so-called affairs of state I have witnessed or  heard about is far 
fromfrom  small, but none of them made much impression. [...] 
Onee small incident, however, which struck me as significant and jolted me out of my 
irritability ,, remains fixed even now in my memory. [...] 
Evenn now, this incident keeps coming back to me. It keeps distressing me and makes 
mee try to think about myself. The politics and the fighting of those years have slipped 
myy mind as completely as the classics I read as a child. Yet this small incident keeps 
comingg back to me, often more vivid than in actual life, teaching me shame, spurring 
mee on to reform, and imbuing me with fresh courage and fresh hope (LXQJ1  458-60-
WorksWorks 1:76-78). 

Inn the narrator' s eyes, the small incident is so important that he keeps it in his mind for  a 
longg time, the incident acquiring a great influence in his life. The present self cannot 
forgett  the past. Thus, he cannot help but go back to the time when that small incident 
happened::  "I t was the winter  of 1917, a strong north wind was blustering"  {LXQJ 1:458; 
WorksWorks 1: 76). From here onward, the present self gives way to the past self, who now tells 
hiss story. The story reveals that the narrator-character  experienced a shift of attitude. First 
hee was prejudiced against the rickshaw man, but the latter' s action makes him recognize 
hiss pettiness and he becomes ashamed. It is a small incident, but we can see that both the 
presentt  and the past self take a self-critical attitude to it. A character  may represent an 
ideologicall  position through his way of seeing the world or  his behavior  in it, but also 
throughh explicit discussion of his ideology. Similarly , the norms of a narrator-character 
mayy be implici t in the orientation he gives to the story, but they can also be formulated 
explicitlyy (Rimmon-Kenan 82). The narrator-character  of "A Small Incident"  shows more 
explicitlyy his ideological position than the narrator s of Lu Xun's other  stories. The ethics 
shownn in the contact between the narrator-character  and the rickshaw man is in 
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accordancee with Lu Xun's principle: " I  really dissect other  people from time to time; 
however,, I dissect myself much more often and much more savagely"  {LXQJ1: 284). 

"M yy Old Home"  and "Villag e Opera"  also rely on the author's individual experiences. 
Thee former, written at the beginning of 1921, goes back to the beginning of December 
1919,, when Lu Xun returned from Beijing to his hometown Shaoxing. After  selling the 
familyy residence and staying a short time with relatives he went back to Beijing with his 
mother,, his wife, and his younger  brother  Zhou Jianren. "Villag e Opera,"  published in 
Decemberr  1922, is a recollection of a childhood experience. 

Sincee the events told in these stories resemble experiences that left a deep impression 
onn the author, both stories are emotionally colored. This coloring is revealed in the 
narrator' ss contact with other  characters, the narrator' s narrativ e tone and judgment, and 
hiss description of the surroundings. In contrast to "A Small Incident,"  whose narrator 
self-criticallyy and rationally dissects his own ethics, the emotional coloring of "M y Old 
Home""  and "Villag e Opera"  contains less ideologically rigorous self-examinations. The 
narratorr  imbues both the events and the scenery with strong nostalgic tones, giving them a 
lyricall  flavor different from the traditionall y plot-driven Chinese fiction. It is not 
surprisingg that some people consider  these stories to be poetic fiction. This coloring 
affectss the reader, making the reader  emotionally more open to perceive the narrator' s 
thoughtss and norms. 

Inn "M y Old Home,"  the narrator-agent leaves his hometown for  a long time. His 
feelingg is revealed when he returns to his old home and meets a series of people and hears 
stories.. The narrator' s tone seems smooth, slow and somber; the story's key mood is cool 
andd depressed. We hear  this keynote in the very opening: 

Itt  was late winter. As we drew near  my former  home the day became overcast and a 
coldd wind blew into the cabin of our  boat, while all one could seee through the chinks 
inn our  bamboo awning were a few desolate villages, void of any sign of life, scattered 
farr  and near  under  the somber  yellow sky. I could not help feeling depressed {LXQJ 1 : 
476;;  Works 1:90). 

Thiss cool and depressed coloring gradually darkens further  when the narrator  meets more 
glumm people and encounters more gloomy events. As a child, he used to know a Mrs. 
Yangg who sat nearly all day long in the beancurd shop across the road. Now she asks the 
narratorr  to let her  take his old pieces of furniture . When the narrator  replies that he must 
selll  these in order  to buy other  things, she insists that the narrator  had been made the 
intendantt  of a circuit , has three concubines and has grown rich. The narrator  is left 
speechless.. When he meets his childhood pal Runtu, who was like his blood brother  in 
dayss past, he is so delighted that he does not know what to say. However, Runtu has no 
problemm and addresses him clearly: "Master! "  The narrator  shivers, for  he recognizes 
whatt  a "lamentably thick wall"  has grown up between them. Yet he could not say 
anythingg {LXQJ 1: 482; Works 1: 97). When Runtu leaves, the narrator  and his mother 
shakee their  heads over  his hard life: many children, famines, taxes, soldiers, bandits, 
officialss and landed gentry, all had squeezed him as dry as a mummy. 

Thee story does have a few joyous moments. At times the narrator  recollects his 
childhoodd pals and lif e with deep feeling. For  instance, when the mother  tells him that 
Runtuu wants very much to see him and may be coming any time, his response is intense: 

Att  this point a strange picture suddenly flashed into my mind: a golden moon 
suspendedd in a deep blue sky and beneathh it the seashore, planted as far  as the eye 
couldd see with jade-green watermelons, while in their  midst a boy of eleven or  twelve, 
wearingg a silver  necklet and grasping a steel pitchfork in his hand, was thrusting with 
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alll  his might at a zha which dodged the blow and escaped through his legs (LXQJ1
477;;  Works 1:91-2). 

Itt  is a colorful "strange picture."  Gold, deep blue, jade-green and silver  all color  the scene 
withh intense emotion and happiness. Subsequently, the narrator  tells movingly of his first 
acquaintancee and friendship with Runtu, and their  parting. This childhood recollection 
injectss pleasure into the narrator' s return to his beautiful old home. Yet the old home in 
hiss memory is a mirage, to which he cannot return. The joyful tune of childhood memory 
sourss when he experiences Runtu's new deference towards him, and this deepens the 
miseryy and despair  of the scene. 

Att  the end of the story, a magic picture similar  to the one above reappears, followed 
byy a statement that clearly reflects the implied author: 

Ass I dozed, a stretch of jade-green seashore spread itself before my eyes, and above a 
roundd golden moon hung from a deep blue sky. I thought: hope cannot be said to exist, 
norr  can it be said not to exist It is just lik e roads across the earth. For  actually the 
earthh had no roads to begin with, but when many men pass one way, a road is made 
(LXQJI:(LXQJI:  485; Works 1:101). 

Fromm "as I dozed,"  we may see that this is obviously the narrator' s subjective fancy with 
coloring.. Still , some more cheerful notes are heard, even if they cannot conceal the 
keynotess of depression. As for  the last words about "hope,"  they have a specific meaning. 
Theyy come, of course, from the adult narrator , not from his former  self as a boy. Although 
theyy show "hope,"  they reaffirm the difficult y of establishing hope where none seems to 
exist.. In the course of reading, the reader  is strongly infected by the cool and depressed 
atmospheree created by the narrator . The reader  is left brooding over  Mrs. Yang's 
disgruntledd behavior, Runtu's tragic lot, and the separations and dislocations that have 
occurredd over  time. 

"Villag ee Opera"  is another  story with strong emotional coloring. The narrator  recalls 
thatt  he has seen Peking opera only twice in the past twenty years and that both events 
endedd with disappointment. In contrast, he unwittingl y remembers seeing a really good 
operaa in the countryside when he was not much older  than eleven or  twelve. In the main 
partt  of the story the narrator  goes back to the unforgettable childhood scene when he 
visitedd and saw the village opera with his pals in Zhaozhuang. 

Inn first-person internal narrative focalization, information is provided by the narrator 
ass the focal character. Everything is passed through this narrator , and the reader  almost 
neverr  leavess his perspective. The first-person narrator  in "Villag e Opera,"  like the one in 
"Rememberingg Past Times,"  includes an adult and a boy narrator . As we can see from the 
beginningg and the end of the story, the narrativ e frame is constructed by the adult narrator : 

Inn the past twenty years only twice have I been to see Chinese opera. During the first 
tenn years I saw none, lacking both the wish and the opportunity. The two occasions on 
whichh I went were in the last ten years, but each time I left without seeing anything in 
itit  (LXQJ I:  559; Works 1:155). ë 

Itt  is a fact, right  up til l now, I have never  eaten such good beans or  seen such a good 
operaa as I did that night (LXQJ 1: 570; Works 1: 167). 

Thiss kind of narrativ e frame is used very often in Lu Xun's short stories; for  instance also 
mm A Small Incident,"  "M y Old Home"  and "Kon g Yiji. "  Lyell thinks that one of Lu 
Xunn s characteristic structural devices is the "use of envelopes,"  a special instance of 
repetitionn in which the repeated elements serve as the opening and final curtains of the 
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entiree story or  of scenes within it (Reality 263). Such is the case with "Villag e Opera." 
Thee narrator  mentions "opera"  twice, at the opening and at the end. 

However,, in this narrativ e frame both the adult and the boy narrate and focalize, and 
theyy act differently , each according to his status. In relation to other  characters of the story, 
theirr  action and response are also proper. The impressions of the opera on the adult and 
thee boy narrator  are totally different The adult saw opera twice; the experience was so 
disappointingg that he turned away from Chinese opera. On the contrary, in the boy 
narrator' ss eyes, village opera is so beautiful that he longs for  it for  a long time. He looks 
forwardd to Zhaozhuang and seeing the opera, but when this long-awaited day comes, there 
iss no boat for  hire. The boy is nearly in tears from chagrin. But when his pal, Shuangxi, 
suggestss to use Eighth Granduncle's ferry-boat, his heart leaps. The opera that he sees that 
nightt  is not very interesting because he waits in vain for  what he wanted to see: a snake 
spiritt  swathed in white, its two hands clasping above it a wandlike snake's head, next to a 
leapingg tiger  dressed in yellow. However, his long-cherished wish, going to Zhaozhuang 
too see opera, has come true, and this makes the boy wild with joy. Thus, in eyes of the boy, 
thee lantern-li t stage is hazy as a fair  pavilion, and the flutes sound melodiously in his ears. 
Att  the same time, the reader  can see through his eyes, his action and words the village 
sceneryy and the simple and honest character  of his pals who go with him to Zhaozhuang to 
seee the opera. Most of them cannot read and write, but they are friendly,  unselfish, and 
findfind  it a pleasure to help others. They treat him lik e their  family member. For  the arrival of 
aa visitor  from such a distance they even got leave from their  parents to do less work in 
orderr  to play with him. This contrasts sharply with the unconcerned fat gentleman in the 
crowdedd theater  in the city, who looks down upon the adult narrator  since the latter  does 
nott  know the well-known actor  pexfonning on stage. 

Thee adult and boy narrators' s coexistence in the text offers a double focalization and 
doublee vision. As in some of Lu Xun's other  stories, we can distinguish between the 
writin gg and the experiencing"I"  and find their  focalizations different Sometimes, 
narrationn and focalization differ . Rimmon-Kenan suggests that in principle, focalization 
andd narration are distinct activities, even in first-person retrospective narratives (73). Bal 
drawss two conclusions from narrativ e focalization. First it appears that various 
focalizationn levels can be distinguished; secondly, concerning the focalization level, there 
iss no fundamental difference between "first-perso n narrative"  and 'third-person 
narratives.""  In "first-person narratives"  external localizers, usually the T*  grown older, 
givee their  vision of a fabula in which they participated earlier  as an actor. At some 
momentss they can present the vision of their  younger  alter  ego, so that a character-bound 
focalizerr  is focalizing on the second level (Narratology 111-12). In "Villag e Opera,"  the 
writin gg T and the experiencing "I "  focalize on different levels. In the first  half of the 
story,, the narrator  and the focalizer  basically coincide in the writin g "I, "  and the story is 
focalizedd on the first  level by the adult narrator-focalizer . The second half is focalized 
basicallyy from the boy, and the focalized object is also a boy's world. Most of the objects 
aree focalized in the second level by the boy focalizer. There is a transitional paragraph, in 
whichh still the adult narrates, but the focalization shifts from the first  to the second level, 
thatt  is, from the adult to the boy. We can see here the intellectual and psychological 
distancee between the adult and the boy: 

[11 ] As to when I saw that good opera, it was really "long, long ago,"  when I could not 
havee been much more than eleven or  twelve. [2] It was the custom in Luzhen where 
wee lived for  married women not yet in charge of the household to go back to their 
parents''  home for  the summer. Although my father's mother  was then still quite 
strong,, my mother  had quite a few domestic duties which made it impossible for  her 
too spend many days at her  old home during the summer. All she could spare was a 
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feww days after  visiting the ancestral graves, and at such times I always went with her 
too stay in her  parents' house. That was in Pingqiao Village not far  from the sea, a very 
remotee littl e village on a river  with less than thirt y households of peasants and 
fishermen,, and just one tiny grocery. [3] To me, however, it was heaven, for  not only 
wass I treated as a guest of honour  but here I could skip reading the Book of Songs 
(LXQJX:(LXQJX:  561-62; Works 1: 158). 

Thee first  part is the adult narrator' s retrospection. The second part is basically still 
focalizedd by the adult narrator . Judging from the content, the words and the tone, the thir d 
partt  is a transition from the first  to the second level because we look into the boy's psyche 
andd find the words "here I could skip..."  The boy is, as a character-bound focalizer, 
focalizingg his world. Just as expected, the following paragraph opens with the sentence: 
"Ther ee were many children for  me to play with."  This is also from the boy's focalization. 
Andd the boy recounts that he spent his joyful time with his pals in Pingqiao Village, 
especiallyy when he went to see opera in Zhaozhuang. 

Thee second half of the story is basically focalized through the boy. However, 
embeddedd focalization can be inserted, because the narrativ e may return to the first level 
att  any moment (Bal, Narratology 112). This appears to be the case, for  instance, when a 
supplementall  information is needed. Something needs to be stressed; an information 
recognizedd later  but not at that moment. There is an embedded focalization that returns 
thee narration to the first  level, related by the adult narrator  as external focalizer: 

Whatt  I looked forward to most was going to Zhaozhuang to see the opera. 
Zhaozhuangg was a slightly larger  village five li  away. Since Pingqiao was too small 
too afford to put on operas, every year  it chipped in towards a performance at 
Zhaozhuang.. At the time, it never  occurred to me to wonder  why they should put on 
operass every year. Thinkin g back to it now, I dare say it may have been a ritual drama 
forr  the late spring festival (LXQJ1: 562; Works 1: 159). 

Wee may conclude from the phrases "Thinkin g back to it now, I dare to say"  that the 
narrativ ee returned to the first  level. 

Inn the second half of the story, the narration is more complex. The adult narrator  still 
actss as the focalizer  occasionally, but much of the focalization comes from the 
experiencingg boy. Thus the story is sometimes focalized by the experiencing boy, and 
sometimess by the adult narrator . Narration and focalization occasionally coincidê  but the 
adultt  narrator  sometimes has the boy as the focalizer. For  instance, the adult narrator  tells 
hiss past in the village: 

Wee spent most of our  days digging up earthworms, putting them on littl e hooks made 
off  copper  wire, and lying on the river  bank to catch prawns.[...] Another  thing we did 
waswas to graze buffaloes together. But, maybe because they are animals of higher  order, 
oxenn and buffaloes are hostile to strmgers, and they treated me with such contempt' 
thatt  I never  dared get too close. I could only follow at a distance and stand there. At 
suchh times my small friends, no longer  impressed by my abilit y to recite classical 
poetry,, would all start hooting with laughter  (LXQJX: 562; Works 1: 159). 

Althoughh this is a record of things as the boy sees, feels and understands them, words' like 
"animal ss of higher  order"  are not in the boy's vocabulary. Here the adult narrator  focalizes 
throughh the boy. 

Ann internal narrator  can be a primar y character, a secondary character, or  just an 
onlooker.. The first-person narrator  in "I n the Tavern"  is a secondary character, but his 
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importancee in organizing the story cannot be ignored. It is this narrator  that introduces the 
primar yy character  Lü Weifu. At the same time, as a character, the narrator  has his own 
speciall  function. These two characters are interdependent and they form a unity of 
opposites.. The nature of each is shown in narration and communication. Unlike the "I "  in 
"Villag ee Opera,"  which is both an adult and a boy but is internally consistent, the two 
characterss of "I n the Tavern"  have some opposite traits. The T ' embodies norms and 
thoughtss of the implied author, he is surprised that Lü Weifu has changed so much. The 
normss and thoughts of the implied author  are shown not only by the narrator , but also by 
thee primar y character  Ltl Weifu. Actually, all these norms and thoughts are related to 
somee of the thoughts, feelings and moral odium of the author. It may be said that the 
communicationn between the narrator  and Lü Weifu is an internal dialogue of the author  (I 
wil ll  come back to this topic in Chapter  Four). 

Thee narrator  in "Th e Misanthrope"  is a secondary character, who introduces the 
primar yy character  Wei Lianshu already at the opening: "M y friendship with Wei Lianshu, 
noww that I come to think of it, was certainly a strange one. It began and ended with a 
funeral""  (LXQJ2: 86; Works 1:225). Unlik e in "I n the Tavern,"  the presentation of Wei 
Lianshuu is not only through direct communication with the narrator , but from different 
channels.. This story reveals mainly grief, indignation, and despair, and is the most serious 
off  its kind among Lu Xun's short stories. Xu Qinwen, Lu Xun's good friend, recalls: "L u 
Xunn was writin g 'The Misanthrope,'  after  he had been illegally removed from his office, 
andd he felt that he had no way out"  (Li Yukun 376). Ouyang Fanhai directly relates "Th e 
Misanthrope""  to Lu Xun's experience and state of mind at that time: 

Thee grief and indignation in "Th e Misanthrope"  are strong. Clearly Lu Xun's own 
grieff  and indignation at that time went into it. Here, the feeling and dispositions of the 
first-personn author  and third-person Wei Lianshu are so full y merged together  that 
theyy are difficul t to distinguish from each other.f...] It may be said that "Th e 
Misanthrope""  is a crystallization of the author's indignation (3: 988). 

Itt  is reasonable to link the grief and indignation in the story to Lu Xun's own, however  it 
iss unreasonable to equate the first-person narrator  with the author  and think that the 
characterr  Wei Lianshu and the author's feeling and dispositions are "full y merged 
together." " 

Unlik ee the narrator  of "I n the Tavern,"  the narrator  of "Th e Misanthrope"  does not 
showw his surprise at the protagonist's regression in thought and action. When the narrator 
receivess Wei Lianshu's letter, in which he writes that he had become adviser  to General 
Du,, and he thinks that he was really a failure, the narrator  feels uneasy, but at the same 
time,, he also feels relieved because Wei Lianshu's livelihood is now secure, and he need 
nott  worry any more. The narrator  is more concerned with Wei Lianshu's livelihood than 
withh morality and justness. 

Lik ee Lü Weifu, Wei Lianshu is also a person who had received a new education and 
hadd new thoughts and knowledge. This is why he is mistrusted by people around him. In 
theirr  eyes he is a freak; his distant relatives, who understand him even less, regard him as 
aa foreigner. He is so incompatible with the society of his native area that he wraps himself 
upp like a cocoon. Since he occasionally expresses his opinions in magazine articles and 
thee citizens of S dislike nothing more than fearless argument, anonymous attacks on him 
appearr  in the local papers. Finally, the school authorities ask him to resign. He has to 
comee to the narrator  late at night, when the latter  is about to leave for  Shanyang. After 
hesitatingg for  some time, he stutters: 
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"Woul dd there be anything for  me there? Even copying work, at twenty to thirt y 
dollarss a month, would do. I...." 
II  was surprised. I had not thought he would consider  anything so low, and did not 
knoww how to answer. 
"I... II  have to live a littl e longer"  (LXQJ2: 99; Works 1: 239). 

SocietySociety leaves the protagonist no way out. Yet his tragedy is still ahead of him. Having 
virtuall yy become a beggar, Wei Lianshu casts all his past ideals aside and becomes adviser 
too General Du. He enters the corrupt upper  classes of society with sad awareness: " I  am 
noww doing what I formerly detested and opposed. I am now giving up all I formerly 
believedd in and upheld. I have really failed-but I have won"  (LXQJ2:101; Works 1:241). 

Weii  Lianshu is now in agony, he even feels he does not deserve to live. He belittles 
himself.. Outwardly, he is joyful : he engages practically every day in drinkin g games, 
talking,, laughing, singing, poetry writin g and mahjong games with his friends. He is 
merelyy covering his pain and despair  in his heart of hearts with outward display of 
happiness. . 

Unlik ee Ltl Weifu, Wei Lianshu* s change occurs suddenly, radically and definitely, 
whichh surprises and perplexes the reader. Wei Lianshu's action is a response to heavy 
pressuree from society. He was subdued by the society he lives in. However, we also 
shouldd see his involvement in old tradition s and thoughts, which offers some clues for  his 
bigg change. For  example, sometimes his actions are not in keeping with what he says. His 
closee relatives and members of his grandmother's family decide that he must accept three 
conditionss at the funeral, which means everything wil l have to be done in the traditional 
manner.. However, they are totally surprised because his answer  to their  requirement is 
simplyy "Al l right."  Later, Wei Lianshu is less and less inclined to differentiate between 
goodd and evil in a clear-headed state of mind. Everything is "al l right"  to him. In his letter 
too the narrator  he says, "How should I address you? I am leaving a blank for  you to fill  in 
ass you please. It wil l be all the same to me."  Further, "What wil l you think of me? You 
decide;;  it is the same to me"  (LXQJ2:100; Works 1:240-41). He does not want to destroy 
himself,, but he already destroyed himself in spirit , and he wil l do the same physically at 
thee end. 

Zhouu Zuoren says that Wei Lianshu resembles one of Lu Xun's friends, Fan Ainong, 
butt  his experiences are not those of Fan's. They are mixed up with the specific 
experiencess of the author. For  example, the death of Wei Lianshu's grandmother  was 
takenn from the author's own lif e (Character 118). Although we cannot say that the author 
andd Wei Lianshu are fully merged in feelings and disposition, it seems possible that in 
creatingg his Wei Lianshu, the author  combined some experiences, thoughts and 
temperamentss of Fan and of his own. "Th e Misanthrope"  and "I n the Tavern"  are 
intellectuallyy related, and the differences between them are just in degree. Compared to 
thee narrator  of "I n the Tavern,"  the narrator  of "Th e Misanthrope"  is less explicit about his 
feelings,, and his attitude to the protagonist shows less surprise. It may be said that the 
authorr  not only reflects his grief and indignation through his characters, including the 
narrator-character ,, but also looks closely at his own mind and spirit . Lyell notices that, 
lik ee LU Weifu, Lu Xun was extremely disappointed with the results of the Republican 
Revolution;;  unlike him, he did not sell out to the old establishment and end up teaching 
thee Confucian classics. Lik e Wei Lianshu, he felt "different, "  isolated, perhaps even 
persecuted;;  unlike Wei, he did not suddenly join the oppressors. Lyell finds 
self-dissectionn in "I n the Tavern"  and "Th e Misanthrope."  In both stories he hears a man 
inn conversation with himself, a man tryin g to understand his own subjective motivations. 
Luu Xun takes a close look at himself through these characters, and perhaps exorcises evil 
spirit ss lurkin g just below the surface of his consciousness (Reality 188). 
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"Th ee Rabbits and the Cat"  and "Th e Comedy of the Ducks"  are both stories about 
smalll  animals told by first-person narrators who recall some of Lu Xun's personal 
experiences.. The former, for  example, shows the scene of beating cats when Lu Xun lived 
withh his brother  in the Shaoxing guild hall, Beijing 1918 (Zhou Xiashou, Character 82-83; 
MemoriesMemories 310-11); the latter  is related to Lu Xun's association with the blind Russian 
poett  Vasily Eroshenko6 {Character 84). In both stories, the narrator s appear  as onlookers 
andd hardly participate in the events. Except for  the ending, the narrator  of "Th e Rabbits 
andd the Cat"  does not participate at all. He relates as an onlooker  how the Third Mistress 
inn his back courtyard bought a pair  of white rabbits, how she tried hard to forestall the 
dangerr  from the cat, and how the rabbit family prospered and declined. A sympathy for 
thee weaker  runs through the story. Although the narrator  seldom participates in the events, 
hee does comment on and reflect about them. 

Discussingg the functions of the narrator , Genette talks about the narrator' s orientation 
towardd himself: 

Itt  may take the form simply of an attestation, as when the narrator  indicates the source 
off  his information, or  the degree of precision of his own memories, or  the feelings 
whichh one or  another  episode awakens in him. We have here something which could 
bee called testimonial function, or  function ofattestation. But the narrator' s 
interventions,, direct or  indirect, with regard to the story can also take the more 
didacticc form of an authorized commentary on the action. This is an assertion of what 
couldd be called the narrator' s ideological function {Discourse 256). 

Inn "Th e Rabbits and the Cat,"  the narrator  performs testimonial function when he watches 
thee Thir d Mistress' actions and the lif e of the rabbit family. When some events are not 
seenn by the narrator  himself and he cannot judge the accuracy of his information, he often 
usess words lik e "w e were told,"  "ther e was no knowing whether,"  "most likely,"  "i t is 
said,""  etc. For  example, when mentioning that the rabbits of Thir d Mistress were kept 
mostt  of the time in a small courtyard behind the back window, he explains: "W e were told 
thiss was because they were too fond of tearing the wall-paper  and chewing the legs of 
furniture ""  {LXQJ1:549; Call to Arms 129). Since he is an onlooker, the narrator  has to 
showw the accuracy of his information by frequently referrin g to his sources: "th e children 
eagerlyy told me that,"  "Thir d Mistress told me that,"  and "my mother  remarked to me." 
Sometimess he indicates that he watched with his own eyes: 

Onee warm, sunny day, when there was no wind and not a leaf stirred on the trees, I 
heardd a sudden chorus of laughter. Tracking down the sound, I discovered quite a 
crowdd leaning out of Thir d Mistress' back window to watch: a baby rabbit was 
friskingfrisking  in the yard. He was much smaller  than his parents had been when purchased. 
Butt  already he could take off from the ground on his hind-legs and jump (LXQJ 1
550;;  Call to Arms 130-31). 

Thee narrator' s ideological function in the story is especially noticeable in his 
commentariess on the actions. After  stating that the rabbit family was more and more 
flourishingflourishing  and everybody was happy again, he should also be happy, but he keeps feeling 
"disconsolate,""  because he thinks of those two littl e lives which had been lost, unnoticed 
byy men or  spirits, leaving no trace in the history of livin g creatures. Furthermore, this 
bringss back his old memories of his stay in his provincial hostel: 

Gettingg up early one day I saw beneath the big locust tree some scattered pigeon 
feathers,, obviously let fall by a hawk. In the morning the attendant came to sweep up, 
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andd nothing was left of them. Who would have known that a life had been cut off here? 
Anotherr  time, passing the Xisi Archway, I saw a puppy dying, run over  by a 
horse-cart.. On my return it had gone, someone had removed it, and which of the 
passers-byy would have known that a lif e had been cut off here? On summer night, 
outsidee the window, I often heard the long-drawn-out drone of flies which must have 
beenn caught by a spider, but I never  paid any attention, and other  people did not even 
hear.. (LXQJ I:  552; Call to Arms 132-33). 

Thesee old memories of the narrator  reveal his values and his ideological norms; they 
displayy his sympathy for  the smaller  and weaker. He repeatedly mentions in a sad tone 
thatt  a lif e had been cut off here, although it was only a pigeon, a puppy, or  a fly. 
Recountedd with deep feeling, these old memories embody the narrator' s explanation of 
thee events and win the readers' sympathy. The story could end here, but it does not The 
narratorr  takes another  turn with a new emotional sigh: "I f it is possible to blame the 
Creator,, then I think he really creates lif e too much at random, and destroys it too much at 
random""  (LXQJ1: 552-53; Call to Arms 133). Readers can understand the comments 
fromm the preceding events: two littl e rabbits of the seven were very puny, so whenever 
Thir dd Mistress had time, she would catch the mother  rabbit and put the babies one by one 
onn her  belly to drink milk , no matter  how long this took her. She is worried that unequal 
sucklingg would starve those who are deprived of milk . To raise rabbits like this shows the 
Thir dd Mistress' affection, but it does not accord with nature's principl e of survival of the 
fittest. fittest. 

Accordingg to Genette, the ideological is the only extranarrativ e function that is not 
limitedd to the narrator . Some great ideological novelist lik e Dostoevski, Tolstoy, Mann, or 
Malrauxx transferred unto some of their  characters the task of commentary and didactic 
discourse-goingg so far  as to transform such scenes from The Possessed, The Magic 
Mountain,Mountain, or  Man's Hope into veritable colloquia of speculation (Discourse 257-58). In 
"Th ee Rabbit and the Cat,"  the narrator-character  seldom gets directly involved in the 
events,, while his commentary and didactic discourse are extremely strong. Lik e Tolstoy, 
hee also transfers some of his didactic principles to his character. 

Inn the creation of fiction, Lu Xun says, "ther e are two ways that the author  uses 
peoplee as a model: one is using a particular  person, leaving the speeches and actions, even 
minutee propensities, the style of clothing unchanged. [...] Another  is to take characteristics 
fromfrom  a variety of people and combine them into a single character."  He claims that he 
consistentlyy uses the latter  way (LXQJ 6:518-19). "Th e Comedy of the Ducks,"  in which 
thee blind Russian poet Eroshenko is a model, could be the only story used the former  way. 
Lik ee "Th e Rabbits and the Cat,"  this story also has a loose construction. The character  in 
thee story, Eroshenko, resembles the blind Russian poet in name, appearance, actions, and 
speech,, while the narrator  is related to the author. The aesthetic distance between the 
narrator ,, the implied author  and the character  is minimal here; the story is colored by the 
narrator' ss feelings. Eroshenko recalls that in Burma, where he traveled, there is music all 
overr  on summer nights, made by insects and other  animals. Beijing, he claims, has no 
suchh music, it doesn't even have frogs. The narrator  protests and mentions that Eroshenko 
boughtt  tadpoles and kept ducklings. Eroshenko's kindhearted and childlik e innocence is 
shownn through his love for  the small animals. In the second half of the story, the narrator 
witnessess some events, and uses direct discourse for  dialogue, which looks true and vivid. 
Thee following dialogue takes place after  the tadpoles had been eaten by ducklings: 

"They'v ee all gone, Mr . Aihou-shenko-shen, The frog babies."  The smallest child 
madee haste to announce this as soon as he came back that evening 
"Eh ?? The frogs?" 
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Mrs.. Zhong Mi came out too, to report how the ducklings had eaten all the tadpoles. 
"Oh ,, no!"  he said (LXQJ1: 555-58; Call to Arms 136, slightly modified). 

Thee quoted dialogue gives a lively picture of the childishness in the boy's manner  of 
speakingg (hccannot name the foreigner  exactly and he uses "th e frog babies"  instead of 
tadpoles)) and of Eroshenko's pity for  the small animals. 

Thee relationship between narrator  and author  in these stories merits further  attention 
becausee they contain more experiences of the author. The narrator  is neither  Lu Xun 
himself,, nor  totally alien to Lu Xun. In some stories, some of the narrator' s experiences 
aree not only similar  to those of the author, but when the narrator  reports dialogues in direct 
discourse,, he uses his own name.7 In discussing the relationship between Proust and the 
narratorr  in his Remembrance of Things Past, Genette says: 

[I tt  is] as if Proust first  had had to conquer  a certain adhesion to himself, had to detach 
himselff  from himself, in order  to win the right  to say "I, "  or  more precisely the right 
toto have this hero who is neither  completely himself nor  completely someone else say 
"I. ""  So the conquest of the ƒ here is not a return  to and attendance on himself, not a 
settlingg into the comfort of "subjectivity, "  but perhaps exactly the opposite: the 
difficul tt  experience of relation to oneself with (slight) distance and off-centering-a 
relationshipp wonderfully symbolized by that barely suggested, seemingly accidental 
semihomonymyy of the narrator-hero and the signatory (Discourse 249). 

Too be sure, the situation in Proust's novel and in Lu Xun's stories differs. Proust's case is 
uniquee and very subtle, and a voluminous novel cannot easily be replicated in short stories. 
Nevertheless,, I believe that the relationship between the author  and his first-person 
narratorr  in Lu Xun's -mentioned stories shows some similarities to that in Proust. Lu Xun 
likess to use materials he is familiar  with, including his own experiences. Of course, his 
purposee is not to show himself. The narrator  is often a definite person in his first-person 
narratives,, who includes some of Lu Xun's experiences and is "neither  completely 
himselff  nor  completely someone else"  in many cases.8 Lyeil notices that the majorit y of 
Luu Xun's important male protagonists belong to the world of the in-between intellectual, 
andd these characters often appear  as narrators, or  as intimates of the narrator . This is the' 
groupp that Lu Xun knows best and to which he belongs. Since he had first-hand 
knowledgee of the mentality of the in-between intellectuals, he often takes his readers on 
explorationss of their  minds (Reality 262). Sometimes he unconsciously shows himself 
andd some of his own thoughts, norms, and ideas through his narrators. At the same time 
ass the definite persons, the eyes of thesee first-person narrator s are limited in focalization 
Thiss choice enables the author  to concentrate his description on something he is familiar 
with,, and it can, as Prusek says, enable him to select a limited number from the multitud e 
off  mdividual phenomena at his disposal. He selects those that are most characteristic of 
whatt  he wishes to describe while, at the same time, most heavily charged with emotion 
(Basicc Problem 383). 

Inn "Th e New-Year  Sacrifice,"  the first  story in Wandering, we find another 
^envelope,""  which consists of the rumble of crackers bidding farewell to the Hearth God 
mm the opening, and the noisy explosion of crackers at the end. The narrator  tells the tragic 
lif ee of Xianghn's Wife in this joyful atmosphere of rumblin g fir e crackers. The narrator  is 
heree not only a witness of the miserable lif e of Xianglin' s Wife, but also a participant in 
partt  of it. At the end of the year, the narrator  returns to Luzhen, his home town. As he had 
nott  been livin g there, he puts up at the house of a certain Fourth Mr . Lu, addressed as 
Fourthh Uncle. The latter  is a licentiate of the Imperial Academy who makes violent 
attackss on the reformists. The narrator  feels that their  conversation is so difficul t that he 
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soonn returns to his study. He feels like an outsider  when all families are busily preparing 
forr  the New-year  sacrifice. In his eyes, a flurry  of snowflakes merge with the smoke and 
thee bustling atmosphere to make the small town a welter  of contusion. On the thir d day, 
hee decides he must leave the next day. Xianglin' s Wife, whom he encountered the day 
before,, upsets him. Five years had passed since he last saw her, and he is shocked by the 
change: : 

Off  all the people I had seen during this visit to Luzhen, none had changed so much as 
shee had. Her  hair, streaked with grey five years before, was now completely white, 
makingg her  appear  much older  than one around forty . Her  sallow, dark-tinged face 
thatt  looked as if it hadd been carved out of wood was fearfully wasted and had lost the 
grief-strickenn expression it had borne before. The only sign of lif e about her  was the 
occasionall  flicker  of her  eyes. In one hand she had a bamboo basket containing a 
chipped,, empty bowl; in the other, a bamboo pole, taller  than herself, that was split at 
thee bottom. She had clearly become a beggar  pure and simple (LXQJ2: 6; Works 1
170). . 

Whenn meeting the narrator , this beggar, who is heading for  her  doom, suddenly becomes 
hopeful.. A sudden gleam lights up her  lackluster  eyes and she asks whether  dead people 
turnn into ghosts. The unexpected question shocks the narrator ; he feels prickles down his 
back.. Knowing that people in his home town believe in spirits, he gives the answer  she 
wants::  quite possibly. However, from this answer  she unexpectedly concludes that hell, a 
placee where all the members of a family meet again after  death, also exists. As the tempo 
off  her  questions increases, the narrator  starts to talk ambiguously and shrugs her  off with 
thee vague answer  "I' m not sure"  Taking advantage of a lull in her  persistent questioning, 
hee leaves: 

Too avoid being pressed by any further  questions I walked off, then beat a hasty retreat 
too my uncle's house, feeling thoroughly disconcerted. I may have given her  a 
dangerouss answer, I was thinking.[...]Then I laughed at myself for  brooding so much 
overr  a chance meeting when it could have no serious significance. No wonder  certain 
educationistss called me neurotic. Besides, I had distinctly declared, T m not sure," 
contradictingg the whole of my answer. This meant that even if something did happen, 
itt  would have nothing at all to do with me (LXQJ2: 7-8; Works 1:171-72). 

Inn eyes of Xianglin' s Wife, the narrator  is a scholar  who has traveled and seen the world. 
Fulll  of hope, she asks him some serious questions, but his answers are ambiguous and 
irresponsible.. And he avoids her  as if eluding a pestilence. He knows that his answer 
perhapss holds some danger  for  her, but he immediately exonerates himself from his 
responsibilityy by saying T m not sure."  Then he adds, "  T m not sure' is a most useful 
phrase""  (LXQJ 2: 8; Works 1: 172). The next evening, when he learns that Xianglin' s 
Wif ee had died, his heart constricts into a tight knot and feels as though it would jump out 
off  his body. However, his agitation is only short-lived. He feels that what was bound to 
happenn had already come and gone. His heart is growing lighter: "Onl y from time to time 
didd I still feel a littl e guilty"  (LXQJ2: 9; Works 1: 173). By nightfall , even this slight guilt 
iss gone: 

Seatedd alone in the amber  light of the vegetable-oil lamp I reflected that this wretched 
andd forlor n woman, abandoned in the dust lik e a worn-out toy of which its owners 
havee tired, had once left her  own imprin t in the dust, and those who enjoyed lif e must 
havee wondered at her  for  wishing to live on; but now at last she had been swept away 
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byy death. Whether  spirits existed or  not I did not know; but in this world of ours the 
endd of a futil e existence, the removal of someone whom others are tired of seeing, 
wass just as well both for  them and for  the individual concerned. Occupied with these 
reflections,, I listened quietly to the hissing of the snow outside, until littl e by littl e I 
feltt  more relaxed (LXQJ2: 10; Works 1: 174). 

Fromm the narrator' s point Of view, the death of Xianglin' s Wife seems an act of her  going 
too a better  place. It seems that the disappearance of this petty and low woman from the 
worldd is an unavoidable fact. Both she and the world accept this. By speeding up her 
approachingg death, the narrator , in fact, plays an objective role in pushing her  with his 
"dangerous""  words. However, he accepts fate. Her  death does not make him uneasy, and 
hee begins to relax. 

Att  the same time, the narrator  passes in review the entire unhappy lif e of Xianglin' s 
Wife.. At this moment, he is more a witness, and he shows the lif e he sees and hears with 
calmm and sympathy. Meanwhile, he portrays the ignorant, backward, superstitious and 
cruell  village life, as well as people's coldness and ruthlessness. When he finishes 
reviewingg the lif e of Xianglin' s Wife, he ends the whole story in a relaxed and 
light-heartedd tone: 

Listeningg drowsily I heard vaguely the ceaseless explosion of crackers in the distance. 
Itt  seemed to me that the whole town was enveloped by the dense cloud of noise in the 
sky,, mingling with the whirlin g snowflakes. Enveloped in this medley of sound I 
relaxed;;  the doubt which had preyed on my mind from dawn til l night was swept 
cleann away by the festive atmosphere, and I felt only that the saints of heaven and 
earthh had accepted the sacrifice and incense and were reeling with intoxication in the 
sky,, preparing to give Luzhen's people boundless good fortune (LXQJ2:21; Works 1
187-88). . 

II  shall not discuss here in detail the significance of the narrator  as a character  in "Th e 
New-Yearr  Sacrifice."  The narrator  undoubtedly has a special function in organizing the 
story.. His detached feeling and view and his complex morality make him keep a certain 
distancee from the protagonist of the story. He can relate therefore a miserable story in a 
calmm tone. He participates in some events but is also an outsider  to the story of Xianglin' s 
Wife,, even if he sympathizes with her. He unintentionally hurts her  and does not think he 
hass a responsibility towards her. He is a good-natured, self-critical scholar, as well as a 
personn who, facing brutal reality and the tragic lot of Xianglin' s Wife, resigns himself to 
herr  fate. All these make the story attractive and the tragic lot of Xianglin' s Wife more 
touching. . 

"Regrett  for  the Past"  is the only love story among Lu Xun's short stories. It is 
presentedd in the form of notes written by the narrator , Juansheng, who is a young 
governmentt  clerk. Relating his love affair  with Ziju n he feels sorrow and remorse. Their 
lovee happened during the high tide of the May Fourth movement. He speaks to Ziju n of 
thee despotism of the family system, of destroying old customs, of the equality of the sex, 
off  Ibsen and other  masters that are important to him. He awakens Zijun' s love and 
eventuallyy they decide to live together. However, their  love is short lived. Later, when he 
hass is dismissed by his bureau chief and their  life becomes more and more difficult , he 
forsakess Zijun , who finally  dies in the cold atmosphere of her  father's home. 

Luu Xun categorically denied that he wrote about himself in "Regret for  the Past."  At 
thee same time, we notice that the story does relate in some sense to the author's personal 
love.. It was written in October  1925, just after  Lu Xun's and Xu Guangping's9 frequent 
correspondencee during March - July. They exchanged their  views and ideas, and this 
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graduallyy developed into love. Finally, they left Beijing together  in August 26,1926. The 
protagonists''  intense love and their  disregard for  conventions reflect the author's love. As 
too the direct reason for  the protagonists' tragedy, the loss of their  source of income, Lu 
Xunn had a clear-headed understanding of such matters.10 

"Regrett  for  the Past"  also distinguishes between the writin g "I, "  the narrator , and the 
experiencingg "I, "  Juansheng. We can see this at the very opening: "I  want, if I  can, to 
recordd my remorse and grief, for  Zijun' s sake as well for  my own"  (LXQJ2; 110; Works 1: 
249).. The narrator  then recollects that their  love ended in a tragedy. He regrets the past 
actionn that caused Zijun' s death, but the experiencing "I "  did not sense any wrongdoing. 
Thee narrator  and the experiencing "I, "  Juansheng, have different attitudes to Zijun . 

Whenn Ziju n first enters Juansheng's life, he, as an intellectual influenced by Western 
freedom,, equality, and literature, gradually stimulates new thoughts and ideals in her. 
Althoughh the uncle with whom Ziju n lives strongly disapproves of her  love for  Juansheng 
fromfrom  the very beginning, six months after  their  first  meeting she announces: "I' m my own 
mistress.. None of them has any right  to interfere with me"  (LXQJ2: 112; Works 1:251). 
Shee has completely broken with the old traditio n concerning love and marriage. When 
Ziju nn begins to live with Juansheng disregarding convention, readers expect that 
Juanshengg wil l love Ziju n and treasure their  relationship highly. However, things work 
outt  differently . Although the first  days are idyllic , Juansheng loses step by step his 
passionatee love. Then the blow comes: 

Juanshengg is discharged, much to his surprise, Ziju n seems unusually disheartened by 
i tt  Juansheng makes every effort and tries to make a living, but, it is difficul t 
Meanwhile,, Ziju n gradually loses her  courage and she fears that she has lost 
Juansheng'ss love. It is true that he becomes more and more indifferent to her  and she 
iss put in a tight spot At last Juansheng compares Ziju n to persons who "clin g to 
someonee else's clothing,[...]and bring ruin on both"  (LXQJ2: 123; Works 1: 263). 

Insteadd of facing difficultie s together, Juansheng contemplates parting: "I  felt that our 
onlyy hope lay in parting. She ought to make a clean break.[...]Whether  or  not we could 
makee a fresh start depended on this"  (LXQJ2: 123; Works 1: 263). Juansheng openly 
announcess his decision and thinks that his decision is correct even for  Zijun , while readers 
full yy realize that the consequences of Juansheng's action wil l be disastrous: 

"Besides,, you can go boldly ahead now without any scruples. You asked me for  the 
truth .. You'r e right:  we shouldn't be hypocritical. Well, the trut h is it' s because I don't 
lovee you any more. Actually, this makes it much better  for  you, because it'l l be easier 
forr  you to go ahead without any regret..."  (LXQJ2: 123-24; Works 1: 264). 

Knowingg that Ziju n wil l be in trouble after  parting, perhaps even more seriously in danger 
off  her  lif e than before, he still says that she "can go boldly ahead now without any 
scruples.""  He conceals his hypocrisy by suggesting that he speaks "th e truth, "  even though 
hee believes that "people shouldn't be hypocritical." 

Thee narrator' s later  remorse and repentance makes Zijun' s tragedy more painful. She 
iss forsaken not only by Juansheng but by all of society. Zijun , who bravely followed her 
lovee against tradition , is not accepted by society, and is finally destroyed by tradition . 
Amongg that society is Juansheng, who used to urge her  to cast off traditio n and boldly 
seekk a new life. This is a double tragedy. Zijun' s feeling and attitude to Juansheng make 
herr  tragedy sorrowful and moving. Readers become more sympathetic for  Ziju n while 
theyy censure the narrator . Forsaken by Juansheng, Zijun , who cannot rely on anybody 
exceptt  for  Juansheng, still has courage in her  deep pain. When she is taken away by her 
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fatherr  and leaves the room in which they were living together, she just asks the landlady 
withoutt  words of blame to tell Juansheng that she is leaving. She places salt, dried chili, 
flour ,, and half a cabbage together, with a few dozen coppers at the side. In her  despair, she 
stilll  hopes Juansheng wil l use them to go on living as long as he can. Her  actions form a 
sharpp contrast to that of Juansheng's. 

Ball  says that focalization is the relationship between an agent's 'Vision"  and what is 
seen.. The focalizer  is the point from which the elements are viewed (Narratology 104). 
Thee narrator-character, Juansheng, is in this story the focalizer. As a primar y character  of 
thee story, Ziju n is actually the focalized object. Her  characteristics are presented through 
thee Juansheng's vision. Since the love tragedy is told by the narrator-character  who 
participatess in it, Zijun' s image appears to the readers through the narrator' s description. 
Att  the same time, Ziju n also shows something about the focalizer, Juansheng, including 
hiss change of attitude to Zijun . 

Thee first-person narrator  in "Th e Story of Hair"  mainly serves as a witness. He tears 
thee previous day's page from the calendar  on Sunday morning and finds that this day is a 
Doublee Tenth Festival.11 At that moment, Mr . N, a man of the next generation, just drops 
inn for  a chat. The narrator  introduces him as a "rather  irascible"  person: "H e often loses 
hiss temper  for  no reason and makes tactless remarks. At such times, I generally let him 
talkk  to himself, without putting in a word. After  he has finished his monologue, that's 
that""  (LXQJ1: 461; Call to Arms 39). The narrator  then notes Mr . N's speech, which is 
largelyy a monologue. He interrupt s him only with occasional remarks. 

I ff  the narrator , who introduces and presents Mr . N., can be regarded as the first 
narrator ,, then, Mr . N is the second one, as well as the protagonist. This second narrator 
relatess in an ironic tone the importance of hair  for  Chinese from ancient times to his own, 
andd a variety of unhappy things caused by hair, including some of Lu Xun's own 
experiences.. For  example, that he had to cut off his queue while he studying abroad, that 
hee bought an artificia l queue when he came back to China. That male students cut their 
queuess was, according to Zhou Zuoren, essentially Lu Xun's own experience. As to 
womenn cutting off their  hair, this was the event that made Lu Xun writ e this story.12 The 
ideass of the second narrator  reflect some of Lu Xun's thoughts. In the narrator' s view, 
peoplee had forgotten the anniversary because the 1911 Revolution did not change China 
much.. He mentions one benefit brought by the revolution: "What pleased me most was 
thee fact that, after  the first  Double Tenth, people stopped laughing at me or  cursing me in 
thee street"  because of not having a queue (LXQJ 1:462; Call to Arms 40). However, it is 
sadd that almost ten years after  the 1911 Revolution girl s still are not allowed to cut their 
hairr  off. The story shows the narrator' s discontent, his anger  that the society allows him 
noo alternatives. He expresses also Lu Xun's view; 

Accordingg to Booth, the most important differences in narrativ e effect depend 
perhapss "on whether  the narrator  is dramatized in his own right  and on whether  his beliefs 
andd characteristics are shared by the author"  (Rhetoric 151). Accordingly, he 
differentiatess between dramatized and undramatized narrators. Dramatized narrators are 
characterizedd in more or  less detail as an "I. "  Though they can be relatively effaced, they 
aree more often provided with numerous physical, mental, and/or  moral attributes. In fact, 
theyy are frequently represented in first-person as mere observers or  witnesses, minor 
participantss in the action, relatively important participants, or  protagonists (Prince 24). 
Thee ten short stories in internal focalization we discussed, as well as another  two, "A 
Madman'ss Diary"  and "Kon g Yiji, "  that we wil l discuss in Chapter  Four, are all told by 
first-personn narrator s who are dramatic narrators participatin g to varying degree in the 
events.. At the same time, as characters in the stories they all communicate with other 
characterss or  become protagonists of the stories. There are observers or  witnesses like the 
narratorr  in the introductor y part of "A Madman's Diary"  and the first narrator  in "Th e 
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Storyy of Hair" ; minor  participants in the action lik e the narrators in "I n the Tavern,"  "Th e 
Misanthrope,""  "Th e Rabbits and the Cat,"  "Th e Comedy of the Ducks,"  "Kon g Yiji "  and 
"Th ee New-Year  Sacrifice"; and relatively important participants like the narrator s in "A 
Smalll  Incident,"  "M y Old Home,"  "Villag e Opera"  and Juansheng, in "Regret for  the 
Past";;  finall y there are protagonists like the madman narrator , in "A Madman's Diary" 
andd the second narrator  in "Th e Story of Hair."  Al l these not only tell the story, also have 
aa variety of relations with other  characters. By means of internal focalization, they all treat 
andd observe other  characters from a special and limited view, describe them through their 
ownn eyes, and give the reader  further  information on the events and characters through 
comments.. By means of these special narrator s with limited vision Lu Xun could 
concentratee his descriptions on characters and events he was familiar  with, including ones 
thatt  were autobiographical and left a deep impression on him. This is one reason why so 
manyy of his characters, including the narrator-characteTs, are unforgettable. 

2.33 Focalization through a Character 

Inn stories with internal focalization the focalizer  and the first-person narrator  usually 
coincide.. In some, however, such as " A Happy Family"  and "Master  Gao,"  the focalizer 
coincidess with a character  instead of the narrator . In the former, the focalizer  is the 
protagonistt  working on the plot of his story, while the latter  is focalized through a 
protagonist,, Master  Gao, who is not narrating. In these stories, as Bal says, "th e agent that 
seess must be given a status other  than that of the agent that narrates"  {Narratology 101). 

Inn " A Happy Family,"  the protagonist focalizes on his writin g of a story and the 
eventss that happen around i t The ideas about the story that constantly emerge in his head 
aree his private thoughts and monologues, which he does not communicate to his wife and 
thee other  characters. In this respect, as Bal says: 

Itt  is important to keep sight of the difference between spoken and unspoken words of 
thee characters. Spoken words are audible to others and are thus perceptible when the 
focalizationn lies with someone else. Unspoken words-thoughts, internal 
monologues-noo matter  how extensive, are not perceptible to other  characters. [...] 
Readerss are given elaborate information about the thoughts of a character, which the 
otherr  characters do not hear  {Narratology 110). 

Talkin gg to himself, the character  works out the dream-like scenes in his story of a happy 
family,, which readers know about but other  characters, like his wife, know nothing of. His 
thoughtss and monologues, his own wishful thinking , contrast totally with the real 
situation,, which is also focalized by him. The real lif e differs greatly from the imaginary 
happyy family, and frequently interrupt s his train of thought. For  instance, a happy family 
wouldd have a good environment, but there seems to be no suitable place for  it in his world, 
whichh is full of fighting, kidnapping, and high rent. So he has to designate the good place 
withh A. In the happy family, the couple is refined, glamorous, and devoted to the arts, 
whilee in real life, his wife fastens her  'tw o gloomy eyes"  on his face and tells him: "th e 
firewoodd is all used up, so today I have bought some more"  {LXQJ2: 37; Works 1: 205). 
Shee had to bargain with the seller. The happy family would eat upper-class dishes like 
"Dragonn and Tiger,"  but he becomes aware of a hollow feeling in his stomach while 
writin gg and he sees only a mound of cabbage in the room. There are people coming and 
going,, he hears that his wife gives a slap to his child, who starts sobbing. There is no the 
master'ss study room like in the happy family. In the end he angrily snatches up the draft 
paperr  bearing the titl e of his story, crumples it several times, uses it to wipe his daughter's 
eyess and nose, and then throws the ball of paper  into the waste-paper  basket. 
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Inn this story, the relation of the focalizer  to the focalized objects is largely constant. 
Thee focalizer  has two types of focalized objects: the happy imagined couple in his mind, 
andd his unhappy real life. They form two threads of the story: the first one consists of the 
protagonist'ss spoken words and the real life, the other  of his thoughts and inner 
monologues.. These two threads establish an ironic contrast between the reality of his 
environmentt  and the hollow unreality of his castles in the air. They alternate and become 
thee motive force for  the story's development. The reader  sees with the eyes of the 
character-focalizer.. The narrator  makes no comments, and he portrays nothing that the 
focalizerr  does not see or  think. If the character-focalizer  does not see something, it may be 
registeredd by its sound. For  example, when he hears a slapping sound, he knows from 
experiencee that this is his wife's hand strikin g their  three-year-old daughter's head. 

Thee character-focalizer  in "Master  Gao"  is the titl e figure. The focalized objects of 
thee story are all seen through Master  Gao or  shown through his communication with other 
characters.. We learn about him through what he sees and through the tension between his 
viewss and actions and the reader's values. Gao's hypocrisy is shown without narratoria l 
comment,, step by step through his own vision. 

Whetherr  the first-person character-focalizer  coincides with the narrator  or  not, the 
discussedd internally focalized stories basically belong to Genette's category of fixed 
internall  focalization. They constitute the dominant part in Lu Xun's fiction. There are, 
however,, a few stories with variable internal focalization, in which several characters are 
usedd as character-focalizers. This is the way in "Medicine"  and "Th e Divorce."  In 
"Medicine,""  Old Shuan and his wife try to use a blood-soaked roll to cure their  son, Littl e 
Shuan,, of tuberculosis. A revolutionary, Xia Yu, is executed on the eve of the Republican 
Revolution;;  Old Shuan gets the blood-soaked roll through Uncle Kang, the executioner, 
andd lets his son eat i t However, the blood-soaked roll does not cure Littl e Shuan's disease. 
Severall  months later, Littl e Shuan's mother  and Xia' s mother  meet each other  when they 
visitt  their  sons' graves. 

Thee four  parts of this story are differently focalized: the first  and the second by Old 
Shuan;;  the third , partly by Uncle Kang and partly by an omniscient narrator , and the last 
onee by a narrator  who is outside the events. The titl e of the story, "Medicine,"  is 
undoubtedlyy the focus of the reader's interest. However, the medicine is nothing other 
thann a blood-soaked roll . It is the item that Old Shuan tries to get in the first  part; we see it 
throughh his eyes and actions. Although the blood-soaked roll appears at the end of this 
part,, readers remain in suspense about it because they see it through Old Shuan's eyes. For 
instance,, beforee Old Shuan leaves, his wife fumbles around under  the pillow and produces 
aa packet of silver  dollars that she hands over. Old Shuan pockets it with trembling hands. 
Inn the dark, he pats his pocket and knows that the hard packet is still there. A man clad 
entirelyy in black tells Old Shuan: "Hey! Give me the cash, and I'l l give you the goods!" 
(LXQJ(LXQJ1:441;1:441; Works 1:60). Only then do readers finally  see the roll drippin g with blood: 
thee man thrusts out one huge extended hand, while in the other  he holds a roll of steamed 
bread,, from which crimson drops are drippin g to the ground. Until then, the reader  does 
nott  know what he will do using this blood-soaked roll . The character-focalizer, Old Shuan, 
iss vague: 

"Whosee sickness is this for?"  Old Shuan seemed to hear  someone ask; but he made 
noo reply. His whole mind was on the package, which he carried as carefully as if it 
weree the sole heir  to an ancient house. Nothing else mattered now. He was about to 
transplantt  this new lif e to his own home, and reap much happiness (LXQJ 1 * 442' 
WorksWorks 1: 60). 

Thee character-focalizer  in the second part is still Old Shuan. Following him, the reader 
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seess his sick son Littl e Shuan at his home: "Onl y his son was sitting at a table by the wall, 
eating.. Beads of sweat stood out on his forehead, his lined jacket was sticking to his spine, 
andd his shoulder  blades stuck out so sharply, an inverted V seemed stamped there"  (LXQJ 
1:442;;  Works 1:60-61). It is also shown through his eyes when his wife's inquiries about 
thee "medicine"  in a hurry , then, Old Shuan and his wife ask their  son to eat the "medicine" : 
itt  is just "a round black object on a plate"  (LXQJ 1:443; Works 1:61). They do not 
mentionn any word about the blood-soaked roll . The reader  does not know where this 
blood-soakedd roll came from, whose blood was it was, and whether  the person was 
executed.. The answer  to this riddle is given by the character-focalizer  of the thir d part, 
Unclee Kang, the executioner. 

Unclee Kang, who is immensely proud of himself, comes into Old Shuan's teashop 
andd boasts of how lucky Old Shuan was. He is respected by all the people present, 
includingg the patrons, Old Shuan, and wife. His loud and self-important words give the 
impressionn that the medicine that he helped Old Shuan to get wil l be a guaranteed cure for 
Littl ee Shuan's sickness: "A roll dipped in human blood like this can cure any 
consumption!""  (LXQJ 1:444: Works 1: 63). The executed one is the son of Widow Xia. 
Throughh his focalization the reader  sees not only that the young revolutionary remained 
faithfu ll  and unyielding (he even tried to incite the jailer  to revolt), but also that his relative, 
Thir dd Uncle Xia, is cold-blooded, for  in order  to save himself, he had turned the kid in. 
Thee patrons are unconcerned and applaud the jailer  for  giving Xia Yu a couple of slaps 
andd thinkin g he is a good boxer. In their  view, one need not be sorry about beating a 
wretchh like the revolutionary Xia Yu. 

Thee fourth part is focalized by an external narrator . About six months later  in the 
Qingg Ming Festival that year, two mothers meet by chance at the graveyard. The narrator 
remarkss before their  meeting: 

Originally ,, the land adjacent to the city wall outside the West Gate had been public 
land.. The zigzag path slanting across it, trod out by passers-by seeking a short cut, 
hadd become a natural boundary line. Left of the path, executed criminals or  those who 
hadd died of neglect in prison were buried. Right of the path were paupers' graves. The 
serriedd ranks of grave mounds on both sides looked like the roll s laid out for  a rich 
man'ss birthday (LXQJ 1; 446-47; Works 1: 65, slightly modified). 

Thiss narrator  leaves several unsolved riddles to the reader. For  example, there is a wreath 
off  red and white flowers on Xia' s mound, which shows that people admire him and 
cherishh his memory. However, who put there? As Xia's mother  says, "They have no roots 
andd can't have grown here. Who could have been here? Children don't come here What 
couldd have happened?"  (LXQJ 1:448; Works 1: 66, slightly modified). The narrator  does 
nott  solve this riddl e for  the reader. In her  grief, Xia's mother  looks around but sees only a 
croww perched on a leafless tree. She says to her  dead son: "I  know they've murdered you. 
Butt  a day of reckoning wil l come, Heaven wil l see to it. Close your  eyes in peace.... If you 
aree really here, and can hear  me, make that crow fly on to your  grave as a sign"  (LXQJ 1: 
448;;  Works 1: 67, slightly modified). At the end of the story, when the mothers leave the 
graveyard,, the narrator  leaves another  riddle:  "They had not gone thirt y paces when they 
heardd a loud caw behind them. Startled, they looked round and saw the crow stretch its 
wings,, brace itself to take off, then fly lik e an arrow towards the far  horizon"  (LXQJ 1: 
449;;  Works 1: 67). Neither  the reader  nor  the character  can answer  the first  question about 
thee flowers at the top of Xia's mound. And the image at the end is actually symbolic. The 
significancee of the symbolism has raised many arguments for  a long time. This fact itself 
showss that the reader  can interpret an image different ways and can know more than the 
character.. In my view, the image in the end is only to strengthen the tragic atmosphere in 
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thee story. It leaves a deep impression on the reader. The tragic atmosphere in the story, 
includingg the sober  end, tallies with Lu Xun' s motivation in writin g this story. According 
too Sun Fuyuan, Lu Xun had told him what motivated him to writ e it: 

"Medicine""  describes the ignorance of the masses and the sorrow of the 
revolutionariess caused by the ignorance of the masses. To put it in a more direct way, 
revolutionariess sacrificed their  lives in the struggle for  the ignorant masses, but the 
latterr  did not even know for  whom it was that the former  had sacrificed their  lives ( 14; 
Huangg Sun-K'ang's translation, 38). 

Thee information of "Medicine"  is given to the reader  step by step. Some hints and 
information ,, given by different focalizers in the course of development, spur  the reader  to 
inquire.. The use of different focalizers suits the needs of this construction. The 
characters-focalizerss Old Shuan and Uncle Kang are respectively the participants and 
witnessess of two central events, and their  localizations are believable, as well as 
authoritative.. Their  focalization and narration make two different threads that connect 
together.. In the fourth part, the narrator-focalizer  puts the double tragedies before the eyes 
off  the reader. Three narrators-focalizers are linked with one another  and lead the story to a 
tragicc climax. 

"Th ee Divorce"  tells the story of Aigu' s divorce, focalized respectively by Aigu and a 
narrator-focalizerr  outside the story. Aigu' s focalization is the main one. Since her 
husband,, Mr . Shi, took up with a young widow, she has to return to her  father  and brothers. 
Aiguu and her  father  refuse several times Mr . Wei's mediation, "wh o says nothing but: 
'Separate,, better  separate'"  (LXQJ2: 145; Works 1:273). Now she only hopes to find 
justicee for  herself. In the last mediation in the Wei house, the opposite side asks Seventh 
Master,, who has exchanged cards with the local magistrate, to act as peacemaker. Aigu 
arguess strongly on just grounds, but it seems that Seventh Master  has power  over 
everybody.. Finally, she has to accept his decision. 

Thee first part, on a boat, is mostly dialogue and hence unfocalized. As the story opens, 
Zhuangg Musan and his daughter  Aigu get into a boat for  an appointment with Mr . Wei in 
hiss house. The dialogue, mostly in direct quotes, reveals the central affair , the divorce. 
Readerss understand the different attitudes that people have towards the affair . For 
example,, Aigu is uncompromising, Basan is tryin g to persuade, Wang Degui has praise 
forr  Musan's act Readers learn through the dialogues the origin and the background of the 
divorcee affair . After  the arrival at Mr . Wei's house, the focalization occurs mainly 
throughh Aigu. When they enter  the drawing room, we see with hen 

Thee room was so crammed with things, but she could not have time to look at all it 
contained.. There were many guests as well, but she saw only their  short jackets of red 
andd blue satin were shimmering all around her. And in the midst of them, her  eyes 
quicklyy found a man who she knew at once must be Seventh Master  (LXQJ2: 148; 
WorksWorks 1: 276, slightly modified). 

Al ll  the things and people, as well as the events that happen and the dialogue between 
peoplee are viewed through Aigu's eyes. They talk about the anus stopper, but she does not 
understandd what they say, nor  is she much interested. However, when she looks round the 
room,, she finds "Ol d Beast and Young Beast"  (her  husband and his father): "She saw-at a 
glancee that they looked older  than when she had met them by chance half a year  ago" 
(LXQJ2:(LXQJ2: 148; Works 1: 277). Aigu used to think that scholars who know the trut h wil l 
alwayss stick up for  justice, so she must tell Seventh Master  the whole story. But when she 
findss that Seventh Master  agreed with Wei's proposal, and Aigu feels that things are 
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aboutt  to take a bad turn. She is surprised that her  father, of whom this coastal region 
standss in awe, does not say a word on her  behalf. At this moment, her  courage swells and 
shee speaks in her  own defense. She says that she has been a model daughter-in-law ever 
sincee she married into Shi's family, she bowed her  head as she went in and out, and she 
followedd all marital duties. Aigu states that her  husband cannot easily get rid of her 
becausee she married him with all the proper  ceremonies: " I  don't mind going to court. If it 
can'tt  be settled at the district court, we'll go to the prefecture."  She wil l stake her  lif e if 
needd be, "even if it ruins both families!"  (LXQJ2: 150; Works 1: 279) However, because 
off  the interference of Seventh Master, things become more and more disadvantageous to 
her.. Aigu feels completely isolated. Her  father  does not stand up for  her; her  brothers 
didn' tt  dare to come. Yet she is determined to take a last stand. She loses again. It seems 
thatt  the tables are turned, as though she had lost her  footing and fallen into water. She has 
noo choice but to accept Seventh Master's proposal according to the fixed procedure. 

Thee ending of the matter  is presented by the external narrator . Zhuang Musan 
receivess ninety dollars: "Wit h some difficult y Zhuang Musan finished counting the 
money,, and both sides put away the red and green certificates. Then they all seemed to 
draww themselves up, and tense expressions relaxed. Complete harmony prevailed"  (LXQJ 
2:153;;  Works 1: 282). From words like "both sides,"  "they all"  and "complete harmony 
prevailed,""  the reader  can conclude that this localization is not through Aigu's eyes, but 
ann external narrator . Neither  Aigu nor  her  father  would be satisfied with the final result 
Theyy were compelled to accept this final result because they had no alternative. The 
narrator-focalizerr  takes an external focalization, just presents the characters' action and 
speech,, but does not go into their  hearts. The reader  can imagine their  resentment and 
dissatisfactionn at the surface of their  polite formula and their  having no choice. And the 
closedd hearts of Aigu and Zhuang Musan leave something more to ponder  for  the reader. 

11 Call to Arms, Lu Xun's first  collection of short stories, included fifteen short stories in the first  addition 
(Augustt  1923). However, in January of 1930, when the book was in its thirteenth printing , the author 
removedd "Buzhou shan"  ["Buzhou Mountain"] . Later, Lu Xun changed the titl e from "Buzhou Mountain"  to 
"B uu tian"  ["Men d the Sky"] and published in his Newly Edited Old Stories in 1935. 
BaimiaoBaimiao is a term used often in both traditional Chinese painting and writing . In painting, it refers to a kind 

off  line drawing in traditional ink and brush style. In fiction, it refers to a simple, straightforward , and 
unadornedd style of writing . 
33 Implied author  is a term used by Booth in his The Rhetoric of Fiction. According to Booth, the implied 
authorr  is "th e second self*  (71) of the author  as reconstructed from the text; the implici t image of an author 
inn the text, taken to be standing behind the scenes and to be responsible for  its design and for  the values and 
culturall  norms it adheres to. The implied author  of a text must be distinguished from its real author  (Prince 
42). . 
44 Tianyong claims that "M y Old Home"  is the best story in Call to Arms. But he is dissatisfied with the last 
threee paragraphs, "whic h are more than are needed. A novelist needs to explain life, but needs not explain his 
ownn opinion about life. I f the author  supposes that the reader  cannot see the meaning, he can writ e another 
articl ee to explain it without being superfluous"  (1: 75). Obviously, here Tianyong equates the narrator  with 
thee author. 

Rknmon-Kenann discusses the situation of Pip in Dickens's Great Expectations (73,138), the situation in 
"Villag ee Opera"  is similar  to i t 
66 Eroshenko is the blind Russian poet. He had studied music. Later  he traveled to Japan, Thailand, Burma 
andd India. He wrote children's stories in Japanese and Esperanto, some of which were translated into 
Chinesee by Lu Xun. Upon deportation from Japan for  taking part in a May Day parade in 1921 he went to 
Shanghai.. In the following year  he was invited by the chancellor  to teach Esperanto at Beijing University. On 
Julyy 3, 1922, he left to travel through Russia to attend the 14th International Conference on Esperanto and 
returnedd on November  4. 
77 For  instance, in "M y Old Home,"  Mrs. Yang calls the narrator  "Master  Xun" ; and the narrator' s mother 
askss Runtu "Yo u had better  still call him Brother  Xun as before"  when Runtu meets the narrator  and calls 
himm "Master" ; in "Villag e Opera,"  Shuangxi and Old Liu Yi calls the narrator  "Brother  Xun" ; and in "Th e 
Rabbitss and the Cat,"  the narrator' s mother  calls him "Xun. " 
88 For  some of Lu Xun's first-person narrators, Chinese scholars have paid attention to the relationship 
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betweenn the narrator  and the author. For  instance, when discussing the narrator  in "A Small Incident,"  Li 
Helinn thinks that"  T was Lu Xun, but not completely Lu Xun"  (Li Yukun 340). 
99 Xu Guangping entered The Chinese Department of Beijing Women's Normal College in 1923 and became 
Luu Xun's student She looked to Lu Xun as a revered teacher  and became his common-law wife. Their  only 
sonn Haiying was born in 1929. In Beijing, Xu Guangping wrote her first  letter  to Lu Xun dated in March 11, 
1925,, and Lu Xun received and responded to her  letter  at the same day. From then on to the end of July, they 
exchangedd more than fifty  letters between them (See LXQJ 11:3-316). Lu Xun's first  marriage took place 
twentyy years earlier, in the autumn of 1906, when he came from Japan and married Zhu An. This marriage 
wass arranged by his mother. In fact, Lu Xun never  really regarded her  as his wife. In conversation with an old 
friend,friend,  Xu Shoushang, Lu Xun said with a melancholy sigh, "She is a gift that my mother  gave to me, and the 
onlyy thing I can do is to take care of her"  (Lin Chen 84). 
100 Xu Guangping mentioned that Lu Xun had discussed such matters with her  "W e promise that we wil l each 
independentlyy hard work for  two years, firstly,  for  people; secondly, for  that we can persist ourselves and not 
losee spirit "  {Gratified 61). She also wrote: "When we were going to separate in Beijing from each other, we 
hadd discussed that each of us would work hard for  society for  a couple of years. First, for a good cause; 
second,, we could also save some money for  ourselves"  {Lu Xun's Life 10). 
111 The Double Tenth Festival (October  10, the tenth day of the tenth month) marks the anniversary of the 
19111 Revolution, which occurred at Wuchang and became the National Day of the Republic of China. 
122 This story was written before the Double Tenth Festival in October  1920. At that time, one of Lu Xun's 
goodd friends, Xu Qingwen's younger  sister, came to Beijing and took the entrance examination for  Beijing 
Women'ss College and lived at Lu Xun's home. Since she cut her  hair  short, she was not accepted by the 
college.. Lu Xun tried but railed to mediate several times. {LXQJ 1:245). 
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CHAPTERR THREE 

Thee Third-Person Focalization and Changes in Focalization 

3.11 External Focalization 

Inn the thir d book of Plato's The Republic, Socrates points out a distinction 
betweenn two ways of rendering speech: diegesis and mimesis. The characteristic feature 
off  diegesis is that "th e poet himself is the speaker  and does not even attempt to suggest 
too us that anyone but himself is speaking"  (638). In mimesis, on the other  hand, the poet 
triess to create the illusion that it is not he who speaks. In Anglo-American criticism this 
contrastt  of diegesis and mimesis is often reproduced as "tellin g and showing"  or 
"summaryy and scene"  (Rimmon-Kenan 106-07). 

Percyy Lubbock regards "showing"  as a superior  technique to "telling" : "Th e art 
off  fiction does not begin until the novelist thinks of his story as a matter  to be shown, to 
bee so exhibited that it wil l tell itself'  (62). Booth in The Rhetoric of Fiction criticizes 
thiss opinion. He argues that the line between showing and telling is always to some 
degreee an arbitrar y one: "though the author  can to some extent choose his disguises, he 
cann never  choose to disappear"  (20). Booth adds: "Whether  an impersonal novelist 
hides'behindd a single narrator  or  observer, the multipl e points of view of Ulysses or  As I 
LayLay Dying, or  the objective surfaces of The Awkward Age or  Compton-Burnett's 
ParentsParents and Children, the author's voice is never  really silenced"  (60). The Rhetoric of 
FictionFiction  is, to a great extent, a defense of'telling. "  Today, most critics have no 
preference::  "each has its advantages and disadvantages, and their  relative success or 
failur ee depends on their  functionality in the given work"  (Rimmon-Kenan 107-08). 

Althoughh one cannot generally decide whether  showing or  telling is ultimately 
better,, many post-Flaubert authors have illustrated a partialit y towards showing. In 
Chinaa too, one can see signs of this literar y trend in the development of the nation's 
literature .. "Telling "  is more linked to traditional narratives, those with zero focalization, 
whilee "showing"  is more associated with external focalization. Narrator s with external * 
focalizationn differ  from narrator s with zero focalization, who frequently engage in 
commentary.. In zero focalization, a narrator  says less than what characters know. Lik e 
outsiderss unwillin g to show their  face, such narrator s only describe speeches and 
activities,, never  entering the consciousness of the characters and making no subjective 
judgmentss or  psychological analyses. In traditional narratives of zero focalization, the 
externall  agent can still see and know everything in every character's heart. In such 
narratives,, the narrator-focalizer  has no limitation . In narratives with external 
focalization,, however, the narrator-focalizer' s field of vision is limited, for  he focalizes 
andd narrates only what appears to the characters. Such narratives can give the reader 
moree opportunity to participate in creating the text. Since the textual space of external 
focalizationn leaves more of the story unspecified, readers get a greater  role in filling  the 
textt  in. They can endow the narrativ e with their  own individual meanings, in accordance 
withh their  differin g experiences and expectations. As John Neubauer  says: 

Itt  is appropriate and legitimate to shift our  attention away from those data of the 
textt  which were important to the author  to those which we now discover  to be of 
interest.. [...] There are, in fact, good reasons for  advocating as many perspectives 
andd interpretations on a text as possible (440). 

Luu Xun wrote only two pieces that are externally focalized, but these outstanding 
exampless show a unique artistic style. "A Public Example"  has a simple, even 
incompletee plot. It describes merely a few moments of a scene: on a hot summer day in 
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aa street in the west city of the model region, many onlookers gather  to look at "a public 
example.""  More than ten characters appear  on the scene in an extremely brief space. 
Thesee characters are both opposite and complementary to each other, and can be divided 
intoo two distinct groups. The first  consists of "a man in a blue cotton gown and white 
sleevelesss jerkin, "  who is to be the public example and "a scrawny policeman with a 
salloww face in a yellow uniform."  (LXQJ2: 68-69; Wandering 63-64). They are linked 
byy a rope that is held by the policeman and tied around the arm of the man at the other 
end.. The other  group is composed of onlookers in a semi-circle, who gather  as soon as 
thee policeman and the man appear  on the scene. This is the focalized object of an 
externall  narrator-focalizer, who only shows the scene that happens in front  of him 
providin gg no explanation or  contextualization. Many things remain unclear. What has 
thee man done wrong? Nobody knows. There are some Chinese characters written on the 
man'ss jerkin , and his crime should be evident from this. However, when Baldy, 
standingg almost directly opposite the man, stoops to study the characters and finall y 
readss out: "Weng, du9 beng, ba, er...,n the words are meaningless. A rough fellow who 
lookss lik e a workman, asks Baldy in a low, diffident voice: "Hey, what has he done 
wrong?...""  (LXQ/2:69; Wandering 65), Baldy gives no answer, simply glares at him 
nill  he lowers his eyes. So, flustered as if he himself had committed some crime he 
slowlyy backs out and leaves. Why do the men, women, and children gather  suddenly 
underr  the blazing sun? Nobody knows. The readers are informed only that "a semi-
circlee of onlookers gathered. After  they were joined by an old bald-head, the littl e space 
leftt  was promptly occupied by a bare-chested fat fellow with a red nose"  (LXQJ2- 69-
WanderingWandering 64). When the rough fellow leaves, his place is taken by a tall fellow with'an 
umbreUa.Whenamanwimastiffst^^^  Us 

placee is taken by the oval face of a sweaty head caked with dust What do the roped man 
andd the policeman think? Nobody knows. We are told only mat the prisoner's "new 
straww hat, its brim turned down, covered his eyes."  (LXQJ2:69; Wandering 64) 
Apparentlyy he does not like to be looked upon. When Fatt  Boy looks up he meets the 
prisoner'ss eyes. They seem to be fixed on his head. He hastily lowers his eyes to look at 
thee white jerkin . The policeman's face is also expressionless. 

Wee do not even know the names of the characters, only nicknames or 
descriptionss drawn from their  physical features, dress, or  actions. The prisoner  for 
example,, is called "Whit e Jerkin."  Among the onlookers, there is "Baldy "  "Fat Boy " 
"aa bare-chested tat fellow with a red nose,"  "one lean fellow even gaping lik e a dead 
perch,""  "an even rounder  fet face, like that of a Maitreya Buddha,"  "a tall fellow with an 
umbrella,""  an "Amah holding a child,"  "a feline face,"  "Oval Face"  and "Longfello w " 
Thee onlookers want to linger  on. To look at the prisoner  becomes their  only interest," 
makingg them forget everything else. Both the prisoner  and the onlookers have blank 
expressions.. The former  shows neither  panic nor  fear, nor  shame; the latter  seem to feel 
neitherr  sympathy and pity, nor  anger  and hatred. Ail the characters, without exception, 
aree stupefied. Only when another  interesting matter  happens do they break up in a 
hubbub.. A nckshaw man fells, and the onlookers higgledy-piggledy all make their  way 
over,, looking at the new matter  until the rickshaw man rises to his feet, rubbing his 

oo 5?'  t l * f  P O mt " FiV C ° r  S ix p e 0 p le h a d g a t h e r ed round - grinning, to watch"  (LXQJ 
l\l\  72; Wandering 67). The reader  is given no clues. Although the activities of all 
characterss are clear, the absence of narrativ e directive forces readers to guess at the 
characters''  inner  thoughts and feelings. What they really are we do not know The text 
implicitl yy makes an appeal to the readers' experience to fill  in the spaces left often 

Thee entire story, in fact, heightens the social atmosphere through the portrayal'o f 
Üiee onlookers. The author  does not lay stress here on the depiction of a single character 
Rather,, one realizes the thing that trul y makes them a collective: there are all eager 
onlookerss and careless spectators. This feature does not shed light on their  inner  world 
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butt  readers can glimpse at their  thoughts and feelings through the actions and 
surroundings. . 

Relatingg Lu Xun's experiences to his work, we find that the idea of apathetic 
spectatorss was deep, perhaps even foundational, in his thoughts as a writer . When Lu 
Xunn was studying in Japan, he often discussed with his friend Xu Shouchang what the 
greatestt  deficiencies in the Chinese character  were. Their  answer  was, "lack of love and 
honesty""  (The Lu Xun I Knew 59). In Lu Xun's view, this often showed in the apathy of 
thee masses, in the tendency to look on the misfortunes of people and become a mere 
coldcold passive spectator. When Lu Xun studied at the Sendai Medical College in Japan, a 
slidee shown in a lecture radically changed his outlook. It was "a news-reel slide of a 
numberr  of Chinese, one of them bound and the rest standingg around him. They were all 
sturdyy fellows who appeared completely apathetic. According to the commentary, the 
boundd man was a spy working for  the Russians, to be beheaded by the Japanese militar y 
ass a warning, while the others had come to enjoy the spectacle"  (LXQJl:  416; Works 1: 
35,, slightly modified). This slide convinced Lu Xun that literatur e was more desperately 
neededd by his people than medicine: 

-- The people of a weak and backward country, however  strong and healthy they 
mightt  be, could only serve to be made examples of or  as witnesses of such futil e 
spectacles;;  and it was not necessarily deplorable if many of them died of illness. 
Thee most important thing, therefore, was to change their  spirit ; and since at that 
timee I felt that literatur e was the best means to this end, I decided to promote a 
literar yy movement (LXQJ1:417; Works 1:35). 

Sceness of spectatorship appear  frequently in Lu Xun' s stories. About one year  before 
writin gg "A Public Example,"  he said in his speech: "Wha t Happens After  Nora Leaves 
Home": : 

Thee masses, especially in China, are always spectators at a drama. If the victim on 
thee stage acts heroically, they are watching a tragedy; if he shivers and shakes they 
aree watching a comedy. Before the mutton shops in Beijing a few people often 
gatherr  to gape, with evident enjoyment, at the skinning of the sheep. And this is all 
theyy get out of it if a man lays down his life. Moreover, after  walking a few steps 
awayy from the scene they forget even this modicum of enjoyment (LXQJ 1*  163-
Works2:9l). Works2:9l). 

Thuss Lu Xun seriously criticized this passive spectatorship. The spectator, who adopts 
ann indifferent attitude towards anything and everything, is not only negative, but also of 
il ll  will . The stupid and attentive gaping, "wit h evident enjoyment, at the skinning of the 
sheep""  is indicative of this. 

Althoughh Lu Xun is angry about spectatorship, " A Public Example"  is quite 
calmm and objectively detached. The author's voice is hidden quite well behind the 
externall  localization, and his reliable narrator/spokesman does not make any direct 
commentss or  criticisms. It is exactly the author's silence and refraining from 
interventionn through the narrator , leaving his characters "t o work out their  own fates 
uponn the stages"  (Booth, Rhetoric 7), that allows the story to achieve its aesthetic 
luminosity.. In high summer, the dogs' tongues are lollin g out, even the crows on the 
treess are panting for  breath, but the onlookers do not mind at all to look at the public 
example.. Their  bodies exude perspiration, but their  hearts are deadly still, their 
concentratedd expressions are just like the men who "gather  to gape, with evident 
enjoyment,, at the skinning of the sheep."  Seeing this scene, the reader  cannot but be 
jolted.. This effect is like the one we find in Hemingway's fiction, which skillfull y uses 
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thee technique of external focalization: "The success of many so-called hard-boiled 
detectivee and adventure stories written under the influence of Henmingway depends 
largelyy on the fear we feel as soon as we see danger as if through our own eyes" (Booth, 
RhetoricRhetoric 277). The calm exposition of the story, the ingenious camouflage of the 
authoriall  voice, and the keynote of strict narrative sobriety, add up to give Lu Xun's 
storyy its special power. 

Genettee thinks that the strictly textual mimetic factors come down to two sets of 
data:: the quantity of narrative information (how developed or detailed a narrative is) and 
thee absence (or minimal presence) of the narrator: 

"Showing""  can be only a way of telling, and this way consists of both saying about 
itit  as much as one can, and saying this "much " as littl e as possible [en dire le plus 
possible,, et ce plus, le dire le moins possible]: speaking, Plato says, "as if the poet 
weree someone else" - in other words, making one forget that it is the narrator 
telling.. Whence these two cardinal precepts of showing: the Jamesian dominance of 
scenescene (detailed narrative) and the (pseudo-)Flaubertian transparency of the 
narrator.[...]]  mimesis being defined by a maximum of information and a minimum 
off  the informer, diegesis by the opposite relationship {Discourse 166). 

Althoughh the reader cannot see the inner world of the characters, their appearance, 
action,, and surrounding are shown in detail; the reader gets enough information to make 
independentindependent inferences. Naturally, the quantity of information is in inverse ratio to the 
speedspeed of narrative: the slower the narrative speed is, the more information the reader 
mustt digest. The narrative speed in "A Public Example" is quite slow. The time 
betweenn the prisoner's and the policeman's appearance and the crowd's dispersal is 
probablyy less than thirty minutes. 

Iff  "A Public Example" embodies more of scene, then "The Lamp That Was Kept 
Alight""  leans towards an embodiment of "the (pseudo-)Flaubertian transparency of the 
narrator.""  In this kinds of narrative, the narrator is nearly invisible, giving rise to a sort 
off  "absolute imitation" (Genette, Discourse 169). Hemingway's "The Killers" and 
"Hill ss Like White Elephants" are canonic forms of this type. 

Thee external focalization that emphasizes the words of the character and seldom 
allowss the narrator to intervene was influenced by behavioral psychology. In order to 
portrayy his characters, Lu Xun stresses character speech. He noticed that "Gorky 
marvelss at Balzac's skill in handling dialogue, for without any description of his 
characters'' appearance he conjures them up before the reader by their conversation." He 
thoughtt that "novelists of this caliber have not yet appeared in China, though there are 
passagess in Outlaws of the Marsh and ,4 Dream of Red Mansions which enable readers 
too visualize the characters from their talk" (LXQJ5: 530; Works 4: 80). When a writer 
buildss up a character through dialogues, he has a mental picture of the man, which he 
passess onto his readers til l they form a similar picture in their minds: "If you cut all 
extraneouss matter and simply select what is distinctive in each one's conversation, I am 
suree others could guess their character from their talk" (LXQJ5: 530; Works 4: 80). 
Whatt kinds of words are then suitable in an externally focalized narrative of words? 
McHalee suggests a progressive scale, ranging from the "purely" diegetic to the "purely" 
mimetic:: 1) Diegetic summary; 2) Less "purely" diegetic summary; 3) Indirect content-
paraphrasee (or indirect discourse); 4) Indirect discourse, mimetic to some degree; 5) 
Freee indirect discourse; 6) Direct discourse; and 7) Free direct discourse (249-87). 

Thee conspicuous feature of "The Lamp That Was Kept Alight" is that the author 
paidd special attention to the words of the characters. Although he uses several forms, 
directt discourse, which is a "quotation" of a monologue or a dialogue, is most 
conspicuous.. It creates the illusion of "pure" mimesis, although it is always in some 
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wayy or  extent stylized. The heart of "Th e Lamp That Was Kept Alight "  is, as the titl e 
suggests,, a lamp that the "ol d folk"  claim "was lit by Emperor  Wu of Liang,1 and it' s 
beenn burning ever  since"  (LXQJ2: 56; Wandering 54). Not even the Long Hairs put it 
out.. This is a lamp that brings benefit to Lucky Light Village. People believe that if it is 
putt  out, the end of the village will loom: the village wil l become a sea and all the people 
inn the village wil l turn into eels. The "madman"  of the village decides, however, to put 
itt  out and touches off public indignation. The people of the village do everything to 
keepp it lit . 

Thee lamp has a symbolic flavor. It is a metaphor  of tradition . It is by no means 
easyy to do away with tradition s that have survived intact for  millennia. Therefore, it is 
nott  surprising that people who challenge thesee tradition s are regarded as dangerous 
"madmen""  by tradition' s adherents. Lu Xun was a strong opponent to most old 
traditions.. Only three weeks before he wrote "Th e Lamp That Was Kept Alight,"  he 
saidd in "Mor e Thought on the Collapse of Leifeng Pagoda": "True , without destruction 
nothingg new cann be built; "  he praised men lik e Rousseau, Stirner, Nietzsche, Tolstoy 
andd Ibsen, who are, in Brandes' words, "destroyers of old tracks."  Lu Xun stated: 
"Actuall yy they not only destroy but blaze a trai l and lead a charge, sweeping aside all 
thee old tracks, whether  whole rails or  fragments" (LXQJ1: 192; Works 2: 114). At the 
samee time, he keenly felt that there are "very few men like this in China, and even when 
theyy appear  they are likely to be spat at by everyone"  (LXQJ 1: 192; Works 2:115). 

Thee idea of this article is displayed artisticall y in the story. The "madman,"  who 
opposess traditio n appears infrequently. The bulk of the story portrays the people of the 
villagee and their  deliberations how to control or  get rid  of the madman. The narrator -
focalizerr  does not intervene or  peek into the characters' hearts, but shows their  cruelty 
throughh their  words and actions: 

"Stil ll  no change?"  asked Triangle Face, picking up his bowl of tea. 
"Stil ll  no change, they say,"  replied Square Head. "H e keeps repeating, 'Put it out! 
putt  it out!'  His eyes are flashing worse than ever. The devil! Don't think it' s a joke-
-thee fellow's a menace to our  village. Fact is, we ought to find some way to get rid 
ofhim! " " 
"Gett  rid  ofhim, by all means. He's nothing but a dirt y bastard. When the temple 
wass built his ancestors paid their  share, yet now he wants to blow out the temple 
light!!  Is that unfilia l or  isn't it? Let's send him to the county court as an unfilia l 
son!""  Kuoting ended with a flourish, smashing his fist on the table (LXQJ 2: 56; 
WanderingWandering 53). 

Thee narration consists here almost entirely of character  remarks, with just a few 
introductionss and additions by the narrator . It is very similar  to some of Hemingway's 
shortt  stories with external focalization, for  instance "Th e Killers "  (collected in Men 
WithoutWithout Women), which was published in 1927, just two years after  the "Th e Lamp 
Thatt  Was Kept Alight "  In "Th e Killer, "  the narrator  puts in very few appearances and 
thee events are almost entirely depicted through the characters' conversations, allowing 
thee narrative, as Lubbock said, "t o be shown, to be so exhibited that it will tell itself." 
Yett  it includes some things not mentioned in the conversations. What has Andson done, 
forr  example? Why do the two fellows kil l him? The dialogues won't tell. We can ask 
similarr  questions about Lu Xun's story. What kind of person is the "madman" ? Why 
doess he really want to put the lamp out? We can only guess. 

Inn "Th e Killer, "  the conversational quotes account for  eighty to ninety per  cent 
off  the text. In the absence of physical description or  emotional insight, the reader  can 
onlyy guess. In "Th e Lamp That Was Kept Alight, "  conversation takes up more than half 
off  the text. As for  tone, the narrator  of "Th e Killer "  is more deeply buried and 
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embeddedd in the text, more calm and collected. We can see this not only from the 
percentagee of conversation in the totality of the text, but also through the descriptive 
wordss used. When introducing conversations, the narrator  of "Th e Killer "  does not 
endoww the characters with emotional coloring, while the narrator  of "Th e Lamp That 
Wass Kept Alight "  says things like "Kuotin g ended with a flourish, smashing his fist on 
thee table;"  "Square Head spoke scornfully;' "asked Zhuang in surprise? "her  glare 
turnedd into a smile."  "Fourt h Master  sounded both stern and grieved, and his voice was 
trembling""  (LXQJ2: 56-64; Wandering 53-60, italics added). These illustrativ e words 
yieldd more information, also about the informer. 

" AA character's speech, whether  in conversation or  as a silent activity of the mind, 
cann be indicative of a trai t or  trait s both through its content and through its form" " 
(Rimmon-Kenann 63). Aiming at keeping the flame lit , people of various social circles 
gatherr  and become a collective unit, forming a mass. As a collective, the people have 
commonn traits, but they also retain individual characteristics. For  example, Kuoting, 
whoo frequently says extreme things like "Get rid  of him,"  and "he' d be better  dead"is 
truculent;;  Square Head is pretentious; Triangle Face is dull-witted and stingy, Old Guo, 
whoo is too old to speak, is thickheaded. The most noticeable one among them is the 
squiree Fourth Master, whose words have a special style. In the village, Fourth Master 
holdss power  over  the madman's lif e and property. His words are spoken'slowly, 
sometimess sounding both stern and grieved. He has a murderous look but shows some 
solicitudee for  the man: "Every day I'v e been hoping for  his recovery"  (LXQJ2: 64; 
WanderingWandering 61). However, he is ultimately no different from the undisguised advocates 
off  the madman's execution; he merely has more refined manners and puts prettier 
clothess on his meanness. He undoubtedly wants to lock up the madman, but he pretends 
nott  to think about i t Allegedly merely repeating the words of another, he says: "There' s 
nothingg for  it but to lock him up as this gentleman suggests, to keep him out of mischief, 
lestt  he disgrace his father. This may be just as well, we owe it to his father."  (LXQJ2: 
64;;  Wandering 61) The squire exposes himself with his own words. 

Althoughh the madman seldom appears in the story, his words clearly show his 
determinationn to blow out the lamp. He vaguely longs for  a better  world, but his words 
aree distinctly crazy: "Tha t lamp has got to be blown out You see, they should all be put 
out::  Blue Face with his three heads and six arms, Three Eyes, Long Hat, Half Head, Ox 
Headd and Swine Tusk....Out with the lot of them! When they're out we shall have no 
moree locusts, no more plague"  (LXQJ2:60; Wandering 56-57). He is not afraid of the 
threatss and cannot be cheated by the others. When Kuoting says that they wil l blow out 
thee lamp for  him, he can come back in a few days and see for  himself, he answers: "Not 
you!!  I don't need any of you. I'l l do it myself. I' m going to blow it out now!"  He is 
undeceivedd by the others' attempts. When Square Head says to him that he has always 
shownn himself an intelligent man, and urges him not to engage in folly, he replies that 
hee will just be doing the best he can, and he is going to blow the lamp out When 
somebodyy says to him that he cannot blow out the lamp and should go home, he 
answerss "I' m not going home. I' m going to blow it out"  They tell him that he cannot 
pushh the door  open, that he has no way of opening it, his answer  is: "I'l l think of some 
otherr  way then"; he wil l set the place on fire (1*0 /2 :61; Wandering 57-58). At last 
thee people deal with him collectively and lock him up in the west room. He still repeats 
thatt  he'll set the place on fire. Lik e the symbolism of the lamp, the symbolism of the 
madmann is uncomplicated. Since the story uses external focalization, we know nothing 
aboutt  the characters' hearts, including the madman's very different inner  world, but we 
gett  a chance to see through his words. Both the madman and the rest of the village show 
theirr  individual trait s in conversations. 

3.22 Narrativ e with Zero Focalization 
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Thee narrativ e with zero focalization, or  nonfocalized narrative, represented by 
classicall  Chinese narrativ e and by Western traditiona l narrative, refers to "a type of 
focalizationn or  point of view whereby the narrated is presented in terms of a 
nonlocatable,, indeterminate perceptual or  conceptual position"  (Prince 103). It is 
differentt  from internal focalization, in which the focalizer  coincides with a character, 
andd also from external focalization, in which the focalizer  is unable to provide 
informationn about the inner  world of the characters. In narrativ e with zero focalization, 
thee focalization can be changed at wil l according to the needs and development of the 
story.. The narrator  can enter  the minds of all the characters and provide information and 
iss able to tell more than what any individual character  knows. These kinds of narrator s 
aree usually called omniscient Their  absence from the story and their  higher  narratoria l 
authorit yy in relation to it makes them omniscient Although "omniscience"  is perhaps an 
exaggeratedd term, the characteristics connoted by it are still relevant familiarity , in 
principle,, with the characters*  innermost thoughts and feelings; knowledge of past, 
presentt  and future; presence in locations where characters are supposed to be 
unaccompaniedd (e.g. on a lonely stroll or  during a love-scene in a locked room); and 
knowledgee of what happens in several places at the same time (Rimmon-Kenan 95). 

"Stor mm in a Teacup"  is a story about a passing panic caused by the rumor that 
thee emperor  has been restored and every man must now have a pigtail. Sevenpounder 
doess not have a pigtail, and Seventh Master  Zhao, who is the proprietor  of a wineshop 
andd was cursed as a "bastard"  by Sevenpounder  two years ago in a fit  of drunkenness, 
comess too Sevenpounder's home. He asks about Sevenpounder's queue and stresses that 
thiss is an important matter. He reminds him that back in the time of the Long Hairs 
[Taipin gg rebels] the slogan was "keep your  hair  and lose your  head; keep your  head and 
losee your  hair."  Sevenpounder  and his wife are thoroughly frightened. A fortnight or  so 
later,, Mrs. Sevenpounder  finds Seventh Master  Zhao sitting in his wineshop, reading 
withh his queue coiled on top of his head again. When she passes, she knows that the 
rumorr  about the restoration of the emperor  was false. Thus, everything is calm again. 

"Stor mm in a Teacup"  is told by an omniscient narrator . As the story opens, the 
narratorr  describes the scene on the mud flat by the river  and the activities of people; 
forsakingg the plot, he only tells the reader  the time and setting, thus intensifying the 
atmospheree of the scene. Solely for  the information of his reader, he describes a a scene, 
whichh at this point is, strictly speaking, invisible to his characters. The narrator  not only 
describess the setting of the story, but also hears the literat i on a boat lyricall y exclaim: 
"Suchh carefree tranquillity! "  "Ho w idyllic! "  (LXQJ1:467; Works 1:79). Readers 
probablyy find names like "Ninepounder"  and "Sixpounder"  odd, hence the narrator 
explains::  "I t was the somewhat unusual custom in this village for  mothers to weigh their 
childrenn at birt h and to call them the number  of pounds they happened to weigh"  (LXQJ 
1::  468; Works 1: 80). When new characters come on stage, the narrator  introduces them: 

Althoughh a villager, Sevenpounder  had always wanted to better  himself. For  three 
generations-grandfather,, father  and son-not a man in his family had handled a hoe. 
Lik ee his father  before him he worked on a boat which left Luzhen every morning 
forr  the town, returnin g to Luzhen in the evening. As a result he knew pretty well all 
thatt  was going on: where, for  instance, the thunder  god had blasted a centipede 
spirit ,, or  where a virgin had given birt h to a demon. In the village he was quite a 
personagee (LXQJ 1:468; Works 1:81). 

Laterr  on, when Seventh Master  Zhao comes on the stage, he is introduced more 
extensively.. When Sevenpounder  is frightened and at his wits'  end, the narrator  focuses 
onn his incoherent thought: 
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Itt  struck him that matters had reached a most dangerous pass, and he tried to think 
off  a way out, some plan of action. But his thoughts were in too much of a whir l for 
himm to straighten them out. "Queues, eh, queues? An eighteen-foot lance. Each 
generationn is worse than the last! An emperor  is on the Dragon Throne. The broken 
boww wil l have to be taken to town to be riveted. Who's a match for  him? It' s 
writte nn in a book. Mother's!"  (LXQJ1:473-74; Works 1: 87-88). 

Finally,, when the passing panic is gone, the narrator  tells the reader  that at the end of 
thee story Sevenpounder  is once more respected and treated well by his wife and 
villagers.. When summer comes, the villagers still have their  meals on the mud flat at 
theirr  door, as they always have. In short, everything is back to normal. 

Att  the opening of another  story, 'Tomorrow,' '  people in Luzhen have bolted 
theirr  front  door  and gone to bed as usual. However, the narrator  tells us, at two places 
peoplee would still be awake by midnight: "Prosperit y Tavern where a few gluttons 
guzzledd merril y round the bar"  (LXQJ 1:450; Works 1: 68), and the house next door, 
wheree Fourth Shan's widowed Wife lived, who had nothing but the cotton-yam she ' 
spunn to support herself and her  three-year-old boy; this is why she also slept late. The 
narratorr  has at his fingertips the events that happen in two places at the same time. And 
thee story goes on with the protagonist, Fourth Shan's Wife. The only hope of her  life, 
herr  boy, is dying of a serious illness. Fourth Shan's Wife has hardly slept the night; in 
thee early morning, she brings her  son to see a traditiona l doctor  and gets a prescription 
too buy medicine. When she is in a state of utter  exhaustion and about to go home she 
meetss Blue-skinned Awu, who has had his own designs on her  for  a long time. He 
offerss her  to take the boy: 

Thoughh Fourth Shan's Wife had been longing for  an angel to come to her  rescue, 
shee had not wanted her  champion to be Awu. But there was something of the 
gallantt  about Awu, for  he absolutely insisted on helping her; and at last, after 
severall  refusals, she gave way. As he stretched his arm between her  breast and the 
child,, then thrust it down to take over  Bao'er, she felt a wave of heat along her 
breast.. She flushed right  up to her  ears (LXQJ 1: 452; Works 1:71). 

Whatt  Fourth Shan's Wife "wanted,"  and what she "felt "  are presented from an 
omniscientt  point of view by the narrator . Her  son dies but she cannot accept i t Seeing 
thee dead Bao'er  laying on the bed, she feels it is impossible. The narrator  reveals her 
innerr  world in a trance: "'Thi s is only a dream,' she thought 'It' s all a dream. I shall 
wakee up tomorrow lying snug in bed, with Bao'er  sleeping snugly beside me. Then he'll 
wakee and call, 'Ma! '  and jump down lik e a young tiger  to play'"  (LXQJ 1:454; Works 1: 
73).. When the coffin is carried to the potter's field and covered with a mound, Fourth 
Shan'ss Wife goes back to home, looks around, and feels unable either  to sit or  stand. 
Nott  only is the room too quiet, but it is also too large and the things in it are too empty. 
Thee large room hems her  in from all four  sides, and the emptiness crowds in on her  until 
shee can hardly draw her  breath. Now she remembers the past, her  son's childish words. 

Afterr  that, the narrator  focalizes on the Prosperity Tavern, which does not have 
anyy direct connection with her. Red-nosed Gong there has no sympathy for  Fourth 
Shan'ss Wife, and even sings an obscene folk song directed against her: "Ipityyou~my 
darling-alldarling-all  alone...:' (LXQJ I:  456; Works 1: 75). He laughing tipsily reels away with 
Blue-skinnedd Awu. The technique reveals the heartlessness of society around Fourth 
Shan'ss Wife, and it accentuates her  grief. When all these events are over, the omniscient 
narratorr  looks down at Luzhen from a greater  distance and tells the final result in an 
authoritativ ee tone: "Fourt h Shan's Wife was asleep, Old Gong and the others had gone, 
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thee door  of Prosperity Tavern was closed. Luzhen was sunk in utter  silence. Only the 
night,, eager  to change into the morrow, was journeying on in the silence; and, hidden in 
thee darkness, a few dogs were barking"  (LXQJ1:456; Works 1: 75). 

Luu Xun's "Th e White Light"  is a story about a single character, Chen Shicheng, 
whoo repeatedly fails the civil service examination. After  failing the sixteenth time, he 
beginss to dig a hidden treasure said to have been buried on his family property. Finally 
hee goes crazy, and drowns in a river.  In "Th e White Light,"  unlike "Tomorrow, "  the 
narrator-focalizerr  does not focus on different places or  describe events happening at the 
samee time in different places, but uses the character's experience as the only thread. He 
describess not only Chen Shicheng's strange actions that appear  abnormal to ordinary 
people,, but also his thoughts. After  his sixteenth county examination Chen Shicheng 
expectss very much to find his name in the results of the examinations, but he cannot: 
"Hi ss pale face grew even paler; his tired eyes, puffy and red, glitterin g strangely. In fact, 
hee had long stopped seeing the results on the wall, for  countless black circles were 
swimmingg past his eyes"  (LXQJ I:  542; Call to Arms 123). This new attack makes him 
losee consciousness, and fills his mind with dreams about civil service examinations, 
winningg promotions, and getting rich: 

Hee had won his first  degree in the county examination and taken his second in the 
provinciall  capital, success following success....The local gentry were tryin g by 
everyy means to allay with him by marriage; people were treating him like a god, 
cursingg themselves for  their  formerr  contempt and bIindness....The other  families 
rentingg his tumble-down house had been driven away-no need for  that, they would 
movee of their  own accord-and the whole place was completely renovated with 
flagpolesflagpoles and a placard at the gate....If he wanted to keep his hands clean he could 
bee an official in the capital, otherwise some post in the provinces would prove more 
lucrative.... (LXQJ 1: 542; Call to Arms 123). 

However,, when facing the facts, he immediately recognizes that everything is over. The 
sharpp contrast between his dream and the facts upsets him and makes him go crazy. The 
omniscientt  narrator  repeatedly says "Failed again!,"  thus stressing the cause of his 
craziness,, and he generously describes his appearance, speech, action, and thought. 
Followingg the narrator , readers can see Chen's sad fate as a victim of the imperial 
examinationn system. 

Chenn Shicheng's thoughts and heart are in keeping with his appearance and 
actions.. Those of Zhang Peijun in "Brothers "  are hidden much deeper, for  his speech 
andd public deportment do not always accord with what goes on in his soul. More is 
revealedd of his heart than of Chen Shicheng in "Whit e Light."  The narrator  penetrates 
intoo his conscious and subconscious life, even in his "dream fragments." 

Whenn his colleague in the Public Welfare Bureau, Qin Yitang, tells him that his 
sonss fight for  money, Peijun is unable to understand. With eyes flashing 
compassionatelyy he says: " I  really can't understand why brothers squabble like this over 
trifles.. What difference do these things make anyway?"  (LXQJ2: 132; Wandering 122) 
Hee is proud of his harmonious and selfless relations with his younger  brother: "W e 
don'tt  squabble, but share and share alike. Money and property aren't things we worry 
about""  (LXQJ2: 132; Wandering 122). Hearing about an epidemic of scarlet fever, he 
worriess very much, because the face of his younger  brother, Jingfu, was hectic red when 
hee came to the office after  lunch. He tells the orderly to ring up a German doctor  and. 
askk him to see his brother  at once. 

Att  first  glance, Peijun really shows the utmost solicitude for  his brother. However, 
whenn the omniscient narrator  describes his solicitude for  his brother  and penetrates his 
heart,, the reader  sees the other  side of him. Coming back to his home, as he keeps watch 
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att  his brother' s bedside during the night, the boredom of waiting for  the doctor 
graduallyy slackens his attention, and fragmented images, related by the omniscient 
narrator ,, cross his mind. For  a moment, Peijun thinks that Jingfu has incurable scarlet 
fever.. What would he do about the family finances? Although their  town is small, prices 
aree going up. Through these fragmented images, the narrator  makes the reader  see that 
Peijun'ss exemplary devotion to his younger  brother  hides a selfishness. His younger 
brotherr  has eighteen hours of classes a week and has to correct ninety-three 
compositionss on top of that. His support of the family is needed, for  Peijun cannot cope 
withh it alone. There is another  matter  to worry about: if Jingfu should die, how about 
Jingfu' ss two children? It would be impossible to send them, as well as his own, to 
school.. Suppose he could only afford to send one or  two of them to school. His own son 
iss the brightest of the lot, but if he sends him, everyone would criticize him for  treating 
hiss brother' s children shabbily. Peijun is so disturbed by these thoughts that they still 
floatt  through his mind when he learns from the doctor  that Jingfu only has measles. The 
nextt  morning, the fragments of his dream keep flashing before him: 

-Jingfuu was lying like this, but he was a corpse. He hastily laid him out and carried 
thee coffin on his back all the way from outside the gate to the main hall. The place 
seemedd to be their  old home. He fancied he saw many acquaintances standing on 
eitherr  side praising him.... 
-H ee ordered Kang'er  and his younger  brother  and sister  [Peijun's children] to go to 
school;;  but two other  sobbing children clamoured to go with them. Their  sobbing 
gott  on his nerves, but at the same time he felt that he had absolute power  and great 
strength.. He saw the palm of his hand, three or  four  times bigger  than normal and 
hardd as iron, slap Hesheng [Jingfu' s son] on the face.... (LXQJ2: 140; Wanderim 
129-30).. * 

Afterr  experiencing this vision, which exposes the secret of his heart, Peijun seems to 
knoww himself more clearly. The omniscient narrator  describes the situation when Peijun 
workss at his office. The office and the colleagues are all the same, but Peijun feels that 
theyy have changed and seem strange. Of course, its only because he feels himself 
differentt  from the previous day on account of the frightening dream. The narrator  makes 
itt  clear  to the reader  that the moral rectitude of Peijun's relationship to his brother  can 
noo longer  be taken for  granted. Penetrating beneath the surface of externality, the 
omniscientt  narrator  portrays a character  who has affection for  his brother  on the surface, 
butt  is secretly selfish. 

Thee protagonist of "Soap,"  Siming, is nominally a moral man of great rectitude, 
butt  full of lascivious desires in his mind. The words, which are said on the street 
impertinentl yy by a low type to a beggar  girl who looked eighteen or  nineteen, get 
engravedd on his mind: "Afe ! Don't be put ofifby the dir t on this piece of good. If you 
buyy two cakes of soap and give her  a good scrubbing, the result won't be bad at all!" 
(LXQJ2:(LXQJ2:49;49; Works 1:217) The words give rise to lascivious desires in his mind. 
Althoughh the omniscient narrator  does not show Siming's hidden desire, his actions and 
speechh reveal it. He describes how Siming unconsciously bought a cake of scented toilet 
soapp for  his wife, and twice uses the words said by the low type. Siming vents the anger 
andd resentment raised by his lascivious desire on his son Xuecheng, whom he has no 
reasonn to blame. His wife, who knows him well, exposes that desire in the scolding: 

"Ho ww could he understand what's in your mind?"  She looked angrier  than ever. "I f 
hee had any sense, he'd long since have lit a lantern or  a torch and gone out to fetch 
thatt  filial  daughter. Luckily , you've already bought her  one cake of soap: all you 
havee to do is buy another."  (LXQJ2:49; Works 1: 219, slightly modified). 
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Simingg tries by every means to deny this, but when Ho Daotong and Bu Weiyuan come 
too his home he cannot help repeating the low type's words to them, which indicates the 
intensityy of his lascivious desires. The omniscient narrator  indicates Siming's apparent 
morall  rectitude by quoting him that loyalty and filia l piety are important virtues, and 
"it' ss already in very poor  taste the way women wander  up and down the streets, and 
noww they want to cut their  hair  as well"  (LXQJ2: 47; Works 1: 214). He thinks those 
girl ss turn everything upside-down, and ought to be very severely dealt with indeed. 
Althoughh the omniscient narrator  does not directly depict Siming's psychological state, 
hiss actions and speech, as well as his wife's exposing, reveal the innermost recesses of 
hiss heart. The hypocrite is exposed. As C.T. Hsia says, Siming "stands revealed as a 
universall  hypocrite"  (42). 

3.33 Changes in Focaiization 

Everyy narrativ e mode has advantages and disadvantages, and we cannot say 
whichh one is better. As the history of Chinese and world literatur e show, every mode 
cann be successfully used, outstanding narratives can be created by using all of them. 

Furthermore,, the different narrativ e modes are not isolated from each other. 
Narrativ ee texts, even if short, may use several modes next to a dominant one: 
focaiizationn can shift In Flaubert's Madame Bovary, for  instance, one finds variable 
focaiization,, omniscience as well as partial restrictions. According to Genette: "Thi s is a 
perfectlyy defensible narrative course, and the norm of coherence raised to a point of 
honorr  by post-Jamesian criticism is obviously arbitrary "  {Discourse 194-95). To 
Lubbock,, who demands that the novelist must be "consistent on some plan, to follow 
thee principl e he had adopted"  (72), Genette responds by asking why novelists shouldn't 
takee the course of "absolute freedom and inconsistency?"  (Discourse 195). Lu Xun 
successfullyy used all three narrativ e modes, but he did not restrict himself and we may 
findfind  shifting focaiization in some of his short stories. 

Genettee thinks that certain variations in narrativ e "poin t of view"  can be 
analyzedd as momentary infractions: 

AA change in focaiization, especially if it is isolated within a coherent context, 
cann also be analyzed as a momentary infraction of the code which governs that 
contextt  without thereby calling into question the existence of the code-the same 
wayy that in a classical musical composition a momentary change in tonality, or 
evenn a recurrent dissonance, may be defined as a modulation or  alteration 
withoutt  contesting the tonality of the whole (Discourse 195). 

Too such isolated infractions that do not endanger  the coherence of the whole and the 
dominationn of a mode/mood, Genette gives the general name alterations. He conceives 
off  two types, which give either  less or  more information than is necessary in the code of 
focaiizationn governing the whole. He calls the first type paralipsis, and the second 
paralepsis.paralepsis. In the latter  we are dealing with taking up and giving information that 
shouldd be left aside (Discourse 195). Alteration , an isolated change in focaiization, 
sometimess occurs in summaries, when discourse time is shorter  than story time. 
Summaryy can cover  a range of speeds between scene and ellipsis (Prince 94). The very 
brevityy of the summary makes it quantitatively inferior  to descriptive and dramatic 
chapters;;  summaries probably occupy a limited place in the corpus of narratives. 
However,, as a suitable instrument for  presenting background information, or  for 
connectingg various scenes, the importance of summary cannot be underestimated. It is 
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thee most frequent transition between two scenes, and thus the connective tissue par 
excellencee of novelistic narratives (Bal, Narratology 73; Genette, Discourse 96-97). 

Bothh kinds of alterations exist in Lu Xun's stories. Let us first see how 
paralepsiss allows an inroad into the consciousness of a character  in the course of a 
narrativ ee generally conducted in external focalization (Genette, Discourse 197). In 
externall  focalization the narrator  generally does not enter  the consciousness of 
characters.. But in "Th e Lamp That Was Kept Alight "  the narrator  once does read the 
mindd of the villagers: 

Afterr  Square Head and Kuoting had shuttled to and fro between some of the larger 
houses,, the whole of Lucky Light Village was plunged in confusion. Many ears and 
heartss were filled with that fearful word "Fire! "  This was not true, of course, of 
quitee a few more conservative ears and hearts. Still there was an air  of tension 
throughoutt  the village, and all conscious of this tension felt as acutely uneasy as if 
att  any moment they weree liable to change into eels and the whole world was to 
perish.. Although they were vaguely aware that only Lucky Light Village was to 
perish,, to them Lucky Light Village was the world (LXQJ2: 62; Wandering 58, 
slightlyy modified). 

Thiss narrativ e summary follows two scenes: in the first,  Kuoting, Square Head and 
otherr  people talk about the "madman,"  in the second, they go to the temple and 
unsuccessfullyy try to persuade the "madman"  not put the lamp out. Two additional 
sceness follow this summary: in the first , which takes place in Fourth Master's reception 
room,, Fourth Master, Old Guo, Kuoting and Square Head conspire against the madman; 
inn the second, the madman is locked up in the temple and continues to insist to put the 
lampp out. 

Eventss take a turn for  the worse after  the quoted summary. Thus, it is not only a 
suitablee instrument for  connecting various scenes, but also an important turnin g point in 
thee development of events. Related to the previous scenes, the summary describes the 
airr  of tension throughout the village aroused by the madman. In order  to intensify the air 
off  this tension, the external focalization gradually shifts to an internal one. Phrases like 
"althoughh they were vaguely aware that only Lucky Light Village was to perish, to them 
Luckyy Light Village was the world"  expose the thoughts of the people in the village and 
theirr  panic about the approaching end. This presentation of the background information 
byy way of internal focalization has an important role inn the story's development: fearing 
theirr  end, the old liners must prevent the madman from putting the lamp out. All events 
inn the following scenes, gradually leading to the story's climax, wil l be closely related 
too the content of the summary. Although this information should formally be left aside, 
itt  is necessary for  the course of events. 

Inn internal focalization, the focal characters cannot know the thoughts and 
feelingss or  other  characters, neither  can they provide information about a scene that they 
aree unable to witness. Paralepsis occurs when in the course of internal focalization such 
informationn is incidentally provided. In "A Madman's Diary,"  the focalizing first-
personn narrator , the madman, describes all sorts of characters and events, and he gives 
hiss personal explanations. Facing the characters normally, he just describes their  looks, 
expressionss and his conversations with them. However, there is an exception: when the 
madmann goes to his elder  brother  and asks him not join the people who want to eat him 
[thee madman]: "I f they eat me, they can eat you as well; members of the same group can 
stilll  eat each other"  (JLXQJ1: 430; Works 1: 49). In talking with his brother, the 
madmann sees that outside the gate a crowd had gathered, and all are craning their  necks 
too peer  in. He "could not see all their  faces, some of them seemed to be masked; others 
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weree the old lot, long-toothed with livi d faces, concealing their  laughter"  (JLXQJ1: 430* 
WorksWorks 1: 49). Although he cannot see their  faces, he knows their  thoughts: 

II  knew they were one gang, all eaters of human flesh. But I also knew that they did 
nott  all think alike by any means. Some of them thought that since it had always 
beenn so, men should be eaten. Others knew they shouldn't eat men but still wanted 
to,, and were afraid people might discover  their  secret; so although what I said made 
themm angry they still smiled their  cynical, tight-lipped smiles {LXQJ1: 430; Works 

Thee madman cannot see all the faces, yet he can speak about the thoughts behind them 
withh certainty. He does not guess their  thoughts from their  expression, but knows why 
somee people "smiled their  cynical, tight-lipped smiles."  We should note, however, that 
thee statements come from a "madman,"  an abnormal person. When he says he knows 
whatt  goes on in people's mind, this may just be an idee fixe in his own mind. His 
claimingg of having insight only seemingly violates the focalization code governing the 
storyy as a whole. Actually, it does not contradict i t 

Paralipsiss is opposite to paralepsis. The classical type of paralipsis in the code of 
internall  focalization is the omission of some important action or  thought of the focal 
character,, which neither  the character  nor  the narrator  can be ignorant of but which the 
narratorr  chooses to conceal from the reader (Genette, Discourse 195-96). The narrator 
mm "A Small Incident"  is certain that the woman who fell had not been hurt, and he asks 
thee rickshaw man to keep going. But, the latter  pays no attention to the remark, gently 
raisess the old woman and heads for  the main gate of the police station. At this point, the 
rickshaww man starts to grow in the focalizor's mind and he himself is shrinking 
Withoutt  thinking , he takes a handful of coppers out of his pocket and hands them to the 
policemann to give it to the rickshaw man. When the narrator  later  reflects on his 
motivationn for  this, he conceals something from the reader: 

Thee wind had dropped completely, but the road was still quiet As I walked along 
thinking ,, I hardly dared to think about myself. Quite apart from what had happened 
earlier,, what had I meant by that handful of coppers? Was it a reward? Who was I 
too judge the rickshaw man? I could give myself no answer  {LXQJ 1:459; Works 1: 
77-78). . 

Thee narrator  had felt small in comparison to the rickshaw man; after  this, he recognizes 
thatt  this small incident is "teaching me shame, spurring me on to reform, and imbuing 
mee with fresh courage and fresh hope"  {LXQJ 1: 460; Works 1: 78). However  he says 
ambiguouslyy about the reason that his giving a handful of coppers to the rickshaw man 
Hee uses "I  hardly dared to think about myself'  as an excuse. But, why did he hardly 
daree to think about himself? The reader  knows, the narrator  does, too. As for  the action 
itself,, giving the rickshaw man a handful coppers, the narrator  raises three questions in 
succession,, none of which he can answer. He does not provide any further  information 
aboutt  his motivation. Can he really not answer  the questions? Viewing the whole story 
thee answer  is no. The narrator  refuses to answer  and intentionally conceals something in 
hiss thought from the reader. Logically, the amount of information provided is less than 
needed,, but the narrator' s concealment leaves the reader  more space for  reflection 
Readerss can themselves answer  the questions raised by the focalizer  and hence 
participatee in constructing the story. According to Jean Pouillon, the main disadvantage 
off  Vision with,"  which actually is the internal focalization we are discussing here is 
thatt  the character  is too well known in advance and holds no surprise in store (Genette 
DiscourseDiscourse 196). But the narrator' s defensive concealment in "A Small Incident"  which 
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Pouillonn would deem a clumsy deliberate omission, is actually an ingenious artistic 
device. . 

Omniscientt  narrators have more space than internal and external focalizations 
wouldd allow. When they introduce focalized objects they may make choices, and they 
cann change the omniscient view to a limited one, for  example, to that of a character. In 
"Th ee True Story of Ah Q"  zero focalization is dominant: the omniscient narrator 
describess Ah Q's whole tragic life, he even goes into his mind just before his execution. 
However,, the code of narrativ e focalization in the introduction differs from the one 
governingg the rest, because the omniscient narrator  converts here to a first-person one: 

Forr  several years now I have been meaning to writ e the true story of Ah Q. But 
whilee wanting to writ e I was in some trepidation too, which goes to show that I am 
nott  one of those who achieve glory by writing ; for  an immortal pen has always 
beenn required to record the deeds of an immortal man, the man becoming known to 
posterityy through the writin g and the writin g known to posterity through the man — 
unti ll  finally  it is not clear  who is making whom known. But in the end, as though 
possessedd by some fiend, I always came back to the idea of writin g the story of Ah 
QQ (LXQJ1:487; Works 1:102). 

Thee first-person narrator  talks here about himself and his comments on writin g the story 
resemblee those of Lu Xun.2 This frequently happens in narratives with zero focalization. 
Butt  the introduction to "Th e True Story of Ah Q"  goes further , for  here the narrator 
enterss in communication with his characters. Relating his uncertainty as to writin g Ah 
Q'ss name, he says: "I  once put this question to Mr . Zhao's son, the successful county 
candidate,, but even such a learned man as he was baffled by it"  (LXQJ 1: 489; Works 1: 
105).. Now both Mr . Zhao and his son wil l enter  the story as characters later, the narrator 
communicatess with them before their  coming. Thus he becomes a first-person narrator 
participatin gg in his fictional world. But unlike internally focalizing narrators, he deals 
onlyy with a problem of writin g and not with the characters and events of the story. "Thi s 
iss the one accounting for  the part the narrator  as such takes in the story he tells, the 
relationshipp he maintains with if '  (Genette, Discourse 256). This narrator  intentionally 
limit ss his view when he introduces his protagonist, he pretends he doesn't know what 
Ahh Q's surname is and how to spell it and he is uncertain about his birthplace (LXQJ 1: 
488-89;;  Works 1: 103-04,106). All of these contrasts sharply with the remaining story,3 

inn which the narrator  omnisciently relates Ah Q's thoughts and actions. In principle, the 
narrator-focalizerr  knows everything about the represented world, and when he restricts 
hiss knowledge, he does so out of rhetorical considerations, for  instance to create 
surprisee or  shock (Rimmon-Kenan 79). Here, the narrator' s restriction of his knowledge 
alsoo has a special reason. In my opinion, the narrator  wants to stress the character's 
insignificance. . 

Inn narratives with zero focalization, the omniscient narrator  often keeps a certain 
distancee from the characters of the story in order  to retain authority and objectivity. In 
"Tomorrow, ""  the code of focalization governing the whole changes partly, and the 
distancee between the narrator  and his character  suddenly shortens. The omniscient 
narratorr  in "Tomorrow "  repeatedly comments that "Fourt h Shan's Wife was a simple 
woman.""  When she returns to the loneliness and emptiness of her  room after  Bao'er's 
burial ,, she is bereft of all hope: 

Shee knew now her  Bao'er  was really dead; and, not wanting to see this room, she 
bleww out the light and lay down to cry and think . She remembered how Bao'er  had 
satt  by her  side when she spun, eating peas flavoured with aniseed. He had watched 
herr  hard with his small black eyes and thought. "Ma! "  he suddenly said. "Dad sold 
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hunhun dun. When Pm big Til sell hun dun too, and make lots of money-and I'l l give 
itt  all to you." 
Att  such times even every inch of yarn she spun seemed worthwhil e and alive. But 
whatt  now? Fourth Shan's Wife had not considered the present at all-as I have said, 
shee was only a simple woman. What solution could she think of? All she knew was 
thatt  this room was too silent, too large, too empty {LXQJ1: 455-56; Works 1: 74-
75). . 

Theree is a shift of focalization in this quotation: the omniscient narrator  enters his text 
ass an "I, "  his dispassionate voice is replaced by an emotional one. Lyell thinks that Lu 
Xun' ss subjectivity leads him here to a rare breach of artistic and tonal consistency when 
hee needlessly intrudes in the first  person {Reality 301). But the intrusion is not 
"needless,***  because it induces in reader's greater  solicitude for  the tragic lot of Fourth 
Shan'ss Wife. 

"Medicine""  and "Th e Divorce"  have more complicated focalization. In the 
former,, related to thee parallel threads, different narrativ e angles are chosen, internal and 
zeroo focalization are combined. Focalization in "Th e Divorce"  is similar  to "Medicine." 
Severall  shifts in fertilization s are to be found in both. When a special focalization is 
used,, some isolated infractions may appear. The thir d installment of "Medicine"  at a 
tea-housee is focalized from the visions of the omniscient narrator  and Uncle Kang 
respectively.. First the omniscient narrator  relates how people in the tea-house get 
togetherr  talking and drinking , but once Uncle Kang is introduced the narrator  pretends 
too be an onlooker  who does not know the situation: 

"It' ss just that Old Shuan's busy,"  said the hunchback. "I f his son...."  But before he 
couldd finish, a heavy-jowled man burst in. He had over  his shoulders a dark brown 
shirt,, unbuttoned and fastened carelessly by a broad dark brown girdle at his waist. 
Ass soon as he entered, he shouted to Old Shuan: 
"Ha ss he taken it? Any better? Luck' s with you, Old Shuan. What luck! If  not for 
myy hearing of things so quickly...."  [...] 
"Thi ss is a guaranteed cure! Not lik e other  things!"  declared the heavy-jowled man, 
"Justt  think, brought back warm, and eaten warm!" 
"Yess indeed, we couldn't have managed it without Uncle Kang's help."  The old 
womann thanked him very warmly {LXQJ 1:444; Works 1: 62-63). 

Thee omniscient narrator  introduces a new character  in an unexpected way. In order  to 
createe a special atmosphere and effect, he feigns ignorance of newcomer that bursts into 
thee tea-house. When reporting what the newcomer says, the narrator  identifies him as 
"th ee heavy-jowled man,"  the phrase he used introducing him. The reader  learns his 
identityy only once the old woman calls him Uncle Kang. The method increases the 
reader'ss curiosity and produces a dramatic effect. 

Wee see that in Lu Xun's fiction the breaches of normal focalization, isolated 
infractions,, are not random but motivated. The effect of an infraction cannot be ignored, 
thee change of convention can reveals special rhetorical methods. 

3.44 Narrator' s Intervention 

Narrator ss can intervene into the story in zero as well as internal and external 
focalization,, though they do so more frequent in narratives with zero focalization. 
Narrativ ee intervention is less frequent in modern than in traditional fiction, but it still 
exists.. The question is not whether  the narratoria l intervention is allowed, but whether  it 
suitss the story. 
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Narratoria ll  interventions normally appear  as comments on characters, events, 
andd even the text itself, and they go beyond the identification, description, or  recounting 
off  events, hi the commentary, the narrator  explains the meaning or  significance of a 
narrativ ee element, makes value judgments, refers to worlds transcending the characters' 
world,, or  comments on their  own narration (Prince 14). In a chapter  in The Rhetoric of 
FictionFiction  on narrators*  commentary, Booth includes: providing of facts, picture, or 
summary;;  molding beliefs; relating particular s to the established norms; heightening the 
significancee of events; generalizing the significance of the whole work; manipulating 
mood;;  and commenting directly on the work itself {Rhetoric 169-210). Chatman 
distinguishess two kinds of intervention: commentary on story and commentary on 
discoursee respectively. Of the former  he distinguishes three aspects, interpretation, 
judgment,, and generalization: 

"Interpretation' ''  can be seen as the broadest category of overt commentary. In one 
sense,, it includes the others: if an interpretation proper  is any explanation, a 
judgmentt  is an explanation whose basis is moral evaluation, while a generalization 
iss one that compares an event or  existent in the story with real ones in the 
nonfictionall  universe (Story 237). 

Inn "Th e True Story of Ah Q"  we find commentary both on the story and on the 
discourse.. The commentary on discourse belongs to what Genette calls the narrator' s 
"directin gg function'* : they are to some extent metalinguistic, marking the articulations, 
connections,, interrelationships of the discourse, in short, its internal organization 
(Discourse(Discourse 255). Such a commentary was very common in traditional Chinese fiction, 
muchh it became conventional. In the Introductio n to "Th e True Story of Ah Q,"  the 
narratorr  says that he has been meaning to writ e the true story of Ah Q for  several years, 
butt  with some trepidation: 

Andd yet no sooner  had I taken up my pen than I became conscious of tremendous 
difficultie ss in writin g this far-from-immorta l work. The first was the question of 
whatt  to call i t Confucius said, "I f the name is not correct, the words wil l not ring 
true" ;;  and this axiom should be most scrupulously observed. There are many types 
off  biography: official biographies, autobiographies, unauthorized biographies, 
legends,, supplementary biographies, family histories, sketches... but unfortunately 
nonee of these suited my purpose. (LXQJ1: 487; Works 1: 102). 

Thee narrator  then explains why all these do not suit his purpose. Finally, he decides to 
usee for  his titl e the last two words of a stock narrativ e phrase: "Enough of this 
digression,, and back to the true story" Here, through the choice of his story's title, the 
narratorr  deals with his writin g of i t At this moment, the protagonist, Ah Q, has not yet 
comee to the stage, while the highly "self-conscious"  narrator  tells the reader  about his 
tremendouss difficultie s in writing . This "self-conscious"  narration undercuts the fabric 
off  the fiction (Chatman, Story 248) and foregrounds the discursive comments. The 
narratorr  stresses in this special way that he is writin g a story. This increases the distance 
betweenn the narrator  and the protagonist Lik e a puppeteer, the narrator  can freely pull 
thee strings of his figure. 

Commentss on discourse and story are not isolated from each other. Some 
commentss on discourse are simple, straightforwar d and relatively harmonious with the 
storyy (Chatman, Story 248). In the quoted comments on discourse, Ah Q is not a 
legendaryy figure, has no achievements and the narrator  is not Ah Q. At the beginning of 
thee story, the narrator  says that "an immortal pen has always been required to record the 
deedss of an immortal man"  (LXQJ 1:487; Works 1:102), but then he admits that he is 
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writin gg a "far-from-immorta l work."  From the contrast between "immortal "  and "far -
from-immortal, ""  readers can easily infer  what kind of character  they wil l face. The 
narrator' ss tone toward his character  is disdainful and mocking, which undoubtedly wil l 
influencee the reader's reception of the character. The narrator  then combines his 
commentss on discourse and story. Talking about biographies of this type, the narrator 
sayss they should start something like this: "So-and-so, whose other  name was so-and-so, 
wass a native of such-and-such a place"  (LXQJ1:488; Works 1: 103). But he does not 
knoww what Ah Q's surname is. He then says: "Once, he seemed to be named Zhao, but 
thee next day there was some confusion about the matter  again"  (LXQJ 1:488; Works 1 : 
103),, because Mr . Zhao does not allow such a wretch to have the surname Zhao. The 
discoursee comments effect the story and directly touch its content. 

Discoursee comments can use different devices. Some of them, especially in self-
consciouss narration, are different from the convention of the narrativ e text They are 
seeminglyy bent on destroying, not merely playing with, the narrativ e text One such 
discoursee commentary is to add footnotes to the text -- a technique that Lu Xun uses in 
twoo stories. There are two footnotes in "Th e Lamp that Was Kept Alight,"  and two in 
"Th ee Divorce."  The most remarkable one appears in the following situation: 

Thee boat was very quiet, with no sound but the plash of water  against the bow. 
Zhuangg Musan reached for  his pipe and filled i t 
AA fat man sitting opposite, next to Basan, rummaged in his girdle for  a flin t and 
struckk a light, which he held to Zhuang Musan's pipe. 
"Dui,"Dui,  dui,"  said Zhuang Musan, nodding to him (LXQJ2:145; Works 1: 273, 
slightlyy modified). 

"Dui,"Dui,  dui,"  the author  explains in a note, is a clipped form of duibuqi, duibuqi [Sony to 
botherr  you-lit , I  can't face you] or  a contraction of dezui,dezui [I'v e troubled you-lit , 
I' mm the one to blame]: Unknown"  (LXQJ2: 145).4 In the first three notes the author 
explainss some words, whose meaning seems unclear  or  ambiguous. However, this one 
doess not give the exact meaning for  the Musan's words; on the contrary, it says that 
theirr  meaning is "unknown."  Musan's response is ambiguous, even onr  a very simple 
matter,, namely that the fat man shows his respect and kindness for  him. It shows that he 
iss absent-minded at the moment Before this, Basan had very tactfull y persuaded Musan 
andd Aigu, by saying "there' s really no point in Aigu going back there"  (LXQJ2:145; 
WorksWorks 1: 273). Aigu strongly objected to this. Basan is convinced and keeps his mouth 
shut.. Hearing their  talking, Musan is probably lost in thought, and his response to the fat 
mann is ambiguous "dui,  dui."  The note of "dui,  dui,n the narrator' s intrusion into the 
discourse,, is relevant to the story, its rhetorical function cannot be ignored.5 

Luu Xun's stories also contain commentaries that lie between discourse and story, 
formm and content These, often placed in brackets, are commentaries on discourse that 
aree closely related to the story. They are the narrator' s commentary on interpretations of 
thee story. Their  function, according to Booth, is "t o tell the reader  about facts that he 
couldd not easily learn otherwise"  (Rhetoric 169). Let us see the following two 
paragraphss in "M y Old Home": 

Ourr  family had only one "busy-monther"  servant. (In our  district we divide servants 
intoo three categories: those who work all the year  for  one family are called "year-
longs";;  those who are hired by the day are called "short-timers" ; and those who -
farmm their  own land and only work for  one family at New Year, during festivals or 
whenn rents are being collected are called "busy-monther" ) (LXQJh 477-78; Works 
1:92,, slightly modified). 
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Afterr  making this discovery, Mrs. Yang is very pleased with herself, and flies off 
takingg the dog-crazer  with her. (The dog-crazer  is used by poultry keepers in our 
part.. It is a wooden cage inside which food is put, so that hens can stretch their 
neckss in to eat but dogs can only stand around "crazed"  with frustration. ) (LXQJ1
484;;  Works 1:100, slightly modified). 

Thee narrator  makes the commentaries of interpretation on the "busy-monther"  and the 
"dog-crazer""  respectively. Chinese readers would have no problem in guessing the 
meaningg of "busy-monther."  Yet the narrator  not only explains the exact meaning of the 
word,, but also gives some supplementary information. This is both interesting and 
useful,, because readers can infer  from it that the narrator' s family could not afford a 
"year-long""  servant As for  the "dog-crazer,"  even most Chinese readers wil l not 
understandd its meaning without explanation. This commentary shows that Mrs. Yang is 
greedyy and ridiculous: she takes a worthless thing with her. 

Thee narrator' s intervention in traditiona l narratives often has no close relation to 
thee contents of story. But in Lu Xun's stories the comments fuse with the context and 
seemm apt In "Storm in a Teacup,"  the narrator  comments when Old Mrs. Ninepounder 
andd her  granddaughter  Sixpounder  come to the stage and Old Mrs. Ninepounder  says 
forr  the first time her  pet phrase "Each generation is worse than the last": 

Itt  was the somewhat unusual custom in this village for  mothers to weigh their 
childrenn at birt h and to call them the number  of pounds they happened to weigh. 
Sincee Old Mrs. Ninepounder's celebration of her  fiftieth  birthday she had gradually 
becomee a fault-finder , for  ever  complaining that in her  young days the summer had 
nott  been so hot nor  the beans so tough as now. In a word, there was something 
wrongg with the present-day world. Why else had Sixpounder  weighed three pounds 
lesss than her  great-grandfather  and one pound less than her  father, Sevenpounder? 
Surelyy this was irrefutabl e evidence. So she reiterated emphatically, "Yes, indeed. 
Eachgenerationn is worse than the last"  (LXQJ 1:46&;Works 1: 80). 

Thee narrator' s comments on the odd names of Ninepounder  and Sixpounder  make 
readerss understand the background of their  names. This not only satisfies the reader's 
curiosity,, but provides the opportunity for  Old Mrs. Ninepounder  to use her  pet phrase 
aboutt  gradual decline. Relating that Sixpounder  weighed three pounds less than her 
great-grandfatherr  and one pound less than her  father, the narrator  ironically remarks: 
"Surelyy this was irrefutabl e evidence."  The commentary is ironic, because a single 
examplee is never  "irrefutable. "  When Mrs. Sevenpounder  refutes Old Mrs. Ninepounder 
laterr  on, we know that the "evidence"  is definitely not "irrefutable "  but doubtful. Old 
Mrs.. Ninepounder  still repeats her  pet phrase, raising doubts about her  judgment. These 
commentss by the narrator  are not only in perfect harmony with the story, they also 
mockk at characters such as Old Mrs. Ninepounder, who obstinately adhere to past 
practices.. In real life, she is definitely not unique. In Chinese, the name "Ol d Mrs. 
Ninepounder""  has taken a specific meaning, referrin g to persons who stick to old ways. 

Commentss of judgment are explanations whose basis is moral evaluation; the 
narratorr  judges the values, norms, and beliefs of characters. Comments of judgment 
mayy be scattered in the text. Narrator s frequently judge the character's moral norms 
throughh adjectives. Examples are not difficul t to find in Lu Xun's stories. For  example, 
"Ou rr  boss was a grim-feced man, nor  were the customers much pleasanter, which made 
thee atmosphere a gloomy one"  (LXQJ 1: 438; Works 1: 53). "Thi s Mr . N is rather 
irascible.. He often loses his temper  for  no reason and makes tactless remarks"  (LXQJ 1: 
461;;  Call to Arms 39). In some stories, the narrator  repeats his judgment on the same 
characterr  several times in order  to produce a special effect. In "Tomorrow, "  for  example, 
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Fourthh Shan's Wife tries everything for  her  boy: she had drawn lots at the temple; she 
hadd made her  vow; and she had given the boy his medicine. If he still does not get better, 
shee will have to take him to Mr . Ho Xiaoxian. "But maybe Bao'er's only bad at night; 
whenn the sun comes out tomorrow his fever  may go and he may breathe more easily 
again.. A lot of illnesses are like that"  (LXQJ1:451; Works 1:69). To counter  her 
trustingg to luck, the narrator  comments: "Fourt h Shan's Wife was a simple woman, who 
didd not know what a fearful word 'but '  is. Thanks to this 'but,*  many bad things turn out 
well,, many good things turn out badly."  The remark, "Fourt h Shan's Wife was a simple 
woman,""  appears five times in the story. The first  time already hints that her  simplicity 
mayy not be effective. However, the narrator  makes clear  that Fourth Shan's Wife is not 
onlyy "simple."  He remarks, for  example, that "she might be a simple woman, but she 
hadd a wil l of her  own"  (LXQJ 1:451; Works 1: 69). The repetition of the judgment also 
increasess the distance between the narrator  and his character, and keeps the narrator' s 
authorityy and objectivity. He can tell a sad story in a calm tone. 

Inn "Th e True Story of Ah Q,"  the reader  can find many comments. At the 
openingg of Chapter  Four, entitled "Th e Tragedy of Love,"  the comment of judgment is 
nott  directly related to the events, but the narrator  links it to the protagonist: 

Theree are said to be some victors who take no pleasure in a victory unless their 
opponentss are as fierce as tigers or  eagles: in the case of foes as timid as sheep 
orr  chickens they find their  triump h empty. There are other  victors who, having 
carriedd all before them, with the enemy slain or  surrendered, uttery cowed, 
realizee that now no foe, no rival,  no friend is left—none but themselves, 
supreme,, lonely, lost, and forlorn . Then they find their  triump h a tragedy. But 
nott  so our  hero: he was always exultant This may be a proof of the moral 
supremacyy of China over  the rest of the world (LXQJ 1:498; Works 1:117). 

Unlik ee those victors who feel empty, lonely, lost, and forlor n even in victory, Ah Q, an 
unimportantt  person, as shown by his previous actions, is always exultant. TTie narrator 
speakss of "our "  Ah Q, which has a special meaning. It makes people aware that Ah Qs 
aree living with "us"  and among "us."  When the narrator  adds that Ah Q's permanently 
"exultant ""  state may be "a proof of the moral supremacy of China over  the rest of the 
world,""  this can only be understood as a generalizing irony. 

Whenn discussing commentaries that "manipulat e mood," Booth claims that a 
differentt  element enters when an author  intrudes to address the reader's moods and 
emotionss directly. Thus, he thinks it is reasonable "for  the frequent insistence that 
indispensablee commentary be spoken by a character  in the story"  (Rhetoric 201). In Lu 
Xun'ss stories, the comments byy narratin g characters sometimes come from unreliable 
narrators.. In such cases, the comments arouse questions: the narrator-character' s 
judgmentt  and evaluation may be problematic or  they may defend his own actions. 
Whenn Xianglin' s Wife in "TTi e New Year  Sacrifice,"  makes detailed inquiries about 
whetherr  dead people turn into ghosts, whether  hell exists, and whether  all members of a 
familyy wil l meet again after  death, the narrator  T*  finally  says "I' m not sure"  and walks 
offf  quickly. After  that, he comments on what he said and did: 

"I' mm not sure"  is a most useful phrase. 
Boldd inexperienced youngsters often take it upon themselves to solve problems or 
choosee doctors for  other  people, and if by any chance things turn out badly they 
mayy well be held to blame; but by concluding their  advice with this evasive 
expressionn they achieve blissful immunity from reproach. The necessity for  such a 
phrasee was brought home to me still more forcibly now, since it was indispensable 
evenn in speaking with a beggar  woman (LXQJ2: 8; Works 1:172). 
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Thee narrator  comforts himself for  what he said in a relaxed tone. He calms down, but 
hiss scholarly conscience also diminishes. Readers wil l take a poor  view of him since he 
shirkss moral responsibility by extricating himself from an awkward predicament. 

Anotherr  narrator' s comment of judgment is to be found in "Regret for  the Past," 
whenn Juansheng's lif e becomes more and more difficul t and he is about to forsake his 
common-laww wife Zijun . Reflecting on his lif e during the last half year  he comments: 

Ass I sat there alone thinkin g over  the past, I realized that during the last half year, 
forr  love—blind love—I had neglected all the other  important things in life. First and 
foremost,, livelihood. A man must make a livin g before there can be any place for 
love.. There must be a way out for  those who struggle, and I hadn't yet forgotten 
howw to flap my wings, although I was much weaker  than before.... (LXQJ2: 121; 
WorksWorks 1:261) 

Thee narrator' s judgment holds true for  life: " A man must make a living before there can 
bee any place for  love."  However, the applicabilit y of narrativ e judgments "depends 
uponn how they suit the fictional context, not their  trut h in an absolute sense"  (Chatman, 
StoryStory 244). In this context, Juansheng's comment is unsuitable, because it becomes his 
pretextt  Ziju n loves him, but the narrator  regards her  love as "blind "  and he attributes all 
hiss problems to this "blin d love."  This is grossly unfair  to Zijun . The narrator' s 
commentss raise suspicion about his intention and they make Ziju n more attractive. 

Inn commentaries of generalization that compare something in the story with 
elementss in the nonfictional universe, we frequently find "general truths,"  that is, 
philosophicall  observations that reach beyond the world of the fictional work into the 
reall  universe"  (Chatman, Story 237,243). Lik e "general truths,"  the commentary of 
generalizationn says something that everybody knows. In Lu Xun's stories, the narrator 
sometimess states something which people know very well, or  he uses sayings handed 
downn for  a long time, in order  to explain and summarize the character's action or  the 
event'ss occurrence. When Ah Q, looking different from before, tosses unto the counter  a 
handfull  of silver  and copper  to order  wine, the narrator  remarks: "Th e ancients say, 'A 
scholarr  who has been away three days must be looked at with new eyes.'  So the waiter, 
tavern-keeper,, customers and passers-by all quite naturally expressed a kind of 
suspicionn mingled with respect"  (LXQJ1: 508; Works 1: 129-30). When Ah Q first wins 
att  gambling but finall y loses everything, the narrator  says by way of introduction: "th e 
trut hh of the proverb 'Misfortun e may prove a blessing in disguise' was shown when Ah 
QQ was unfortunate enough to win and almost suffered in the end"  (LXQJ 1:493; Works 
1::  111). The sayings " A scholar  who has been away three days must be looked at with 
neww eyes,"  and "Misfortun e may prove a blessing in disguise"  are familiar  to Chinese 
readers.. They are "general truths"  that do not provide new information in this context 
Withh these commonplace sayings, the narrator  makes the reader  have a strong 
impression.. Of course, the "general truth "  may have different meaning in different 
contexts.. Its narrativ e use may or  may not be ironic. The original meaning of 
"Misfortun ee may prove a blessing in disguise"  is that a loss may turn out to be a gain, 
butt  the narrator  could use this commentary to say that a gain may turn out to be a loss. 
Here,, the proverb is ironically as in many other  contexts that Lu Xun often takes an 
ironicc a critical attitude with respect to "ancient wisdom." 

11 Liang Dynasty (502-557), one of the dynasties in the Northern and Southern Dynasties (420-589) in 
China. . 
22 Lu Xun says: "Ah Q seems to have figured in my imagination for several years, but I had never felt the 
slightestt urge to write about him. This request [by Sun Fuyuan, editor of the Morning News supplement; 
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hee asked Lu Xun to writ e for  a weekly column on "Humour" ] made me remember him, so I wrote the first 
chapterr  that evening, 'Introduction" '  (LXQJ. 3:281; Works 2:315). 
33 Lu Xun comments: "T o make it fit into 'Humour, '  I added some unnecessary jokes at random, which 
actuallyy do not suit the story as a whole"  {LXQJ 3: 378; Works 2: 315). 
**  All four  notes were omitted in Yangs' translation; while Willia m Lyell keeps them all. My translation 
reliess on Lyell' s text (Diary of a Madman and Other Stories 379). 
55 Some readers overlook the special function of this note. Lu Xun's "Th e Divorce"  was included in 
ReferenceReference Material on the History of Modern Chinese Literature(Vol. 1) but this note was cut out (p. 26). 
Thiss is an obvious misunderstanding. In the recent The Complete Fiction ofLuXun published by the 
Zhejiangg Literar y and Art (1992), Shidai Literar y and Art (1999) and Henan People's (1999) publishing 
houses,, the original four  notes of the author  in "Th e Divorce"  and "Th e Lamp that Was Kept Alight " 
weree all cut out 
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CHAPTERR FOUR 

Thee Narrators: Five Case Studies 

4.11 "A Madman's Diary" : The Use of A Narrator  and An Unique Distance Control 

Fromm the point of view of reception theory, literar y works are not self-contained 
systems;;  they are interconnected with the reading activity of the reader. In Wolfgang 
Iser'ss view, there are two poles in literar y works, art and aesthetics. The former  is the text 
createdd by the author. A text becomes a literar y work only when the reader  has come in 
touchh with i t Without reading, a literar y work is no more than printed letters, just like an 
unperformedd music score. Booth regards the participation of readers in fiction as a 
dialoguee with the text: 

Inn any reading experience there is an implied dialogue among author, narrator , the 
otherr  characters, and the reader. Each of the four  can range, in relation to each of the 
others,, from identification to complete opposition, on any axis of value, moral, 
intellectual,, aesthetic, and even physical. [...] The elements usually discussed under 
"aestheticc distance"  enter  in of course; distance in time and space, differences of 
sociall  class or  convention of speech or  dress-these and many others serve to control 
ourr  sense that we are dealing with an aesthetic object, just as the paper  moons and 
otherr  unrealistic stage effects of some modern drama have had an "alienation"  effect 
(Distance(Distance 97). 

Boothh applies here the concept of "psychical distance"  by the Swiss-English psychologist 
Edwardd Bullough. In Bullough's view, aesthetic perception occurs when a person keeps 
"psychicall  distance"  to the object. He thinks that art appreciation needs psychical 
distance,, and he stresses its moderating effect. If the psychic distance between a person 
andd the object is too little , it wil l lead to a utilitaria n consideration; but aesthetic 
appreciationn is also difficul t if the psychic distance to the object is too large (87-118). The 
primar yy use of Bullough's conception of psychical distance is to study the processes and 
characteristicss of aesthetic psychology. Booth's scope is more complicated; his goal is to 
explainn how different techniques wil l result in different readings. He delineates a 
complicatedd relation between the author, the narrator , the other  characters, and the reader. 

Inn the course of literar y reading, distance is dynamic. On moral, intellectual, 
aestheticc and other  matters, the distances between the author, the characters and the 
readerr  vary, they may even gradually vanish. It often occurs that an author  uses different 
techniquess of distant control to achieve effects. Booth lists some distance changes: the 
narratorr  may be far  from the reader's own norms at the start, and near  at the end; he may 
startt  near  and end far; start far, move close, but lose the prize and end far; start near, move 
awayy but see the light and return close; start far  and move ferther:  "Fro m the author's 
viewpoint,, a successful reading of his book wil l reduce to zero the distance between the 
essentiall  norms of his implied author  and the norms of the postulated reader"  (Rhetoric 
156-57).. It seems that the distance between the norms of the implied author  and the reader 
diminishess with the progress of reading: the reader  accepts the norms of the implied 
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author.. Booth thinks that the narrator  is typically far  from the reader  at the start and near  at 
thee end (Me/one 157). 

Luu Xun uses exactly this kind of distance control model in " A Madman's Diary," 
whichh was published in May 1918, exactly one year  before the start of May Fourth 
Movementt  in China. The feudal system and ethical code, which had dominated for 
severall  thousands of years, kept China at that time still like "an iron house having not a 
singlee window and virtuall y indestructible" ; but Lu Xun adds that if a few wake up there 
iss hope of destroying the iron house (LXQJ 1:419; Works 1:37). As a representative work 
off  the new literature, " A Madman's Diary"  offers an experience to "destroy the iron 
house,""  and "t o expose the evils of the feudal (clan) system and ethical code"  (LXQJ 6: 
239).. It suggests through a madman's image and his relation with the people around him 
thatt  in the course of four  thousand years of Chinese history human beings have been 
eatingg each other, and that this should be abolished. But how can this cannibalistic system 
off  four  thousand years be terminated? How to hope for  the futur e and "save the children" 
(LXQJ(LXQJ 1:432; Works 1: 51)? Let them not be eaten, and not eat others. Here, the implied 
author'ss norms are very clear. But, how does the author  transmit his norms of thought to 
thee reader  in the story and how does he gradually reduce the distance between the narrator 
andd the postulated reader? And how do the reader's and the author's norms reach 
unanimityy through narration? 

Theree are two narrator s in " A Madman's Diary" : the first,  the so-called visitor, 
appearss only to introduce the second narrator , the madman, who also becomes the central 
character.. The visitor-narrato r  completes his mission when the madman comes on stage. 
Fromm then on, it is through the eyes of the "madman"  that the reader  observes the fictional 
world.. The readers' feelings may coincide or  differ  from those of the narrator , he may or 
mayy not reach the same conclusions as he. 

AA "madman"  is a deviant. The diary of a madman seems no more than ravings. This 
iss how it opens: 

Tonightt  the moon is very bright 
II  have not seen it for  over  thirt y years, so today when I saw it I felt in unusually high 
spirits.. I begin to realize that during the past thirty-od d years I have been in the dark; 
butt  now I must be extremely careful. Otherwise why should the Zhaos' dog have 
lookedd at me twice? 
II  have reason for  my fear  {LXQJ 1:422; Works 1:40). 

Thee reader  has been told previously that somebody's younger  brother  had suffered from a 
persecutionn complex. The two volumes of this person are "most confused and incoherent"; 
hee had made "many wild statements"  (LXQJ 1: 422; Works 1: 39). The beginning of the 
diaryy confirms this and the reader  wil l have no doubts as to the madness of the central 
character-narrator .. Is a man who says that he has not seen the moonlight for  over  thirt y 
years,, and that during the past thirty-od d years he has been in the dark not mad? The 
narrator-agentt  is far  from the reader's intellectual and psychological values, and even 
fromfrom  his physical existence. The reader  probably expects seeing more of madness. 

Thiss expectation is partly confirmed, but some scenes disappoint or  shock the reader, 
andd they force him to reflect. As the plot develops, a double image presents itself to the 
reader'ss eyes in terms of mad and intelligent words by a madman who is also very 
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intellectual.. The latter  is contained in the former, and both sides constitute an organic 
whole.. It is exactly this development that gradually reduces the distance between the 
readerr  and the narrator-agent, motivating a delicate change in the reader's thoughts and 
feelings. . 

Thee narrator-agent cannot escape the predicament of a madman. He always suspects 
thatt  other  people wil l murder  him. Mr . Zhao's look, the discussion of the people on the 
way,, even how children or  a dog look at him ~ all of these make the narrator  shiver  from 
thee crown of his head to the soles of his feet (LXQJ1:423; Works 1: 42). He thinks that 
hiss murder  is already arranged. The heart of the matter  that worries him is that human 
beingss eat human beings. He worries that he himself wil l be eaten and that he himself wil l 
eatt  another  human being. This, which is unimaginable in a civilized society, puzzles him. 
Itt  shows that he is deeply mad. From a normal person's viewpoint, all his ideas and 
actionss are alien, just like strange tales from overseas. If the author  used only this kind of 
greatt  distance from the reader's normal judgment, feeling and thought reader, the narrator 
wouldd be unable to arouse the readers' sympathy. Readers would consider  the story in the 
endd as a vivid description of a mental patient's symptoms. 

Generallyy speaking, it is difficul t to deduce an author's intention and norms when he 
usess as a narrator-agent a madman or  an idiot. A pure madman or  idiot seldom or  never 
performss a valuable drama on the fictional stage. The first  chapter  of Faulkner's The 
SoundSound and the Fury is told by Benjy, who is already thirty-thre e years old, but 
intellectuallyy only on the level of a three-year  old. This narrator-agent is almost an idiot 
Sincee Quentin and Jason, the narrator s in the second and thir d chapterss respectively, are 
alsoo far  from normal, the author  introduces in chapter  four  a servant-maid called Dilsey, 
whoo narrates from yet a different angle. Dilsey, who is a normal, healthy, just, and 
kindheartedd person, adds supplementary information about unclear  elements in the plot, 
andd partly revises the preceding chapters. The last chapter  is added to avoid a one-sided 
approach,, to make the story richer and more colorful. 

" AA Madman'^  Diary"  uses another  method. The author  does not introduce at the end 
aa narrator  to rectify the madman's thought and activity, but uses the madman's logic, the 
logicall  development of the symptoms of a form of persecution complex (here, Lu Xun's 
medicall  knowledge undoubtedly helped him). He uses a satirical tone to bring to light 
another,, better  perspective. The reader  cannot help asking if the author  will make the 
madmann into a carrier  of his thought, a pure megaphone, since the madman, whose 
actionss are demented and who speaks incoherently, frequently bursts into criticism that is 
fulll  of penetrating judgments. Wil l this not weaken the trut h and the charm of the artistic 
image?? No. The madman's main concern is eating human beings and being eaten. All his 
wordss and acts encircle this core; his words, which seem mad, shock people and call for 
reflection.. But his thoughts and actions are completely in accord with the logic of his 
character.. His sparks of thought often touch the reader, who is then aroused to sympathy. 
Thus,, the distance between the norms and thoughts of the implied author, the narrator , and 
thee reader  wil l be reduced. In this respect, there is a parallel between the madman and 
Donn Quixote. 

Lett  us see how the narrator  of "A Madman's Diary"  approaches his readers. As 
discussedd above, the core of the madman's symptoms is a concern about eating human 
beings.. This could refer  to a savage's cannibalism. But it has more practical or  immediate 
significancee if this is referrin g to a feudal system the ethical code of which allowed 
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murderingg human beings. In this sense, the code of the feudal system is hardly milder 
thann that of the savages. The madman cannot sleep at night because people are staring at 
himm and discussing him: 

Inn ancient times, as I recollect, people often ate human beings, but I am rather  hazy 
aboutt  it. I  tried to look this up, but my history has no chronology and scrawled all 
overr  each page are the words: "Confucian Virtu e and Morality. "  Since I could not 
sleepp anyway, I read intently half the night until I  began to see words between the 
lines.. The whole book was filled with the two words—"Eat people"  (LXQJ1:425; 
WorksWorks 1:42).1 

Thee force of this passage is that readers who have suffered under  the feudal system and 
thee feudal ethical code, or  know something about them, must now reconsider  their 
attitude.. They must become vigilant if they learn that the basic ethical code of the feudal 
system,, of "Confucian 'Virtu e and Morality "  is nothing else but "Eat people." This may 
soundd like ravings, but for  many Chinese readers, the madman's sentences start to ring 
true.. They wil l understand them more clearly if they remember that many Chinese people 
weree killedd in the course of history in the name of "Confucian Virtu ee and Morality. "  The 
distancee between the norms of the reader  and narrator  is suddenly reduced at this turnin g 
pointt  in the story. 

Followingg this line of thought, the reader  wil l notice that the madman's "mad words" 
aboutt  eating human beings and being eaten are penetrating. His comments on old Chinese 
societyy is shocking: 

Justt  to think of it sets me shivering from the crown of my head to the soles of my feet. 
Theyy eat human beings, so they may eat me. [...] 
Thee accomplice in eating me is my elder  brother! 
Thee eater  of human flesh is my elder  brother! 
II  am the younger  brother  of an eater  of human flesh! 
I ,, who wil l be eaten by others, am the younger  brother  of an eater  of human flesh! [...] 
Whyy do they still do it? 
That'ss the way it' s always been,... (LXQJ 1:424-28; Works 1:42-46). 

Beforee this passage, the madman gives an abstract summary of the way feudal society ate 
humann beings; he uses the sharp and keen "ravings"  of a mentally deranged person. 
Readerss now become aware the apparently deranged narrator  refers to a familiar  case in 
China,, namely that the revolutionary Xu Xili n was executed for  assassinating a cruel 
Qingg official, and his heart and liver  were eaten. The reason for  the madman's 
derangementt  wil l now be understandable. Cannibalism has been endemic to Confucian 
culture::  "Since the creation of heaven and earth by Pan Gu [a mythological figure] men 
havee been eating each other, from the time of Yi Ya's2 son to the time of Xu Xilin "  (LXQJ 
1:429;;  Works 1:48). The author's conclusion, drawn through the narrator , should become 
thee conclusion of the reader: "You must know that there'll be no place for  man-eaters in 
future""  (LXQJ 1: 431; Works 1: 50). Using the narrator' s story, the author  rejects feudal * 
Chinesee society, and he calls for  a just one. The author, standing behind the narrator  and 
usingg him as a medium, carries on an implied dialogue with the reader. At this point, the 
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storyy reaches its climax. The views of the reader, and those of the initiall y dismissed, 
unreasonable,, and demented "madman"  come together. The basic norms of the reader, the 
narrator ,, and the author  now coincide. The final call, "Save the children"  could come 
eitherr  from the mad narrator  or  from the author  himself. 

Readerss wil l notice the madman's development as an artistic image. Although the 
madman'ss ill  condition becomes more and more serious, readers wil l not pay much 
attentionn to it . If  they look upon the madman's mental disorder  only as a deviation, then 
hiss words wil l remain only "ravings,"  and nobody (except for  a psychologist) would be 
interestedd in weighing them. In this case, the value of the madman as an artistic image 
wouldd be reduced greatly. While reading, normal readers wil l gradually pay more and 
moree attention to the development of the madman's thoughts. Yet they will not consider 
himm just a container  of the author's thought and ideal, because, as an artistic image, the 
madmann has his integrity . The reduction of distance does not imply that the reader 
completelyy identifies with the madman's thoughts. Instead, the reader's thoughts fuse 
withh those of the madman in one crucial aspect: in recognizing that "eating human 
beings""  is the key to the feudal system and its ethical code. 

Thee technique that Lu Xun uses here reminds us of techniques used by some famous 
writer ss earlier. In Shakespeare and even some older  writers, fools often speak the truth . In 
KingKing Lear, the King is fooled by his first  and second daughter  because he is authoritaria n 
andd conceited, but the fool sees through everything and tells the truth . We do not consider 
hiss talk as "foolish"  just because he is a fool. In the course of reading or  watching, the 
readerr  or  onlooker  gets access to information that wil l confirm the fool's "foolish 
talking.""  Thus they can evaluate and judge those words that are both foolish and truthful , 
graduallyy reducing the distance from him. Naturally , readers and the audience wil l not 
identifyy full y with the fool's unusual talking and action, which are in keeping with his 
character.. But his insights may strike a sympathetic chord in the recipient, even if they 
comee from an alien perspective. 

Tolstoyy uses a similar  method. For  example, Kholstomer is told by a horse from a 
horse'ss point of view. Readers do not keep a strict distance from the narrator , as Victor 
Shklovskyy writes, it "i s the horse's point of view (rather  than a person's) that makes the 
contentss of the story seem urifamiliar "  (14). Shklovsky published his "Ar t as Technique," 
whichh has had a great influence on the literar y theory and artistic practice of the twentieth 
century,, one year  before Lu Xun's "A Madman's Diary."  He writes there: "By 'work s of 
art,''  in the narrow sense, we mean works created by special techniques designed to make 
thee works as obviously artistic as possible"  (14). By "special techniques"  he famously 
meanss defarniliarization , which Bertolt Brecht, who had strong sympathy with 
Shklovsky'ss view, later  translated as "Verfremdung "  or  "V-Effekt" : 

Thee technique of art is to make objects "unfamiliar, "  to make forms difficult , to 
increasee the difficult y and length of perception because the process of perception is 
ann aesthetic end in itself and must be prolonged. Art is a way of experiencing the 
artfulnesss of an objects; the object is not important (8). 

Thee unique distance control that Lu Xun uses in " A Madman's Diary"  is, in fact, a 
kinn to Shklovsky's defamiliarizing technique and Brecht's "V-Effekt. "  The words of trut h 
aree not spoken by a sober-minded, normal person, but by a "madman."  Lu Xun trul y 
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makess "th e content,of the story seem unfamiliar. "  But it makes the reader  reflect; the 
reader'ss aesthetic "process of perception [...] must be prolonged."  The "difficult y and 
lengthh of perception"  wil l increase and this wil l strengthen the power  of the artistic 
experience. . 

4.22 "I n the Tavern" : Communication Between Two Narrator s 

Inn most cases, fiction has only one narrator , who controls the narration of the whole 
story.. But some narratives have more than one narrator . Even so, there is still a dominant 
narratorr  who plays a leading role while the others are less important . Bal calls them 
respectivelyy primar y and secondary narrator . Of course, this differentiation is based on 
narrativ ee function. I f the primary and the secondary narrator  both are the characters in a 
narrativ ee at same time, the primar y narrator  is not necessarily the primar y character, and 
thee secondary narrator  need not be a secondary one. The situation may be just opposite. 

Luu Xun's "I n the Tavern"  is narrated by a person who is recalling the past When the 
narratorr  briefl y revisits S-, he meets by chance his old classmate who had been his 
colleaguee when he was a teacher. This old friend tells him that he did two things when he 
camee back to his home: he moved the grave of his younger  brother, who died many years 
ago,, and he visited his old neighbor's daughter  and bought her  two sprays of velvet 
flowers,, which she wanted very much to get, but could not afford. The structure of this 
storyy resembles the form of a "fram e story"  in which a primar y narrator  hands the 
narrationn over  to a character  he introduces. This character  becomes the secondary narrator , 
whoo tells a story to the primary narrator , the two narrator s and interrelated and 
supplementt  each other. 

Thee secondary narrator  is Lü Weifu, a character  in the primar y narrator' s story. The 
primar yy narrator  introduces the whole story and describes how he made a detour  to his 
homee and then went on to S- during his travels from the north to the southeast. In less than 
twoo hours his enthusiasm had waned and he reproached himself for  coming. In order  to 
escapee the boredom of his stay he went to the small tavern called One Barrel House that 
hee had known well in the past Here he meets Lü Weifu, who tells him his story. Lü Weifu 
sayss that he felt ridiculous to come back, for  he acted lik e the bees and flies he observed 
whenn he was young, who stuck to one spot: if something frightened them they would buzz 
off,, but after  flying in a small circle they would come back to stop in the same place. He e 
didd not expect that the primar y narrator  would also come back: "Couldn' t you have flown 
aa littl e further?"  "That' s difficul t to say. Probably I too have simply described a small 
circle""  (LXQJ2:27; Works 1:192). The primar y narrator  asks him in return: "But why did 
youu fly back?"  He introduces these two matters that Lü Weifu wil l relate, and these take 
upp two third s of the story, but the primary narrator  still controls the whole narrativ e text 
untill  the end. He concludes: 

Wee left the tavern together, parting at the door  because our  hotels lay in opposite 
directions.. As I walked back alone to my hotel, the cold wind buffeted my face with 
snowflakes,, but I found this thoroughly refreshing. I saw that the sky, already dark, 
hadd interwoven with the houses and streets in the white, shifting web of thick snow 
(LXQJ2:(LXQJ2: 34; Works 1:201). 
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Thee story told by the primar y narrator  is shorter  than the one told by LU Weifu, but he 
firmlyfirmly  masters the whole narration and obviously has the leading position, even though L 
tll  Weifu is the primar y character. This is how he portrays the feelings of LU Weifu, his old 
classmatee and colleague, whom he has not seen for  many years: 

AA closer  look revealed that Ltl had still the same unkempt hair  and beard, but his pale 
lantern-jawedd face was thin and wasted. He appeared very quiet if not dispirited, and 
hiss eyes beneath their  thick black brows had also lost their  alertness; but while 
lookingg slowly around, at the sight of the deserted garden they suddenly flashed with 
thee same piercing light I had seen so often at school (LXQJ2:26; Works 1:191, 
italicss added). 

Thiss seems only a static portrayal of the character's appearance, but it shows the 
differencess between LU Weifu's former  and present appearance. The differences are 
evidentt  in the italicizes words. The primary narrator  shows that the change of the time is 
stampedd on Lü Weifu's face, and he also shows some of the features that Ltl Weifu still 
retains.. This is not a static portrayal, but a dynamic view of a character  that had not yet 
spokenn a word. Of course, in a broader  sense, any act, gesture, or  expression could tell a 
story.. The reader  can see that Ltl Weifu has already spoken silently to the narrator  because 
hiss eyes "suddenly flashed with the same piercing light." 

Thee attitude and feeling of the primary narrator  become visible when Ltl Weifu tells 
himm that on moving his brother' s grave he found that the coffin had rotted almost 
completelyy away and there was nothing left but a heap of splinters and chips of wood. 
However,, he wrapped up some of the clay where his brother' s body had been in cotton, 
coveredd it up, put it in the new coffin, moved it to his father's grave, and buried it beside 
him::  "I n this way I can count the affair  ended, at least enough to deceive my mother  and 
sett  her  mind at rest"  (LXQJ2:29; Works 1:195). Following this, Lü Weiiu responds to the 
silentt  reaction of his listener: 

Well,, well, the look you've giving me shows you are wondering why I'v e changed so 
much.. Yes, I still remember the time when we went together  to the tutelary god's 
templee to pull off the idols' beards, and how for  days on end we used to discuss 
methodss of reforming China until we even came to blows. But this is how I am now, 
willin gg to let things slide and to compromise (LXQJ2:29; Works 1:195). 

Thee passage shows how the secondary narrator  thinks about the primar y one. At the same 
time,, it actually provides information about the primar y narrator : "th e look you've giving 
mee shows you are wondering why I'v e changed so much."  The primar y narrator  does not 
understandd something. This process of communication between the primary and the 
secondaryy narrator  is displayed more directly in their  dialogue: 

"Whenn I have muddled through New Year  I shall go back to teaching the Confucian 
classics." " 
"I ss that what you're teaching?"  I asked in astonishment. 
"O ff  course. Did you think I was teaching English? First I had two pupils, one 
studyingg the Book of Songs, the other  Mencius. Recently I have got another, a girl , 
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.. who is studying the Canon for Girls? I don't even teach mathematics; not that I 
wouldn'tt  teach it, but they don't want it taught." 
" II  could really never  have guessed that you wouldd be teaching such books." 
"Thei rr  father  wants them to study these. I' m an outsider, it' s all the same to me. Who 
caress about such futil e affairs anyway? There's no need to take them seriously...." 
{LXQJ{LXQJ2:2: 33; Works 1: 200). 

Manyy years ago, as a reformer, Ltl Weifu tried to replace Confucian Classics with new 
knowledge,, including English, but now he does not care about what he teaches. And the 
primar yy narrator  indicates that there are still more things he does not understand. He 
probablyy feels that Ltl Weifu used to be courageous and upright ; he considered reforming 
Chinaa as his duty in those years, but is now willin g to let things slide and does not take 
themm seriously. 

Evidently,, this is a two-way communication process. The messages that the primar y 
andd secondary narrator  provide about each other  make the reader  gradually understand 
thatt  the former  anti-feudalist reformer  Ltl Weifu became a tired and cynical person. The 
two-wayy communication between them allows the reader  to continuously deepen his 
comprehensionn of the characters and make his own aesthetic judgment The reader  may 
seee that Ltl Weifu had earlier  been in favor  of reform, but has now given up on i t Though 
hiss speech still reveals resentment, grief, indignation, and pride, he stays aloof from the 
anti-feudalistt  reform. He lost his confidence in the future: "I' m not sure of anything now, 
nott  even of what tomorrow wil l bring, not even of the next minute"  (LXQJ2:34; Works 1: 
201).. As for  the primar y narrator , he had once joined the reform movement with Ltl Weifu, 
butt  now he seems to be surprised and does not agree with Ltl Weifu's new attitude. He 
remarkss with disappointment that he never  thought Lü Weifu could teach the books he is 
noww teaching. Lt l Weifu is totally different from his former self. He would, no doubt, have 
preferredd modern learning to traditional Chinese Classics, but he has been dragged back 
intoo a morass of traditional Chinese words and traditional Chinese morality. Lyell even 
thinkss "L ü Wei-fu belonged to a group that in the early 1920s could have justly called 
itselff  'a lost generation'"  (Reality 80). What is it that crushed him? The primary narrator 
doess not show it directly, but the reader  can deduce at least one important reason, namely, 
thatt  he has to earn a living for  himself: he has only twenty dollars a month, "not quite 
enoughh to manage on"  (LXQJ 2:34; Works 1:200). 

Ass mentioned, some of Lu Xun's first-person stories contain autobiographical 
experiences.. According to Lu Xun's brother, Zhou Zuoren, two events told by Ltl Weifu 
aree autobiographical: moving his younger  brother' s grave and visiting an old neighbor's 
daughterr  (Characters 106). The first item is especially similar  to life. The fourth younger 
brotherr  of Lu Xun, named Chunshou, died of pneumonia on December  20,1898 when he 
wass only five and a half years old. It grieved the whole family, especially his mother. 
Chunshouu was buried beside the public graveyard but the land around his grave was later 
dugg up by the people there. Fearing that the grave could collapse, Lu Xun moved his 
brother' ss grave upon his mother's request next to that of his father's when he came back 
too Shaoxing in 1919. Nobody asked Lu Xun about the actual moving of the grave, but 
Zhouu Zuoren believes that what LU Weifu had experienced in "I n the Tavern"  was the 
actuall  experience of the author  himself (Characters 106). Thus Lu Xun incorporated 
autobiographicall  experiences both in the primar y and the secondary narrator . Lin Ytl 
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shengg says that the conversation in the story between Lü Weïfu and the narrator  may be 
consideredd a dialogue which takes place in the mind of Lu Xun himself (Crisis 144). 

Thatt  Lu Xun had some similar  experiences as the primar y and the secondary narrator 
iss not sufficient for  regarding the communication between them as Lu Xun's 
internal-conversation.. However, if we consider  Lu Xun's ideas, we may see the internal 
conversationn more clearly. Lu Xun, as we know, was fiercely against the old Chinese 
tradition ,, yet he could not completely separate himself from some Chinese traditional 
views.44 In delineating the complex consciousness of Lu Xun, Lin Yllsheng distinguishes 
threee levels, of which he discusses mainly the first  two: the explicit, conscious level, 
anotherr  level that is also conscious but is unexplicated, and the subconscious level. He 
think ss that the demand for  total rejection of the Chinese traditio n was Lu Xun's most 
prominentt  explicit polemical concern. On the other  hand, however, Lu Xun was 
intellectuallyy and morally committed to some traditional Chinese values, which can be 
regardedd as an unexplicated level of his consciousness (Crisis 105,142). Thus, there 
existss a tension between the former  and the latter, between total iconoclasm and an 
intellectuall  and moral commitment to some traditional Chinese values. As a writer , Lu 
Xunn dissects himself ideologically, and he is aware of traditional values in his 
consciousness: : 

Sufferingg is integrally linked with life, but sometimes one's suffering departs 
momentarily,, and this is when one sleeps soundly. If one wants to reduce suffering 
whenn one wakes up, the traditional way of China is "arrogance"  and "be cynical."  I 
thinkk I myself have this fault, and it is not good (LXQJ 11:15). 

Thiss is an example of Lu Xun's»intellectual and moral attachment to traditional Chinese 
values.. And it is a reflection of a conscious adoption of a traditional Chinese cultural 
norm.. In the image of Lü Weifii we can see some evidences of Lu Xun's commitment to 
somee traditional Chinese values. LU Weifu may also be characterized as "cynical" : after 
experiencingg a number  of setbacks, he becomes apathetic, lets things slide, and makes 
compromises.. Lu Xun clearly knows he is "cynical"  sometimes, but at the same time he . 
abhorss being "cynical,"  and he tries hard to cast it off. That the narrator-agent shows his 
surprisee and disagreement with LU Weifii might show Lu Xun's inner  contradiction and 
hiss struggle with himself. "I n the Tavern"  shows Lu Xun's self-dissective spirit , and one 
hass the impression of overhearing a man in conversation with himself, a man tryin g to 
understandd his own motivations: "Throug h these characters Lu HsUn takes a close look at 
himselff  and perhaps exorcises evil spirit s lurkin g just below the surface of his 
consciousness""  (Lyell, Reality 188). 

4.33 Description Absorbed into Narration: "I n the Tavern"  and "Villag e Opera" 

Thee rhythm of fiction, which we can normally feel intuitively , is based on the speed 
off  the narrativ e text and is determined by the relationship between the time covered by the 
storyy and the time involved in presenting those events. In his The Craft of Fiction, Percy 
Lubbockk made a distinction between a summarizing, accelerating presentation and a 
broad,, scenic one. In the 1940s in Germany, GUnther  Muller  wrote a number  of studies on 
thiss subject. Genette submitted narrativ e rhythm to detailed investigations in Narrative 
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Discourse.Discourse. He established as a zero reference an isochronous narrativ e with steady speed, 
withoutt  accelerations or  slowdowns. In such a narrative, the relationship between story 
durationn and narrativ e duration would always remain constant (Discourse 87-88). 
Obviously,, such a narrativ e speed does not exist in any narrative, just as in music we 
neverr  hear  a song without tempo change. Based on this hypothetical reference, Genette 
distinguishedd four  basic forms of narrativ e movement: ellipsis, pause, scene and 
summaryy (Discourse 86-95),5 to which Chatman added a fifth,  stretch.6 Bal calls the 
latterr  a "slow down,"  "a tempo that stands in direct contrast to the summary" 
(Narratology(Narratology 75). We may analyze the speed of narrativ e movement in Lu Xun by using 
thee above-mentioned five categories. 

Pausee is a narrativ e section without story-time: the action remains stationary while 
attentionn is paid to a descriptive detail. Pause contains mainly interventions and 
descriptionss by the narrator , i.e. comments and words digressing from the subject of the 
story.. In classical Chinese novels, such interventions were very popular. The story is told 
byy an omniscient narrator  who often stops the narration and makes comments concerning 
thee characters or  events. In the first chapter  of Cao Xueqin's A Dream of the Red 
Mansions,Mansions, for  example, the narrator  directly addresses the reader: "D o you know, Worthy 
Reader,, where this book comes from? The answer  may sound fantastic, yet carefully 
consideredd it is of great interest"  (1:2). This narrativ e intervention involves no story-time 
andd is therefore a pause. It occurs frequently in traditional Western fiction as well. 

Descriptionn is another  sort of narrativ e pause to be found in classical Chinese as well 
ass in traditional western novels. Genette notices that the Balzacian novel established an 
extratemporall  descriptive space in which the narrator , forsaking the course of the story, or 
beforee arrivin g at it, makes it his business to inform the reader, to describe a scene that no 
fictionalfictional  figure has, strictl y speaking, been looking at (Discourse 100). Eugenie Grandet, 
forr  example, begins as follows: 

 - » 

Inn certain provincial towns there are houses that inspire a feeling of melancholy equal 
too that aroused by the gloomiest cloister  moor, or  the most dismal ruins. Perhaps 
thesee houses combine the silence of a cloister, the bleakness of moors, and the 
sepulchrall  atmosphere of ruins; there is so littl e lif e and activity within them that a 
strangerr  would think them deserted, did he not notice the wan, cold gaze of a 
motionlesss figure whose faintly monastic face appears above a window sill, at the 
soundd of unfamiliar  footsteps (5). 

Inn naturalist novels, which aimed at sketching a picture of reality, descriptive pauses were 
veryy common. In order  to picture reality, a good many object-descriptions were necessary; 
thee flow of the story-time was of secondary importance (Bal, Narratology 76). In 
classicall  Chinese novels, descriptions that suspend the course of the story were frequent, 
evenn in the novels of the late Qing Dynasty. The first  chapter  of Liu E's The Travels of 
LaoLao Can, opens, for  instance, as follows: 

Itt  is said that outside the East Gate of Dengzhou City in Shandong there is a great 
mountainn called Penglai and on the mountain there is a pavilion called Penglai 
Pavilion.. This pavilion stands with painted roofs and pearly screens amidst clouds 
andd rain, surpassingly magnificent. On the west it overlooks the city with its myriad 
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inhabitantss wrapped in mist, and on the east it overlooks the ocean with its tumbling 
wavess stretching for  a thousand miles. So in the afternoon the city people often bring 
winee and food here and spend the night in the pavilion, in order  to watch the sun rise 
overr  the sea the next day at dawn. This is an old established custom; but of this no 
moree (11). 

Althoughh words such as "afternoon"  and *the next day"  indicate time, the passage 
describess an enduring situation and does not concern the characters. This static 
descriptionn does not involve time flow. 

Dynamicc or  narrativ e descriptions differ  from static ones by involving time. They 
weree used during all periods in the history of western as well as Chinese literature, and at 
timess they aroused great interest Narrativ e descriptions in Homer's Iliad and Odyssey 
singg the praise of ancient heroes, who demonstrate brave vitalit y and strong fighting in 
warr  and in the struggle with nature. Homer avoids static descriptions and often replaces 
thee descriptions of objects by retroversions, which slow down the speed of the story by 
insertingg another  temporal sequence. For  example, the shield of Achilles is described in a 
retroversionn by means of its making. Agamemnon's armor  is described while he is putting 
itt  on. The description of Helen's beauty is not static either. When she passes the Trojan 
wisee old men who sit as elders of the people at the Scaean Gates, gasp with admiration at 
herr  beauty:7 

Whenn they saww Helen coming upon the wall, softly they spake winged words one to 
another::  "Small blame that Trojans and well-greaved Achaeans should for  such a 
womann long time suffer  woes; wondrously lik e is she to the immortal goddesses to 
lookk upon"  (129). 

Sometimes,, "th e general movement of the text is governed by the step or  the gaze of one 
(orr  several) characters), and the unfolding of that movement corresponds exactly to the 
lengthh of the tri p [...] or  of the motionless contemplation"  (Genette, Discourse 101). In A 
DreamDream of Red Mansions, for  instance, we notice that the Rong Mansion and the Ning 
Mansionn are described through the eyes of the character  Lin Daiyu, who comes here for 
thee first time and finds everything new. In other  words, Daiyu serves as the focalizer  of 
thee objects, and we observe everything through her  eyes: 

Ass she was carried into the city she peeped out through the gauze window of chair  at 
thee bustle in the streets and the crowds of people, the like of which she had never  seen 
before. . 
Afterr  what seemed a long time they came to a street with two huge stone lions 
crouchingg on the north side, flanking a great tripl e gate with beast-head knockers, in 
frontfront  of which ten or  more men in smart livery were sitting. The central gate was shut, 
butt  people were passing in and out of the smaller  side gates. On a board above the 
mainn gate was written in large characters: Ningguo Mansion Built at Imperial 
Command. . 
[...]]  Daiyu entered a gate decorated with flowery patterns carved in wood. Inside, 
verandahss on both sides led to a three-roomed entrance hall in the middle of which 
stoodd a screen of marble in a red sandalwood frame. Turned from it, the hall gave 
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accesss to the large court of the main building (1: 35-36, slightly modified, italics 
added). . 

Thee descriptions of Rong Mansion are similar: 

Backk in the Rong Mansion, Daiyu alighted again. The nurses led her eastwards, 
roundround a corner, through an entrance hall into a hall facing south, she then passed 
throughh a ceremonial gate into a large courtyard. The northern building had five large 
apartmentss and wings on either  side. 
[...]]  Once inside the hall she looked up and her eyes were caught by a great blue tablet 
withh nine gold dragons on it, on which was written in characters large as peck 
measures::  Hall of Glorious Felicity (1: 42, slightly modified, italics added). 

Thesee descriptions obviously differ  from those of Balzac's, which often forsake the 
coursee of the story through a pause. The words italicized indicate that the descriptions do 
nott  interrup t the time-line and stop the story. In fact, it is very common in .4 Dream of Red 
MansionMansion to describe the objects through the eyes of characters, following the character's 
movement. . 

Luu Xun said that he did his best to avoid wordiness: "I f I felt I had made my meaning 
sufficientlyy clear, I was glad to dispense with frills . The old Chinese theater  has no 
scenery,, and the New Year  pictures sold to children show a few main figures 
only.[...]Convincedd that such methods suited my purpose, I did not indulge in irrelevant 
detailss and kept the dialogue down to a minimum"  (LXQJ4: 512; Works 3: 263). Indeed 
theree are not many descriptions of scenery in Lu Xun's stories. He wrote even his brief 
descriptionss in a pithy style, saving space and leaving out superfluous words and 
sentences.. Therefore it became absolutely necessary for  him to create an atmosphere or  to 
sett  off the atmosphere by contrast, and in perfect harmony with the whole story. In some 
off  the descriptions the narrator  describes the scenery, forsaking the course of the story or 
beforee arrivin g there. In the latter  case, scenery has no direct relevance to any character. 
"Medicine""  begins, for  instance, with the following descriptions: "I t was autumn, in the 
smalll  hours of the morning. The moon had gone down, but the sun had not yet risen, and 
thee sky appeared a sheet of darklin g blue. Apart from night-prowlers, all was asleep" 
(JLXQJ(JLXQJ1:1: 440; Works 1: 58). Similarl y in "Storm in Teacup": 

Onn the mud flat by the river,  the sun's bright yellow rays were gradually fading. The 
parchedd leaves of the tallow trees beside the river  were at last able to take breath, 
whilee below them a few striped mosquitoes danced and droned. The smoke from the 
peasants''  kitchen chimneys along the riverside dwindled, as the women and children 
sprinkledd the ground before their  doors with water  and set out littl e tables and low 
stools.. Everyone knew it was time for  the evening meal (LXQJ1: 467; Works 1: 79). 

Thesee descriptions sketch the scenes in which the characters of the stories will move; they 
createe a special atmosphere or  indicate time. Following the description the characters 
beginn to appear  on the stage. 

Luu Xun's stories also contain narrativ e descriptions that have an extensive narrativ e 
function.. Let us compare Lu Xun's descriptions with those of Proust, who is known for 
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hiss lavish descriptions. It is conspicuous that in Remembrance of Things Past description 
neverr  brings about a pause in the narrative, never  suspends the story when the described 
objectt  has been met only once, or  when the description concerns only a single one of its 
appearancess (generally the first) . In other  words, the descriptive passage never  abandons 
thee temporality of the story. The Proustian narrativ e never  comes to a standstill at an 
objectt  or  a sight unless that halt corresponds to a contemplative pause by the hero himself, 
andd the contemplation is not a moment of passive and restful ecstasy; it is an intense, 
intellectual,, and often physical activity (Genette, Discourse 100-05). Therefore, the 
descriptionn is not an objective and static picture, but, part of the general narration. 
Accordingg to Genette, in Proust description becomes absorbed into narration, and 
descriptivee pause does not exist, for  with him description is everything except a pause in 
thee narrativ e {Discourse 105-06). 

Inn the case of Proust, "description"  is less a description of the object than a narrativ e 
analysiss of the perceptual activity of the character  contemplating: of his impressions, 
progressivee discoveries, shifts in distance and perspective, errors and corrections, 
enthusiasmss or  disappointment, etc. This is a highly active contemplation that contains "a 
wholee story"  (Genette, Discourse 102). Similarly , in Lu Xun's "I n the Tavern"  a deserted 
gardenn is described as the narrator' s contemplation of it after  entering the tavern: 

Ass I gave this order  to the waiter  who had come up with me I went and sat down at 
thee table by the back window. The fact that the place was empty enabled me to pick 
thee best seat, one with a view of the deserted garden below. Most likely this did not 
belongg to the tavern. I had looked out at it many times in the past, sometimes too in 
snowyy weather. But now, to eyes accustomed to the north, the sight was sufficiently 
striking .. Several old plum trees in full bloom were braving the snow as if oblivious of 
thee depth of winter, while among the thick dark green foliage of a camellia beside the 
crumblingg pavilion a dozen crimson blossoms blazed bright as flame in the snow, 
indignantt  and arrogant, as if despising the wanderer's wanderlust. At this I suddenly 
rememberedd the moistness of the heaped snow here, clinging, glistening and shining, 
quitee unlike the dry northern snow which when a high wind blows will fly up to fill 
thee sky like mist... (LXQJ2: 25; Works 1: 190). 

Thiss is not a static objective description, nor  a contemplation with a passive moment. Lu 
Xun' ss description of the garden is Proustian. The narrator  had looked out at the garden 
manyy times in the past; but the present description is unusual. He came back to the South 
afterr  his long wandering in the north, and now he looks out at the garden with "eyes 
accustomedd to the north"  and different feelings. The reader  becomes aware of some of his 
perceptuall  activity, his new impressions and discoveries, when the narrator  had looked at 
thee deserted garden in the past, sometimes in snowy weather, it made no deep impression 
onn him. This time, however, the garden scenery is "sufficientl y striking."  He especially 
noticess that the old plum trees in full bloom are braving the snow as if oblivious to the 
depthh of winter. In Chinese tradition , a plum tree blooming in the winter  symbolizes 
faithfulnesss and steadfastness. The narrator  endows the flowers with human qualities": the 
oldd plum trees are "braving "  the snow, while the crimson blossoms of the camellia are 
"indignan tt  and arrogant,"  as if "despising"  the wanderer's wanderlust. He cannot help 
beingg filled with deep veneration when he notices them. While being filled with deep 
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veneration,, he is pale before the "despising**  of the flowers: the old plum trees and the 
camelliaa were braving the snow, he, however, went wandering. The description contains 
noo pause in the narrator' s perceptual activity since he is thinking. The passages before and 
afterr  the description supports this. Before the description, the narrator  just went to the 
tavernn and gave the order  to the waiter: "A catty of yellow wine. To go with it? Ten pieces 
off  fried beancurd with plenty of paprika sauce."  Following the description we find : 
'"You rr  wine, Sir...'  said the waiter  carelessly"  (LXQJ2:25; Works 1: 190). The 
descriptionn was presented between the ordering and the serving of the wine. It is absorbed 
intoo narration and has narrativ e function. 

Inn "Villag e Opera,"  Lu Xun's narrativ e description with extensive narrativ e function 
reachess its climax. The narrator  goes back to his childhood and recalls that he and his 
friendsfriends once went to watch a village opera by boat The story tells about an unforgettable 
childhoodd episode. The happy recollections of childhood experiences, which are the most 
essentiall  part of the story, are identical with the emotions of the boy—the narrator' s former 
self—— who was eleven or  twelve years old at that time. Descriptions of the scenery, rare in 
Luu Xun's stories, are exceptionally abundant here. The boy's emotions fuse deeply with 
thee scenery, yielding a dynamic description. The boy looked forward to seeing an opera in 
Zhaozhuang,, a slightly larger  village five // away, but there was no boat for  hire. Finally, 
withh the help of Shuangxi, one of the brightest boys, he could go with a dozen boys in 
Bayii  Granduncle's ferry-boat. The adult narrator , focalizing from the perspective of his 
formerr  self, describes the scenery from rowing a boat to Zhaozhuang: 

Thee scent of beans, wheat and river-weeds wafted towards us through the mist, and 
thee moonlight shone faintl y through it. Distant grey hills, undulating like the backs of 
somee leaping iron beasts, seemed to be racing past the stern of our boat, but I still 
feltfelt our progress was slow. When the oarsmen had changed shifts four times, we 
beganbegan to make out the faint outline of Zhaozhuang and to catch the sound of singing 
andd music. There were several lights too, which we guessed must be on the stage 
unlesss they were fishermen's lights (LXQJ 1: 564; Works 1:161, italics added). 

Returning,, they still felt happy, the boat seemed to be going fast: 

SoonSoon the pine-wood was behind us. Our  boat was moving fairly fast, but there was 
suchh thick darkness all around you could tell it was very late. As they discussed the 
players,, laughing and swearing, the rowers pulled harder on the oars. Now the plash 
off  water  against our  bow was even more distinct. The ferry-boat seemed lik e a great 
whitee fish carrying a freight of children through the foam. Some old fishermen who 
fishedd all night stopped their  punts to cheer  at the sight (LXQJ 1: 567; Works 1: 164, 
italicss added). 

Withh many authors, a field shrouded by the moonlight is a static picture and rich in poetic 
flavor::  watery moonbeams, all is quiet, only sweethearts' talking in whispers. In Lu -
Xun'ss writings, however, it appears as a dynamic picture in which the description is 
absorbedd into narration. It looks as if the natural scenery was endowed with lif e by the 
narrator ;;  actually, however, he participates in the events at a specific time and space. 
Whenn the narrator  passes through, his feelings, his watching, and his thinkin g are blended. 
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Hee is excited, and this emotional state yields the main action-line. Thus, description does 
nott  lead to a suspension of action and the stoppage of time. It continues the narration; as 
Ball  says, a static picture becomes alive in "a mixtur e of description and narration"  due to 
thee narrator' s action (Narratology 130). 

Ass different types of statements, narration and description can show different 
approachess towards the world. The one is active, the other  static, allowing things to take 
theirr  own course. The latter  is considered richer in poetic flavor. Narration occupies a 
dominantt  place in narrativ e fiction, but description has its special significance. Since 
descriptionn usually focuses on characters and things, it often interrupt s the passage of 
time,, extending the length of the narration. 

4.44 "Kon g Yiji" : the Narrator  Is Blind While the Reader  Is Enlightened 

"Kon gg Yiji "  is the story Lu Xun wrote after  "A Madman's Diary."  It is his shortest 
story,, and, according to Sun Fuyuan (16), one of Lu Xun's friends, his favorite one. In my 
opinion,, its success is related to its use of a narrator , who relates the protagonist's tragic 
lif ee from a special angle. 

Narrativ ee information has, according to Genette, degrees: the narrativ e can furnish 
thee readers with more or  less detail, in a more or  less direct way, and thus keep them at a 
greaterr  or  lesser  distance from what it tells. The narrator  can also choose to regulate the 
informationn it delivers, by means of a screening that is adjusted to the capacities or 
knowledgee of a participant (a character  or  group of characters). The narrativ e adopts then, 
orr  seems to adopt, what we ordinaril y call the participant' s "vision"  or  "poin t of view" 
(Discourse(Discourse 162). The story of "Kon g Yiji "  is set in Prosperity Tavern of Luzhen. The 
protagonist,, Kong Yiji , is a customer who often drink s wine there. The first-person 
narratorr  participated once in the events. As a pot-boy in the tavern, he not only saw and 
heardd Kong Yiji' s various extraordinary experiences, but he also had direct 
communicationn with him. Thus, the narrator  can function as an agent through whom the 
readerr  views Kong's tragic life. The reader  can also observe the narrator' s own action and 
normm as a character  through his communication with Kong. They can thus judge this 
narrator-characterr  and his commentary on the events and characters. As the story 
progresses,, the narrator-character' s careless tone alienates the reader. Readers wil l 
generallyy not share his norms. A tension emerges between them, producing special effects 
inn the story. 

Lik ee some other  Lu Xun stories told in first-person, "Kon g Yiji "  is told by way of 
recollection.. In such first-person retrospectives, localization and narration can be distinct, 
becausee the narrator' s language is sometimes "colored"  by his perceptions at the time of 
narrationn and sometimes by those of his younger  self. Sometimes it remains ambiguously 
betweenn the two. The language is that of the narrator , but the localizer  can be either  the 
narratorr  or  the child (Rimmon-Kenan 83-84). In first  three paragraphs of Lu Xun's story, 
thee adult narrator  describes the layout of Luzhen's taverns, the different customers in the 
tavern,, and his experiences and frame of mind as a pot-boy. The focalizer  of the above 
objectss is the adult narrator , and the language is "colored"  mainly by his perceptions at the 
timee of narrating. Some temporal indicators show that the adult narrator  is telling a story 
thatt  happened many years ago. For  example, after  saying that "When men come off work 
att  midday and in the evening they spend four  coppers on a bowl of wine,"  the adult 
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narratorr  adds the parenthesis: "--or  so they did twenty years ago; now it costs ten ~ " 
(LXQJ(LXQJ1:1: 434; Works 1: 52, italics added). When narrating his experience, the adult 
narratorr  says: "At  the age of twelve I  started work as a pot-boy in Prosperity Tavern at the 
edgee of the town"  (LXQJ 1:434; Works 1: 52, italics added). When speaking of his boring 
andd monotonous lif e then he mentions: "Th e only times when I could have a laugh or  two, 
weree when Kong Yij i came to the tavern. That is why I remember him even now" (LXQJ 1: 
434-35;;  Works 1: 52, slightly modified, italics added). The italics indicate that the 
narrator' ss story is "colored"  by his perceptions at the time of narration, which works in 
concertt  with the end of the story: "I  never  saw him again until now~no doubt Kong Yij i 
reallyy is dead"  (LXQJ 1:438; Works 1: 57, slightly modified). The opening and the end 
formm a frame: the narration, focalized by the adult narrator , starts and ends in the present. 
Butt  the internal story of the pot-boy dominates. The adult narrator' s frame is in great 
temporall  distance from the pot-boy's experiences. He tells about events experienced by 
himm long time ago; the objects are not focalized from his sophisticated perspective, but 
fromfrom  the pot-boy who has littl e experience. 

Inn general, the moral values of a narrator  are considered questionable if they do not 
tallyy with those of the implied author. Various factors in the text may indicate the gap, for 
instancee when the facts contradict the narrator' s view (Rimmon-Kenan 101). The reader 
mayy also sense from the story as a whole that the narrator  is unreliable. In this story, the 
adultt  narrator  remembers his past in a careless and sophisticated tone. He looks down 
uponn the short-coated farm laborers and thinks they "were easier  to deal with, it is true, 
butt  among them were quite a few pernickety ones"  (LXQJ 1:434; Works 1: 52). He is not 
att  all embarrassed that they were at that time dilutin g the wine with water  in the tavern. 
Hee recalls that the only time he could relax a bit, and even have a laugh or  two, was when 
Kongg Yij i came around. After  introducing Kong Yij i this way, the pot-boy becomes the 
mainn focalizer. 

Thee narrator  introduces two kinds of customers in the tavern: the short-coated farm 
laborerss who drink wine standing by the bar, and those in long gowns, who go into the 
innerr  room to order  wine and dishes and sit drinkin g at their  leisure. In the eyes of the 
pot-boy,, "Kon g Yij i was the only long-gowned customer who used to drink his wine 
standing""  (LXQJ 1: 435; Works 1: 53). There is no further  comment, but the reader  can 
concludee that Kong Yij i does not belong to either  of these two kinds of customers. The 
boyy describes how Kong Yij i associates with the customers in the tavern and how these 
pokee fun at him. The boy looks like an outsider  in his observation. In many cases, he 
merelyy reports what the characters said; sometimes he even seems to misunderstand the 
meaningg of their  words. The reader  sees that he was influenced by the cold unsympathetic 
peoplee of the tavern. This is how Kong Yiji' s entry into the tavern is described: 

[...]]  Whenever  he came in, everyone there would look at him and chuckle. And 
someonee was sure to call out: 
"Kon gg Yiji ! What are those fresh scars on your  face?" 
Ignoringg this, he would lay nine coppers on the bar  and order  two bowls of heated 
winee with a dish of aniseed-peas. Then someone else would bawl: 
"Youu must have been stealing again!" 
"Wh yy sully a man's good name for  no reason at all?"  Kong Yij i would ask, raising his 
eyebrowss (LXQJ (LXQJ 1: 435; Works 1: 53). 
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Thee inexperienced pot-boy cannot understand Kong Yiji' s remark "A gentleman keeps 
hiss integrity even in poverty."  But the reader  can catch the idea. The reader  can observe 
thee boy's attitude through his calm and objective observation. For  example, he 
summarizess the atmosphere in the tavern by remarking, "Th e space within and 
surroundingg the tavern swelled with joy,"  which shows not only that the people were 
callous,, but also their  satisfaction for  feeling superior  to a wretch. The boy identified with 
thee people. 

Kongg Yij i has studied the classics and is a good calligrapher, but people take delight 
inn taunting him: "Kon g Yiji , can you really read?"  (LXQJ1: 436; Works 1: 54). When 
theyy scrutinize his failur e to pass even the lowest official examination, "a grey tinge 
wouldd overspread Kong Yiji' s dejected, discomfited face, and he would mumble more of 
thosee unintelligibl e archaisms"  {LXQJ 1:436; Works 1: 54). The boy still does not 
understandd what Kong Yij i says, but his observation vividl y evokes Kong Yiji' s agony. 
Thee roots of Kong's agony are his blind acceptance of the establishment's norms. He falls 
intoo the quagmire of the civil examination and is unable to extricate himself from it. He 
cannott  change his tragic lot through civil examinations, but he still believes in them. As a 
failedd scholar, he lands at the bottom of society, but still refuses to take off his tattered 
long-gown,, which symbolizes his scholar's status. He cannot compare with the 
long-gownedd customers who have status in the community, and is unable to join the ranks 
off  the short-coated customers standing outside. Discriminated against by the 
long-gownedd people, and rejected by the short-coated people, he becomes a sad and 
ridiculouss person who cannot find his position in the community. 

Ass a witness, the boy merely echoes the mocking and disdaining attitudes of the 
otherr  people. As a participant in the events, he tells about his contact with Kong Yij i also 
inn a mocking and disdaining tone. When Kong Yij i feels that he is totally isolated in an 
adultt  world he turns to children and hopes to get some comforts in their  world. Knowing 
thatt  the boy had schooling, he kindly says he would like to test him how to writ e the 
Chinesee character  hui in aniseed-peas, but the boy responds: 

Whoo did this beggar  think he was, testing me! I turned away and ignored him. After 
waitingg for  some time he said earnestly: 
"Youu can't writ e it, eh? I'l l show you. Mind you remember. You ought to remember 
suchh characters, because you'll need them to writ e up your  accounts when you have a 
shopp of your  own." 
[...]]  Half amused and half exasperated, I drawled, "I  don't need you to show me. Isn't 
itt  the hui written with the element for  grass?" 
Kongg Yiji' s face lit up. Tapping two long-nails on the bar, he nodded. "Quit e 
correct!""  he said. "Ther e are four  different ways of writin g hui. Do you know them?" 
Butt  my patience exhausted, I scowled and moved away (LXQJ 1: 436; Works 1: 55). 

Thee boy and Kong Yij i reveal two different attitudes: the former  adopts an arrogant 
attitude,, while the latter  is kind and earnest, although pedantic. As Bal points out, 
perceptionn is a psychological process that depends on many factors, for  example, one's 
positionn with respect to the perceived object, the distance, previous knowledge, 
psychologicall  attitude towards the object (Narratology 100). In his attitude towards Kong 
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Yiji ,, the boy indicates that he is in an advantageous position, and this attitude is related to 
hiss previous knowledge of Kong Yiji . His knowledge obviously comes from the adult 
worldd he lives in. As a perceiving subject, the boy already unconsciously prepares for 
joinin gg the ranks of the adult community that has no sympathy for  Kong Yiji , but feels 
superiorr  to him. The coldness and heartlessness of the community infect this 
twelve-year-oldd boy like pestilence. Lik e people around him, he lacks sympathy for  Kong 
Yiji ,, who is almost at the end of his tether  yet retained a certain self-esteem and 
kindliness. . 

Thee boy does not feel there is anything wrong with his attitude to Kong Yiji , but 
readerss do. Through reporting what the customers say, the boy tells why Kong Yij i has 
nott  shown up for  a long time. He has been stealing again, but this time he stole from Mr . 
Ding,, the provincial-grade scholar, and his legs were broken. His present whereabouts are 
unknown,, and people guess that he may have died. Finally, one afternoon when winter  is 
nearr  at hand, Kong Yij i reappears. In his last encounter, Kong's face appeared 'thi n and 
grimy~hee looked a wreck"  (LXQJ1:437; Works 1:56). He has on a ragged old jacket and 
iss squatting cross-legged on a mat that is fastened by ropes to his shoulders. Although he 
iss in a tight spot, people still have no sympathy for  him. The boss only says, "I s that Kong 
Yiji ?? You still owe nineteen coppers"  (LXQJ 1:437; Works 1: 56). As usual, he chuckles 
andd he derides Kong Yij i for  having stolen again. Readers can see from the boy's account 
thatt  Kong Yij i is much more miserable now than ever  before and they will sympathize 
moree with him. Kong Yij i still tries to stand up with bit of dignity when he is facing his 
impasse.. He asks the boss not to joke with him, but the boss says, "Joke? How did your 
legss get broken if you hadn't been stealing?"  (LXQJ 1: 438; Works 1: 57). To this he can 
onlyy whisper: "Broken them in a fall."  The boy notices that his eyes "pleaded with the 
bosss to let the matter  drop"  (LXQJ 1: 438; Works 1: 57), but Kong Yij i gets only a good 
laugh.. He finishes his wine and laboriously hauls himself away with his muddy hands 
amidd the taunts and laughter  of other  customers. It is the most miserable scene in the 
story. . 

Usingg this boy as focalizer, the narrator  can give the readers close-ups of Kong Yij i 
onn three levels. First, when Kong Yij i is on the scene, the boy vividl y observes his 
appearance,, clothing, manner, speech and action, even the slight changes of his facial 
expressions.. Second, when Kong Yij i is not on the scene, the boy conveys important 
information ss about Kong Yiji' s past and present that customers in the tavern provide him. 
Finally,, as a participant in the events, through direct communication with Kong Yiji , the 
boyy gives further  descriptions of him and shows his disposition. All these multipl e views 
throughh different angles give a vivid image of the protagonist. While the boy focalizes 
andd describes Kong Yij i from a short distance, the adult narrator  provides information 
fromfrom  a great distance about the surroundings, the people around Kong Yiji , and the 
pot-boyy himself Since the reader  knows about the relationship between the boy and the 
protagonist,, no more background information about Kong is needed. Readers can 
concentratee on the image of Kong Yiji . The adult narrator  and the boy join together  to 
offerr  a stereoscopic image of Kong Yiji' s tragic lot. 

Genettee remarks that "w e should not confuse the information given by a focalized 
narrativ ee with interpretation the reader  is called on to give"  (Discourse 197). The boy 
providess all sorts of information he sees or  hears about Kong Yiji . The reader  sees not 
onlyy what the boy sees, but also finds the deeper  meaning behind it. "Narrativ e always 
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sayss less than it knows, but it often makes known more than it says"  (Discourse 198). 

4.55 "Th e True Story of Ah Q": the Narrator  Enters the Soul of the Protagonist 

"Th ee True Story of Ah Q,"  a story with zero focalization and an omniscient narrator , 
was,, among Lu Xun's stories, most influenced by traditional Chinese fiction. With nine 
chapterss it is the longest one, written partly in the manner  of traditional Chinese 
"zhang-hui"zhang-hui novels."  Each chapter  is headed by a titl e giving the gist of its content, and 
eachh one is relatively independent, but there is a close relationship between the chapters, 
yieldingg an integrated story about Ah Q's life. Unlike Lu Xun's most stories with zero 
focalization,, the omniscient narrator  often appears as "I "  and "we,"  directly facing his 
readers,, like storytellers that directly address their  readers in traditional Chinese fiction. 
Thee narrator  opens by saying, "For  several years now I have meaning to writ e the true 
storyy of Ah Q"  (LXQJl:  487; Works 1: 102). Then, in the manner  of traditional Chinese 
fiction,fiction,  he banteringly introduces the character's name, surname, and native place. 
However,, the reader  still lacks some basic information about him. For  example, his 
surname::  when Mr . Zhao's passes the county examination, Ah Q declares that this reflects 
creditt  on him too, since he belongs to Mr . Zhao's clan. So he also wants to be called Zhao. 
Butt  the next morning this is no longer  clear, because he is summoned to Mr . Zhao who 
roarss at him: 

"A hh Q, you miserable wretch! Did you say I belonged to the same clan as you?" 
Ahh Q made no reply. 
Thee more he looked at him the angrier  Mr . Zhao became. Advancing menacingly a 
feww steps he said, "Ho w dare you talk such nonsense! How could I have such a 
relativee as you? Is your  surname Zhao?" 
Ahh Q made no reply and was planning a retreat, when Mr . Zhao darted forward and 
gavee him a slap on the face. 
"Ho ww could you be named Zhao? Are you worthy of the name Zhao?"  (LXQJ1:488; 
WorksWorks I:  104). 

Afterr  this, nobody ever  mentions his family background again, and the narrator  remains 
confusedd about his family name. His name and native place are not clear  either. In 
traditiona ll  Chinese fiction, the omniscient narrator  normally relates basic information on 
thee character  in an authoritativ e tone. Uncertainties like these were rare. Lu Xun adopts 
thee traditional form but gives it a new content and meaning in a bantering way by limitin g 
thee omniscient narrator' s view sometimes.8 

Inn the following chapters, the omniscient narrator  presents the image of Ah Q.9 First, 
hee is quite explicit about his job: "A h Q had no family but lived in the Tutelary God's 
Templee at Weizhuang. He had no regular  work either, being simply an odd-job man for 
others::  when there was wheat to be cut he would cut it, when there was rice to be hulled 
hee would hull it, when there was a boat to be punted he would punt it"  (LXQJ 1: 490; 
WorksWorks 1: 107). This man, without family or  regular  work, is undoubtedly, a person with 
thee lowest position in the village, but he considers himself no ordinary being. He 
habituallyy looks down on all others in the village, and intensely clashes with the villagers 
off  Weizhuang, Mr . Zhao, "Bogus Foreign Devil,"  Whiskers Wang, and Young D. We 
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havee seen how Ah Q was severely scolded and given a slap on his face by Mr . Zhao. Later, 
whenn he meets Whiskers Wang, who happens to be catching lice, Ah Q sits down next to 
himm and makes a competition of it, but he loses and picks a fight with the man for  whom 
hee has the greatest contempt. Ah Q loses again and he considers this as the first 
humiliatio nn of his life. At this moment, his other  enemy, "Bogus Foreign Devil," 
approachess from the distance; Ah Q is in a rage and itching for  revenge, so he calls him a 
"Baldhead!!  Ass"  As a result he is struck on the head by "Bogus Foreign Devil."  When he 
payss court to Amah Wu, who is a widowed female servant in the Zhaos' household, he is 
beatenn by the son of Mr. Zhao, the successful candidate. Ah Q loses his odd jobs and 
think ss that the low fellow Young D, who is a thin and weakly pauper  and worse in Ah Q's 
eyess than Whiskers Wang, steals his livin g from him. So he picks a fight with Young D. 
Ahh Q is always defeated, except for  the fight with Young D, which seems to end in neither 
victoryy nor  defeat However, Ah Q never  thinks he has lost. On the contrary, he considers 
himselff  the victor. Of course, it is a kind of "psychological victory."  He lives in extreme 
poverty,, but when quarreling with someone he often says, "We used to be much better  off 

**  than you! Who do you think you are?"  (LXQJ1:490; Works 1:107). When someone pulls 
hiss brownish queue, bumps his head against the wall four  or  five times, and walks away, 
satisfiedd at having won, Ah Q would think and say to himself, "It' s as if I  were beaten by 
myy son. What the world is coming to nowadays!..."  {LXQJ 1:492; Works 1: 109). But 
thenn he would walk away, satisfied at having won. Later  on Ah Q takes to saying out loud 
variouss things he says too himself. From then on, whenever  somebody grabs his queue 
theyy would say: 

"A hh Q, this is not a son beating his father, it is a man beating a beast. Let's hear  you 
sayy it: A man beating a beast!" 
Thenn Ah Q, clutching at the root of his queue, his head on one side, would say, 
"Beatingg an insect-how about that? I am an insect--now will you let me go?"  (LXQJ 
1::  492; Works 1:109-10). 

Thoughh he is beaten again, Ah Q walks away satisfied that he has won. The narrator 
relates::  "he was the 'Number  One self-belittler,'  and that after  subtracting 'self-belittler ' 
whatt  remained was 'Number  One.' Was not the highest successful candidate in the 
officiall  examination also 'Number  One'? 'And who do you think you are?'"  (LXQJ 1: 
492;;  Works 1: 110). Moreover, in order  to get rid of the bitterness of defeat, he can even 
beatt  himself. After  slapping his own face hard, his heart feels lighter, for  it seems as if he 
slappedd some other  self: "and soon it was just as if he had beaten someone else~in spite of 
thee fact that his face was still tingling. He lay down satisfied that he had gained the 
victory""  (LXQJ 1: 492; Works 1:112). With this psychological victory, Ah Q rationalizes 
thee humiliatin g results, so that they seem advantageous to him and he has pleasure. 

Whenn Ah Q is bullied and humiliated by the strong, he follows the example of the 
strongg and stretches out his hand to the weak. After  being beaten by Bogus Foreign Devil, 
hee runs into a littl e Buddhist nun in front  of the tavern. He blames all his bad luck that day 
onn meeting her. He insults, teases, and bullies her  withh dirt y language in front  of the 
customerss of the tavern. When the nun is wailing some distance away, Ah Q still roars 
withh delighted laughter. 

Thee narrator  presents Ah Q's extremely weird thought and behavior  not only through 
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hiss actions but also through his heart. The character  has a very special code of conduct: 
"psychologicall  victory"  and cowering before the strong while bullying the weak. This is 
nott  an isolated phenomenon, but one that occurs in all sorts of ways at different times and 
withh different people. When "Th e True Story of Ah Q"  was published as a serial, many 
readerss were in fear  and trembling, dreading lest an attack on them should follow. 
Someonee thought that the latest installment, published the previous day, had been an 
attackk on him (LXQJ3: 281). Ah Q's achieves psychological victory because he cannot 
graspp his destiny amidst historical changes. More importantly , this relates to his country's 
longg history, during which it had been repeatedly bullied by big powers; Ah Q's attitude 
mayy psychologically reflect that an oppressed and humiliated nation has no choice. C. T. 
Hsiaa writes: "T o Chinese readers this trai t of character, reminiscent of recent history, gave 
aa fresh satiric perspective to their  country's pathetic stance among the bullying and more 
powerfull  nations"  (37). 

Luu Xun said that in "Th e True Story of Ah Q"  he tried to "tak e the soul of one of our 
contemporaryy countrymen and writ e it down."  At the same time, he recognized that "i t is 
reallyy difficul t in China to try to depict the soul of such a silent countryman, since I have 
said,, we Chinese are still the people of an uninnovated ancient country"  (LXQJ7: 77-78). 
Later,, he wrote under  a pseudonym: "Twelv e years ago Lu Xun wrote 'The True Story of 
Ahh Q,' no doubt with the intention of exposing the national failings"  (LXQJ5:114; Works 
3::  286). This intention was realized, in part, through the use of an omniscient narrator , 
whoo represents all of Ah Q's folly to the readers. The depiction of a vivid character 
allowedd a sharp dissection of "th e national failings"  and shocked the readers. The 
omniscientt  narrator  looks far  and wide, talks freely about ancient or  modern times, and 
makess commentaries on the events and characters. 

Thee narrator  connects Ah Q to the 1911 Revolution, which disappointed Lu Xun. At 
thee beginning, Ah Q does not understand the revolution. It occurs to him that the 
revolutionariess are rebels, and they would give him a hard time. Hence he detests them 
andd keeps away from them. But they strike fear  in a widely respected and successful 
provinciall  candidate. Ah Q is pleased that the revolution had frightened highly 
prestigiouss people, and he follows the revolutionaries. Without understanding what the 
revolutionn is all about, Ah Q yearns to change his petty and low position in Weizhuang 
andd to gain people's respect: "I  shall take what I want! I shall like whom I please!"  (LXQJ 
1:513;;  Works 1: 137). The idea of revolution leads him to indulge in fantasy. The 
omniscientt  narrator  goes into his mind and reveals his imagination: 

"Revolt?? It would be fine.... A troop of revolutionaries would come, all in white 
maces,, bombs, foreign guns, sharp-pointed double-edged knives, and spears with 
hooks.. When they passed this temple they would call out, 'Ah Q! Come along with 
us!''  And then I would go with them.... 
"Thenn the fun would start. All the villagers, the whole lousy lot, would kneel down 
andd plead, 'Ah Q, spare us!'  But who would listen to them! The first to die would be 
Youngg D and Mr . Zhao, then the successful county candidate and the Bogus Foreign 
Devil..... But perhaps I would spare a few. I would once have spared Whiskers Wang, 
butt  now I don't even want him.... 
"Things...II  would go straight in and open the cases: silver  ingots, foreign coins, 
foreignn calico jackets.... [...] 
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" II  haven't seem Amah Wu for  a long time and don't know where she is-what a pity 
herr  feet are so big"  (LXQJ1: 515; Works 1: 138-39). 

Ahh Q not only strongly desires the revolution, he wants to bring it about at once. First, he 
goess to the Convent of Quiet Self-Improvement, but the successful county candidate and 
thee Foreign Devil already made a revolution before him: they smashed into fragments an 
imperiall  tablet inscribed "Lon g live the Empire."  Then, he also twists his queue up on his 
headd like people who are going to join the revolution, and he wants to get into touch with 
thee revolutionary party. He wants to talk things over  with Bogus Foreign Devil, the only 
revolutionaryy he has known. Unfortunately, the latter  drives him out and does not allow 
himm to join the revolution. Moreover, when the Zhao family is robbed, Ah Q is wrongly 
accusedd of having been the robber, apprehended by the police, and taken finally  to the 
executionn ground. Only on the way there does Ah Q recognize that he is going to have his 
headd cut off. At this moment, the omniscient narrator  reenters his heart: he is seized by 
panicc and everything turns dark before his eyes, but then he is quite calm, because "i n this 
worldd probably it was the fate of everybody at some time to have his head cut off'  (LXQJ 
1::  525; Works 1: 152). When he takes a look at the shouting crowd, Ah Q remembers that 
fourr  years ago, at the foot of the mountain, he met a hungry wolf which followed him at a 
distance,, wanting to eat him. He nearly died of fright,  but luckil y he happened to have a 
knif ee in his hand which gave him the courage to get back to Weizhuang. He never  forgot 
thee wolfs eyes, fierce yet cowardly, gleaming like two will-o'-the-wisps, as if boring into 
himm from a distance: 

Noww he saw eyes more terribl e even than the wolfs: dull yet penetrating eyes that 
havingg devoured his words still seemed eager  to devour  something beyond his flesh 
andd blood. And these eyes kept following him at a set distance. 
Thesee eyes seemed to have merged into one, biting into his soul. 
"Help ,, help!" 
Butt  Ah Q never  uttered these words. All had turned black before his eyes, there was a 
buzzingg in his ears, and he felt as if his whole body were being scattered like so much 
lightt  dust (LXQJ 1: 526; Works 1: 153). 

Inn the last sentence the narrator  reveals what goes on in Ah Q's innermost mind just 
beforee his execution. Narrator-characters in internal focalization and narrators in external 
focalizationn cannot do this. The former  can freely reveal his own thoughts, secret, or 
feeling,, and he can indicate his opinions and comments on other  characters, but he cannot 
enterr  into the inner  world of the other  characters. The omniscient narrator  can situate 
himselff  outside the story far  or  near, look down at the development of events and the 
activitiess of characters, and, as in "Th e True Story of Ah Q,"  he can freely enter  into any 
character'ss soul. It is very important that this omniscient narrator  relates both Ah Q's 
externall  behavior  and his internal thoughts and feelings. The Chinese criti c Ouyang 
Fanhaii  finds in the treatment of Runtu in "M y Old Home"  traces of the sympathy that Lu 
Xunn felt for  Ah Q. Lyell disagrees. He thinks that the two men are treated radically ' 
differently .. In the case of Runtu, both Lu Xun and his readers remain on the outside: we 
seee Runtu as a figure in a painting and never  move into his psyche to see, feel and 
experiencee the world as he does. In the case of Ah Q, Lu Xun invites us inside the 
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labyrinthh of his protagonist's psyche, showing us around, pointing out this and that in a 
fashionn that occasionally causes us to realize with a flash that some back corridors of our 
psychess are not totally dissimilar from what we find in Ah Q (Lyell, Reality 239). 

Thee narrator of Ah Q is an intellectual with sharp eyes and a good knowledge of 
foreignn and Chinese history. He gains insight into Ah Q, but remains aloof and calm. He 
doess not get involved with the protagonist's emotions, he does not criticize his eccentric 
actions,, he does not sympathize with his protagonist for being bullied, nor does he 
expresss his indignation for his bullying the weak. However, this is just the surface. The 
narrator'ss meticulous choice of narrative material, and his calm and ironic tone reveals 
hiss feeling. Once Ah Q is dead, the narrator turns his eyes on Weizhuang's villagers and 
onn the people in town who saw how Ah Q was sent under escort to the execution: 

Ass for any discussion of the event, no question was raised in Weizhuang. Naturally 
alll  agreed that Ah Q had been a bad man, the proof being that he had been shot; for it 
hehe had not been bad, how could he have been shot? But the consensus of opinion in 
townn was unfavourable. Most people were dissatisfied, because a shooting was not 
suchh a fine spectacle as a decapitation; and what a ridiculous culprit he had been too, 
too pass through so many streets without singing a single line from an opera. They had 
followedd him for nothing (LXQJ1: 527; Works 1: 154). 

Theree are no explicit criticism here of Weizhuang's villagers, but the lightly ironic 
narrationn reveals the narrator's emotion and his sorrow between the lines. Just because 
Ahh Q is executed, everybody in Weizhuang agrees that he was an evil man. The people in 
townn were interested in watching the desperate struggle of a convict awaiting execution. 
Al ll  of them cruelly enjoy the suffering and destruction of life, all are cold, detached, 
stupid,, and ignorant, similar to those people who often gather to gape, with evident 
enjoyment,, at the skinning of the sheep before the mutton shops in Beijing (LXQJ 1: 163). 
Ass "spectators at a drama," they want to amuse themselves while a man lays down his 
life. . 

11 The cannibalistic theme repeatedly appears in Lu Xun's writings. He wrote in 1925, "Our vaunted Chinese 

civilizationn is only a feast of human flesh prepared for the rich and mighty. And China is only the kitchen 

wheree these feasts are prepared." 'Thus since the dawn of civilization countless feasts-large and small-of 

humann flesh have been spread, and those at these feasts eat others and are eaten themselves" (LXQJ 1: 

216-17;; Works!: 156-57). 
22 Lu Xun adds in a note: "Yi Ya, a favorite of Duke of Huan of Qi in the seventh century B.C., was a good 

cookk and sycophant. When the duke remarked that he had never tasted the flesh of children, Yi Ya cooked 

hiss own son for him to eat" (Works 1: 48). 

CanonCanon for Girls, A book describing the feudal standard of behaviour for girls and the virtues they should 
cultivatee (Works 1: 200). 
44 In Chapter Six of The Crisis of Chinese Consciousness, Lin Yllsheng analyses Lu Xun's complex 

consciousness,, using many examples from Lu Xun's experiences (Crisis 104-51). As for Lu Xun's attitude 

too Chinese tradition itself, Leo Ou-fan distinguishes "tradition and counter-tradition." He notices that Lu 

Xunn openly acknowledged that his mind had been "poisoned" by thoughts of the ancient philosopher 

Zhuangg Zi: "sometimes carefree and capricious, other times petulant and anxious." On the other hand, Lu 
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Xunn also confessed that "books of the Confucian and Mencian school, which I had read earliest and known 

best,, seemed to have nothing to do with me." Leo Ou-fan thinks that the general range of Lu Xun's tastes in 

traditionall  Chinese culture tended to fall beyond what has been known as the "great tradition"[Confiician 

andd Mencian school]: "Al l these intellectual preferences tend to lean toward what may be called the 

'counter-traditions'' in Chinese culture-strains of thought and sensibility that were opposed to, or at 

considerablee remove from, the orthodox line of Confucian philosophers, from Confucius and Mencius to 

Zhuu Xi and Wang Yangming. These 'counter' interests which grew out of his scholarly research in 

traditionall  literature and culture served also as the kernel of his iconoclastic stance as a leader of the May 

Fourthh intellectual movement" (Voice 25-46). 
55 If ST designates story time and AT narrative time then: 

pause:: AT= n, ST= 0. AT «> ST; scene: AT= ST; summary: AT< ST; ellipsis: AT= 0. Thus: AT< °°ST. 
66 According to Chatman, the five movements are as follows. Summary: the discourse is briefer than the 

eventss depicted; Ellipsis: the discourse halts, though time continues to pass in the story. Scene: the scene is 

thee incorporation of the dramatic principle into narrative. Story and discourse here are of relatively equal 

duration.. Stretch: discourse-time is longer than story-time. Pause: story-time stops though the discourse 

continues,, as in descriptive passages (Story 68-74). 
77 Noting Homer's special description of Helen's beauty, Lessing wrote: "Even Homer, who so carefully 

abstainss from all detailed description of corporeal beauty, from whom we barely learn, even parenthetically, 

thatt Helen has white arms and beautiful hair, even this poet knows nevertheless how to give us an idea of 

herr beauty, which far surpasses all that art is capable of representing to us" (165). 
88 Lu Xun was very careful in writing this story. He avoided to give specific names to his characters and 

places,, so that readers could not misinterpret them as referring to any particular person or particular place: 

"II  take these afore-mentioned precautions not because I am afraid of giving offence but to avoid ridiculous 

complicationss so that the impact of the work may be more concentrated and powerrul.[.„] My method is to 

makee the reader unable to tell who this character can be apart from himself, so that he cannot back away to 

becomee a bystander but is bound to suspect that this may be a portrait of himself if not of every man, and 

thatt may start him thinking" (LXQJ6: 113-14; Works 4: 141). 
99 To the editor who adapted "The True Story of Ah Q" for the stage and published it in his magazine The 

TheatreTheatre in 1934, Lu Xun described the appearance of Ah Q as follows: "To my mind, Ah Q should be about 

thirty,, quite ordinary-looking, with a peasant's simplicity and stupidity, but also a touch of roguish cunning. 

Youu can probably find shades of him among Shanghai rickshaw men and carters, but he is no tough, no 

scavenger""  (LXQJ 6:117; Works 4: 145). 
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Conclusions s 

Wee investigated Lu Xun's short stories from the perspective of narrativ e modes, 
againstt  the background of traditional Chinese fiction and the course of its modernization 
aroundd the turn of this century. This investigation suggests certain conclusions 
concerningg the transformation of the narrativ e modes and the significance of Lu Xun's 
shortt  stories in this transformation, as well as Lu Xun's successful use of all important 
narrativ ee modes. 

Thee transformation of narrativ e modes from narratives with zero focalization to 
narrativess with internal and external focalizations is one of the most important signs in 
thee transition from traditional to modern Chinese fiction. This transformation, which 
begann in the work of the late Qing novelists, reached a higher  stage and was 
successfullyy completed in Lu Xun's fiction. It was a long process, marked by the phases 
off  translation, a story in classical Chinese, "Remembering Past Times,"  and Lu Xun's 
shortt  stories in modern Chinese. These works show a clear  development in this regard. 
Inn his early translations of Jules Verne's fiction, Lu Xun used all the techniques of 
traditiona ll  Chinese fiction with  zero focalization; then he successfully used the internal 
focalizationn in first-person in his first  short story, still written in classical Chinese, and, 
finally,finally,  following his first  story in the modem vernacular, "A Madman's Diary,"  he 
skillfull yy employed different narrativ e modes in his later  stories. 

Luu Xun's transformation of narrativ e modes was a creative effort, profitin g from 
influencess from both the foreign fiction and the traditional Chinese fiction. In other 
words,, Lu Xun did not cut his connection with traditional Chinese fiction when he 
absorbedd many foreign techniques, including new narrativ e modes. Lu Xun's fiction is 
separatedd by a profound rift from  traditional fiction;  yet it still had some traces of i t He 
wrotee his short stories in new forms by transforming as well as transcending traditional 
Chinesee influences, all the while consciously borrowing from Western literar y models. 

Luu Xun's short stories are generally acknowledged to be classics of modem 
Chinesee fiction, and he was the first  writer  in the history of modem Chinese fiction to 
usee successfully all the important narrativ e modes. He creatively developed the art of 
narration ,, especially the complex art of fictional narrator . 

Luu Xun wrote outstanding stories in all three kinds of narrativ e modes, but from 
aa narrativ e perspective his fiction with internal and external focalization were of greatest 
importancee to modem Chines fiction. In these narratives, Lu Xun skillfull y introduced 
neww narrators who differed from the traditional omniscient narrator , and he introduced 
neww ideas even in the case of the latter. Among his narrators, the first-person narrator s 
meritt  special attention, because in traditional Chinese fiction one rarely finds narrator s 
whoo participate in the events of the story and because of their  unique role and function 
inn the story. Although there are some stories which include the author's individual 
experiences,, they are all fictional rather  than autobiographical. Actually, Lu Xun 
avoidedd revealing himself in his stories. He developed the device of unreliable narrator , 
andd distanced himself from the characters. Lu Xun's first  person narrators are 
narrator-characterss who participate to varying degrees in the events: they may be 
observers,, witnesses, minor  participants, relatively important participants, and 
protagonists.. As narrator-characters, they all have their  meaning in the story. At the 
samee time, they have a special function. Having special physical, mental, or  moral 
attributes,, these narrator s not only tell the story to the reader, they can also treat and 
observee characters from a special and limited view, or  describe a number  of characters 
throughh their  perspective, which permits the author  to concentrate his description on the 
speciall  characters and events familiar  to him. Thus the scholars, intellectuals and 
farmerss become two kinds of unforgettable characters in the stories: in the first-person 
narrations,, the focalizer  and the first-person narrator  coincide as a narrator-character, in 
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thee thir d person narrations the localizer  coincides with a character  and become a 
character-focahzer,, but does not coincide with the narrator . In the latter  case, seeing and 
sayingg are separate. * 

Passagess with external focalization may be found in some traditional Chinese 
fiction,, for  example, when the narrator  quotes characters' speeches. But these never 
carryy through a whole story. Lu Xun's two stories with external focalization made 
skillfu ll  use of this technique and they became outstanding examples for  using this 
narrativ ee mode. s 

Eachh of Lu Xun's short stories has a dominant focalization and a certain 
narrativ ee mode However, the different narrativ e modes are not isolated from each other 
mm the story and the author  does not always follow through with the principl e he adopted 
att  the outset. In some stones the focalization changes, and there are some alterations 
appeared. . 

Everyy narrativ e mode has its own strength and weaknesses. One cannot judge a 
storyy or  novel just by the narrativ e mode it employs. However, in the development from 
traditiona ll  to modern fiction, the change of the narrativ e modes is a notable 
phenomenonii  This change first  occurred in Western fiction, and in Chinese fiction 
whichh ran a different trajectory, it happened later. 
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